Exchange #3: Dialogue on F.E.D. Dialectics. 29JUN2015. Last Updated 01MAY2016.

I1
1 Q #3:
Thank you for such a detailed response to my questions. The links you included are helping me understand
further what you have surveyed in the main body of your text. You have convinced me that pursuing a study
of this material could indeed be worthwhile. Yet for anyone else reading this that is not quite convinced that
learning the details of such a formal system is something worth doing, or just to help any of us get more context
on the value of this material and what it might mean in the broader terms of contemporary intellectual
discourse, I will pursue some questions and offer some of my provisional evaluations on the context of your
discovery in the hopes of further clarification--primarily on just how this line of thinking may do what you
claim it can do or hope it may do in further developments.
My most broad level impression of your system, having now seen to what extent you believe and hope that it
can approach some kind of totalizing theory of everything, is not exactly disbelief anymore, since I see that
while you seem to hold out for some rather comprehensive synthetic totality, it appears to be more of a formal
architectonic than a claim or bid for absolute knowledge. Yet some claims you make do seem to stretch the
bounds of what any formal system may do. I get the impression now that you are describing a language that
may be used to map and extend the knowledge of systems past what would be possible in any single formal
language by extending the limits of formal systems through dialectical progression, transcending normal
Godelian limits by a mapping of (nested?) logical types. But the impression is still just that, an impression.
It still just seems like a checklist of some future possible science, a checklist of generic stages of progression,
something we have seen before in various theoretical guises, albeit in less formal detail.
Granted my lack of clarity may be due to the limits of my knowledge of formal logic and mathematics or the
further details of your system. But how is this more than a specialized notation that aims to guide a more
coherent development of science and knowledge? If it is only that, there is still much value, for it seems that
our knowledge grows in an incoherent fashion--our mathematics seems like a series of fudges created to get
around the limits it has no formal logic to deal with. A logical framework for dealing with the formal
constraints of different symbolic systems and how they might be connected could certainly be a helpful guide in
bringing coherence to the scientific world and by extension the social world it has all but conquered. But how
are these symbols you have created more than just placeholders for qualities that are always going to depend on
information and evaluation from outside the system? And what determines the structure of this system? Where
do all these numbers come from-- numbers of stages in a progression, numbers of categories...? Where might I
find justification for these categories, rather than others, for these stages and progressions that you have listed in
formal detail but not shown me to be inherent in the nature of development itself. Many people have advanced
grand theories of development. What makes your theory different? Amongst so much emphasis on formal
precision, one should have justification for these forms rather than others. If it is merely abstract and general,
then qualitative accounts would suffice and perhaps be superior. Explicit formal precision is a quantitative
consideration. Why then these precise formal constraints? Why does it take so many arithmetics to integrate
the qualitative, quantitative, and metrical demands of symbolic inscription?
I am intrigued that you seem convinced that these categorical divisions are not arbitrary but hold great content
and look forward to understanding the nature of this content. But if your system is to have a more broad and
abiding interest, it must have something to say about the genesis of form itself, not just its categorization.
What principles have you discovered that your formal system has been designed to express? You have
explained the importance of having a qualitative meaning for division by zero, the importance of solving for
the functions of nonlinear equations, and I can see how this can improve the detail of determination in complex
systems. But is this just a notation through which the indeterminate in any system can be deferred through to
different measurements/standards of accounting? Perhaps an attempt to formalize the post-modern demand for
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a sensitivity to context, which pushed theory away from formal theories of everything in the first place. An
attempt to formalize without reducing qualities to their form? This certainly is a step beyond the reductive lens
through which much of science gets rendered. There are even supposedly "complexity sensitive" accounts that
are still caught up in reductive logic, as you know. But a more "general complexity" approach which is what
theorist David Byrne calls the non-reductive approaches are "non-restricted" because they acknowledge that
contextual forces and emergent properties always escape law-like formality. Context is infinite. This doesn't
bar modelling, it just places it in a middle range, beyond reductive representational theories but not quite
absolute forms. This seems to be where you are reaching. A mapping of types, a crafting of metaphors that can
generalize over a range of related systems. Yet in doing so, we must justify our choices in context which
determine the nature of our models. I remain open to being convinced that your choices are valuable and
effective.
I2
2 R #3: Once again, you have posed an exceptionally excellent field of questions -- some of the most
thoughtful that we have ever had the privilege to respond to. I’m going, once again, to divide my response(s) to
this, your third set of questions, so as to keep track of the separate clusters of inquiry into which they fall, with
respect to my clusters of responses. Some clusters use E.D. spectral color-coding to highlight ‘interweaving ordinalities’:
http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/EDNC_InterweavingOrdinalities_W/EDNC_InterweavingOrdinalities_W.htm
http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/EDNC_ColorCodingConventions_WG/EDNC_ColorCodingConventions_WG.htm

1 Q #3.A
A. “My most broad level impression of your system, having now seen to what extent you believe
I1
and hope that it can approach some kind of totalizing theory of everything, is not exactly disbelief anymore,
since I see that while you seem to hold out for some rather comprehensive synthetic totality, it appears to be
more of a formal architectonic than a claim or bid for absolute knowledge. Yet some claims you make do seem
to stretch the bounds of what any formal system may do. I get the impression now that you are describing a
language that may be used to map and extend the knowledge of systems past what would be possible in any
single formal language by extending the limits of formal systems through dialectical progression, transcending
normal Godelian limits by a mapping of (nested?) logical types. But the impression is still just that, an
impression. It still just seems like a checklist of some future possible science, a checklist of generic stages of
progression, something we have seen before in various theoretical guises, albeit in less formal detail.”
”
I2
2 R #3.A
A. A Universal Method for Hypothesis Formation -- e.g., regarding past history reconstruction,
and for future history ‘p
pre-cconstruction’/
/prediction -- & for new scientific knowledge discovery, systematic
knowledge organization & presentation, & knowledge representation mnemonic-ccompression/condensation.
That “totalizing theory of everything” is simply one application, one product, of the employment of the NQ
‘u
universal dialectical method’.
Specifically, it is the product of the application of the NQ ‘‘‘d
dialectical method’’’ to n, denoting the ontological
category of the ‘pre/
/sub-n
nuclear “particles” -- i.e., the category for/
/of the non-ccomposite bosons & the
non-ccomposite fermions -- taken to be the «a
arché» ontological category of the cosmos, for present knowledge.
That is, e.g., “Dark Energy” & “Dark Matter” are presently not in this ‘everything-model’, as not yet sufficiently known.
Proceeding, via a logic of ‘cconnotational entailment’, based upon one’ss knowledge of the fruits of modern
science, one applies this method to that «a
arché», & to the universal Domain, D = ∀, by solving for [which
we express using the relation-sign ‘ ≡ ’] the category-ssymbols that are algorithmically generated by the
“ssquaring” of n, &, thereafter, by the iterated ‘rre-ssquaring of the already squared’, by assigning to those
algebraic-u
unknown category-ssymbols the most apt meanings that one’s knowledge allows, or by declaring
those category-ssymbols for which apt meanings are not clear to be “iinoperative terms” [analogous to the
procedure of physicists, applying the, generic, Lagrange equations to a particular physical Domain], at least
for this specific [i.e., in this case, universal] application & Domain, D = ∀.
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One performs this procedure/algorithm [re-]iteratively, in a cumulative succession, up to 9 times, or, actually, up to
8 + ∂1 times, where ∂, herein, denotes an operator/operation that takes a FINITE ‘‘‘p
partial’’’ or, [quantitative] part, out
of 1, e.g., a rational fraction of 1, if that τ value, τ = 8 + ∂1, corresponds to the present cosmological epoch per one’ss
understanding of the findings of modern science in relation to the NQ ‘m
meta-eequation’ that reflects this ‘d
dialectical
theory of everything’ [Note:

The sign ‘

≡ ’ asserts that the value on its RHS is the solution for the algebraic variable on its LHS [Left Hand Side]].

The present-eepoch value of τ = 8 + ∂1, corresponds, per our solution of this ‘m
meta-eequation’, to holding that
the ontological category of ‘meta-humanity
y’, qhh ≡ qy ≡ y, is already, today, partially, fractionally extant

in our cosmological locale, i.e., as of the present moment of time, as symbolized by ∂qhh ≡ ∂qy ≡ ∂y
∂’, i.e., ‘∂
∂’, in ‘∂
∂y’, etc., stands for the operation of extracting some within-unit-interval
[Note: Wherein underscored ‘∂
fractional part, not known with full quantitative specificity, of the meaning of the operand, e.g., in this case, of qhh.].
You wrote: “you seem to hold out for some rather comprehensive synthetic totality...”
” -Yes, we sought for an overall, full, comprehensive diachronic [h
historical, chronological], & synchronic [ssystematic,
taxonomic, classificatory] organization of past-to-p
present human knowledge/observations /experience of Nature,
including of human Nature, as organized via ordinally-deployed ontological categories.

You wrote: “...it appears to be more of a formal architectonic than a claim or bid for absolute knowledge.”
” -Yes, in that, for us, claiming “absolute knowledge” is not even a possibility, since, for us, the term “absolute knowledge”
implies a final, ‘onto-sstatical’, eternal, immutable knowledge, that need not, & cannot, develop any further.
For us, present human knowledge is ever incomplete, & is hence also ever subject to [iimmanent] critique. The cosmos
ontologically dynamical’, that is, it has remained, so far, up to now, in a continuing
to which that knowledge pertains is ‘o
ontologically dynamic “state” [or ‘dynate’]; in/
/as a process of ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis’, & presently also continues in/
/as a
process of ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis’, e.g., as our present “ffractional” epoch, of τ = 8 + ∂1, continues to advance, from
moment to moment, toward its τ = 9, future, i.e., toward the full manifestation of the, locally at least, only presently
fractional manifestation of ‘the m
genos»,
meettaa-human’, of ∂qhh ≡ ∂qy ≡ ∂y, i.e., of the three «sspecies» of this «g
which we hold to be (1) human-g
genomic self-rre-eengineering, (2) android robotics, & (3) cyborg bionics/prosthetics.

Indeed, the rules-ssystem -- the axioms-ssystem -- of the NQ arithmetic/algebra, which forms the foundation of
the NQ ‘u
universal dialectical method’, is a ‘g
generic cosmological architectonic’, i.e., it captures a universal,
but not exception-less, principle -- an «a
aufheben», or dialectic, principle, named ‘[sself-]m
meta-h
holon-iization’
[cf. Arthur Koestler]-- of the [sself-]cconstruction of the ‘ccontent-sstructures’ of the universal Domain, D = ∀, & of all of
the sub-D
Domains within it that are presently known to us -- of all of those many [ssub-]u
universes[-of-discourse]
contained within/
/inside that univers[ee][a
al] Domain, ∀, for the contemporary ‘human phenome’.
Whether or not this cosmos-a
architectonic, this univers[ee][a
al] architectonic, is a “formal”
” one or not, depends
upon the meaning which one assigns to the term “formal”
”, a term which is often employed -- perhaps even
more often than is the term “dialectic[al]” itself -- in an unclear manner.
If, by “formal”
”, one means ‘‘‘rule-based’’’, i.e., ‘‘‘based upon, & conformant to, explicitly-stated rules’’’, or ‘‘‘algorithmic’’’, i.e.,
‘‘‘ involving the use of an explicit procedural “recipe” ’’’, then, yes, we would say that the NQ Method is a ‘‘‘formal architectonic’’’.

If, by “formal”
”, one means ‘‘‘ accomplished strictly by “fformal deduction”, i.e., through the application of
the/
/a rules-system of “fformal logic” ’’’, a logic which relies, for its ‘“truth-value”’, on “llogical form” alone,
abstracting from “ccontent”, then we would say no, that the NQ Method is not a “fformal architectonic”. In
this context of the meaning of “fformal”, it would be better, per our view, to say that the NQ Method embodies,
symbolically, a ‘ccontra-fformal’, ‘ccontental’, universal, ‘d
dialectical architectonic’, via the interplay of the «a
aufheben»
processes of what may be called ‘m
meta-h
holon-iizational auto-h
hybridization’ &/versus ‘a
allo-h
hybridization’.
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If, by a “formal architectonic”
”, one means an ‘‘‘eexclusively quantitative architectonic’’’, then we would say no,
that the NQ Method, as we see it, is not a “formal architectonic”. In this context of the meaning of “formal”, it
would be better to say that the NQ algebra is an ‘‘‘eexclusively qualitative architectonic’’’, although we do not
mean this phrase in an undialectical, radically dualistic way, presuming an unbridgeable diremption between
the qualities of ‘q
qualitativity’ & of ‘q
quantitativity’ [Note: Ideogram ‘||’ replaces phonograms string “such that”, below].
The NQ arithmetic, in its generic, ‘a
almost-u
uninterpreted’ guise, that of its generic ‘m
meta-n
numerals’, each of

the form qn, wherein n ∈ N | N ≡ {1, 2, 3, ...}, & which undergird the ‘m
meta-m
model meta-eequations’
which apply/interpret the NQ Method to/
/for a specific Domain, do not “a
abstractly negate” the ‘u
unqualified
quantifiers’ of the N arithmetic, nihilistically declaring them to be a nothingness, a nullity.
Instead, they determinately negate those signs of ‘q
quantitativity’, subordinating them from the ‘scriptal’ to the
subscript level, ‘‘‘demoting’’’ [cf. Hegel] them to a ‘denominatorized’ or ‘ssubscriptal’ role, a role which
emphasizes the aspect of the standard N numbers as ordinal numbers, de-emphasizing their aspect as cardinal numbers.
Thus, the ‘u
unquantifiable ordinal qualifiers’ of the generic NQ arithmetic, intended by us to be interpreted as
categorial ontological qualifiers, subsume the apparently exclusive ‘q
quantitativity’ of the N arithmetic, by
negating it in a dialectical, «a
aufheben» sense, into ‘n’, but therefore also conserving it, and concurrently also
elevating it into generic ‘q
qualitativity’, by lifting n up into/
/to become ‘q
q’. For more detail about this dialectic
of N & NQ -- and between ‘q
quantitativity’ & ‘q
qualitativity’ in general, see F.E.D. Vignette #21 -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes.html

.

http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/Aoristos_Dyosphainthos,v.4.0,F.E.D_Vignette_%2321,On_the_Opposition_between_the_'First_Standard_Arithmetic'_and_the_Seldonian_'First_Dialectical_Arithmetic',09FEB2014.pdf

We intend the generic NQ arithmetic to distill, up into a «g
genos», the pattern-iin-ccommon that all of the
specific cases of dialectic of which we know have in common, despite the disparate «d
differentia specifica»
that divide these different «sspecies» of dialectic, each from every other, on their own, specific, «sspecies» level;
the qualitative, ontological «d
differentia» that make each such specific case of dialectic qualitatively different,
ontologically different, from all of its others, & qualitatively unequal to all of its others.
You wrote: “Yet some claims you make do seem to stretch the bounds of what any formal system may do. I get
the impression now that you are describing a language that may be used to map and extend the knowledge of
systems past what would be possible in any single formal language by extending the limits of formal systems
through dialectical progression, transcending normal Gödelian limits by a mapping of (nested?) logical types.”
”
If by “formal system”
”, one means a system ‘‘‘ derived strictly by “formal deduction”, from explicitly stated
axioms, rules of inference, definitions, & “primitives”, i.e., through the application of the/
/a rules-system of
“fformal logic” ’’’, &, moreover, a “fformal system” containing at least the arithmetic of the “N
Natural”
numbers, then, yes, we hold the NQ language to be, among many other things, quite precisely, “...a language
that may be used to map and extend the knowledge of systems past what would be possible in any single formal
language by extending the limits of formal systems through dialectical progression, transcending normal
Gödelian limits...”
”.
a. First, from a technical point of view, the full semantic force of the Gödel Incompleteness Theorems does not apply to
the generic NQ axioms-ssystem of arithmetic, because those Theorems apply, with full, semantic, force, only to second/higher-o
order axioms-ssystems, systems involving second/higher-o
order specifications, e.g., involving assertions about
qualities, properties -- Predicates -- that apply to groups [ssets] of individual numbers. That full semantic force does not
apply to strictly “ffirst order” axioms-ssystems, asserting only properties of individual numbers, as does the NQ system.
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An example of a second order assertion is: ‘‘‘ There ∃xists [‘∃
∃’] a property of some [ e.g., not-aall, but at least one]
“N
Natural” number(ss)] that we name ‘‘‘O
Odd-ness’’’ ’’’, i.e., [∃O1 ∈ P1] | [∃n] | [[n ∈ N] & [O1n]],
wherein ‘P
P1’ denotes the set of all 1-place Predicates recognized in the given N axioms-ssystem as potentially
Natural” numbers. An example of a first order assertion is: “Every [‘∀
∀’] “N
Natural” number
truly applying to “N
1
1
is either Odd or Even.”, i.e., [∀n] | [n ∈ N][O n exor E n], using ‘|
|’ to denote the phrase “such
order axioms-ssystems that “contain” at least the “N
Natural” numbers arithmetic are
that”. Second/higher-o
Gödel-iincomplete both syntactically and semantically: Each such system will include at least one “wellundecidable” -- neither provable nor dis-p
provable -- by
formed” formula for a sentence that is true, but that is “u
formal deduction, from the axioms of that axioms-ssystem. First order axioms-ssystems that are capable of
formulating at least the arithmetic of the “N
Natural” numbers [e.g., as ordinal numbers], are incomplete
syntactically, but not [necessarily] incomplete semantically. [Note: by ‘eexor’ we intend the exclusive or function//“connective”.
Also the ideogram ‘∈
∈’ abbreviates the phonograms-string “is an ∈lement of”, & ‘⇒
⇒’ abbreviates the phonograms-string “fformally implies”.].
This means that, though such an axioms-ssystem may be complete in the sense of being able to derive, deductively, all of
its theorems -- all of the formulas for sentences that are valid for all models of that axioms-ssystem -- there will be
individual formulas, syntactically “well-formed” within that axioms-ssystem, representing individual, e.g., English,
sentences about/
/within that system, whose truth or falsity, within itself, this axioms-ssystem cannot decide, because such
a formula will be valid in some model(ss) of this axioms-ssystem [e.g., in one or more of its “n
non-sstandard” model(ss)], but
invalid in (a
an)o
other such model(ss) [e.g., in its “sstandard” model]. For instance, if one’ss first order axioms-ssystem for
“N
Natural” numbers arithmetic includes an axiom defining the operation of subtraction, & specifying the limited closure
of this system for/
/with respect to this subtraction operation, i.e., within the “N
Natural” numbers “space”, N ≡ {1, 2, 3, ...} --

e.g., [∀n, ∀m ∈ N][m > n] ⇒ [∃s ∈ N] | [(m − n) = s], while (n − m) ∉ N
-- then, for the Q subsumption of that N axioms-ssystem, namely, for the NQ axioms-ssystem, one might include
a corresponding axiom of that NQ axioms-ssystem of arithmetic, asserting the indistinguishability of the
generalized addition operator/operation & the NQ-g
generalized subtraction operator/operation,
NQ-g
namely ‘ ’ & ‘ ’, respectively, within that NQ axioms-ssystem:
[∀
∀qn, ∀qm ∈ NQ] | [qn ≠ qm][ qn

qm = qn

qm].

Then, however, the following, thus syntactically correct equation, is an equation not covered by this axiom -- x = qn
qn -- is an “u
unsolvable algebraic equation”, is ‘‘‘n
non-semantic’’’, with x an ‘u
unsatisfiable’ value, and with its
equation an ‘u
unsemantifiable’ expression, within NQ, with its x not corresponding to any ‘m
meta-n
number’ to be found
anywhere within the ‘m
meta-n
number space’ NQ. The NQ axioms-ssystem of arithmetic is incomplete in that sense: it
allows the formation of at least one syntactically “well-formed” equation/sentence within itself whose assertion, and
whose solution, is quite “m
meaningless” within its semantics, and whose truth or falsity is thus ‘‘‘u
undecidable’’’ therein.
However, in the standard-n
number-ssystems-ssubsumption-b
based successor axioms-ssystem of/
/to NQ, namely WQ, this
equation becomes solvable: [∀qw ∈ WQ][qw
qw = q0], i.e., within the WQ axioms-ssystem, & within its WQ
‘m
meta-n
number space’, the solution for the x, in the WQ-a
algebraic equation --

x = qw

qw

2
-- is x ≡ x = q0, given W ≡ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...} ≡ N ∪ {0}. [Note: q0 is ‘‘‘B
Boolean’’’ -- q0 = q0;

q0

q0 = q0

i.e., [∀qw ∈ WQ][q0

q0+0 = q0
qw = qw

q0 = q0, & is both the additive & the multiplicative “iidentity element” of WQ,

q0+ w = qw

qw = qw = qw

q0 = q0

qw+ 0 = q0

qw = qw = qw

q0 = qw]].

But the upshot here is that an NQ, first-o
order-o
only axioms-ssystem, whose ‘m
meta-n
numerals’ incorporate/subsume/subordinate the N arithmetic down to their subscript level, is not heir to the full, syntactic-&
&-semantic limits that the
Gödel Theorems imply for second /higher-o
order axioms-ssystems, encompassing “N
Natural” arithmetic or more.
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b. Secondly, & more importantly, the Gödel Incompleteness Theorems are not just some cognitively isolated,
onto-sstatical’ result. Instead, they describe a recurring cognitive ‘iideo-o
onto-d
dynamical’ movement -- at
‘iideo-o
least a presentational, expositional cognitive movement -- & a potentially infinite cognitive movement, from
lower axioms-ssystems to ever higher axioms-ssystems. Moreover, this movement has a ‘‘‘sscaled self-ssimilarity
content-sstructure’’’, that is, a ‘q
qualo-ffractal content-sstructure’, one that specifically instantiates the generic
dialectic encoded in the NQ axioms-ssystem, &, ever more richly so, in its own succession of axioms-ssystems.
Gödel, at the conclusion of -- in the very last paragraph of -- his world-historic 1931 paper, announcing the discovery
of, as well as proving, his Incompleteness Theorems, described what we term this ‘iideo-o
onto-d
dynamic’. He described a
progression of axioms-ssystems, each one adding new ‘iideo-o
ontology’, via sets of ever higher “llogical type” -- especially
including ever-h
higher-llogical-ttype “o
ordered pairs of...of ordered pairs”, modeling, e.g., ever higher kinds of number -meta-«m
monad»-iizations’ in the specific form of set ‘m
meta-eelement-iizations’, as generated by “power-set”
that is, ‘iideo-m
operations, & also via the new ‘iideo-o
ontology’ of the new axioms needed to handle these higher “llogical types” of sets.
These higher types of “o
ordered pairs” are, as sets, qualitatively unequal to the lower “llogical types” of sets, e.g., of
“o
ordered pairs”, which precede them, in Gödelian presentational order, into recognized/presented “fformal existence” --

“If we imagine that the system Z is successively enlarged by the introduction of variables for classes of
numbers, classes of classes of numbers, and so forth, together with the corresponding comprehension axioms,
we obtain a sequence (continuable into the transfinite) of formal systems that satisfy the assumptions mentioned
above, and it turns out that the consistency ... of any of these systems is provable in all subsequent systems
[F.E.D.: but not within /by each system itself]. Also, the undecidable propositions constructed for the proof of Theorem 1
become decidable by the adjunction of higher [F.E.D.: logical] types and the corresponding axioms; however, in the
higher systems we can construct other undecidable propositions by the same procedure, and so forth. To be
sure, all the propositions thus constructed are expressible in Z (hence are number-theoretic propositions); they
are, however, not decidable in Z, but only in higher systems... .”
”
[Jean van Hiejenoort, editor, Frege and Gödel: Two Fundamental Texts in Mathematical Logic, Harvard University Press [Cambridge: 1970], p. 108.]
This ‘iideo-o
onto-d
dynamic’, that Gödel describes, above, using the English language, may, no doubt, escape the
language of formal-d
deductive mathematical logic, within any given axioms-ssystem of “N
Natural”-a
arithmeticplus. But it does not escape expression, e.g., in the English language. Why, then, should we presume that it
must escape expression in any possible ideographical-m
mathematical language, e.g., in any arithmetic/algebra?
It is our contention that this ‘iideo-o
onto-d
dynamic’ is captured, in a rudimentary fashion, by the axioms-ssystem
of the NQ arithmetic/algebra, and, in a richer fashion, in the ‘iideo-o
ontologically reevolutionary’ successor
axioms-ssystems to that axioms-ssystem, whose descriptions are generated by applying the NQ axioms-ssystem to
itself as «a
arché»-ssystem, e.g., to performing an NQ-a
algebra-fformulated immanent critique -- an internal, or
self-, critique -- on/
/of NQ, by NQ, itself; an «a
aufheben» ‘‘‘sself-ccritique’’’, expressed, in the NQ language, by
the “ssquaring”, or self-m
multiplication, of the category-ssymbol for the NQ axioms-ssystem, here NQ itself [Note:
Herein ‘
’ denotes NQ, axiom Q9 multiplication, & ‘’ generalized, NQ addition, in synchronic context, & ‘ ’ generic NQ, axiom Q9 multiplication]. -Q

N

Q = NQ

N

Q =

N

Q

N

Q

W

Q

Q = NQ

N

Q = NQ

N

q1 = q1

q1+1 = q1

q2, | q2

q1

’] /solution-d
direction of this ‘‘‘sself-ccritique’’’ equation, & --

-- in one model/interpretation/assignment [‘
N

q1

Μ

N

q1

q1 = q 1

q1+1 = q1

q2, | q2

q1

-- in another, & wherein NΜ connotes a ‘half-way house’, pedagogical “stepping-stone” arithmetic, of unquantifiable
Μetrical, or unit-of-Μ
Μeasure, arithmetical qualifiers, useful for dialectical presentation of the dialectical arithmetics.

[The equations on the Left Hand Side [LHS] of the mutual assignment relation, ‘

’, are in the specific arithmetic, the generic on the RHS. This ideogram

is the specific-q
qualifier-to-g
generic-q
qualifier mutual ‘‘‘cconnective’’’ assignment or ‘‘‘iinterpretation’’’ symbol for the synchronic context of dialectical modeling.].
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I2
2 R #3.A
A.1
1. Boolean-A
Algebraic Roots of the Q Algebraic Dialectical Logic. It is, primarily, the central,
fundamental rule/theorem of the NQ axioms-ssystem of non-sstandard, ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’ arithmetic/algebra
Gödelian Dialectic’ of
that reveals the capability of that NQ arithmetic/algebra to capture the pattern of this ‘G
the axioms-ssystems of “N
Natural”-a
arithmetic-p
plus, as contrasted, below, to the fundamental rule of the
Boolean arithmetic/algebra [Note:

The ideogram ‘

’ denotes the qualitative, ontological inequality relation between two symbols, for a LHS

symbol which is neither greater than, nor equal to, nor less than its RHS symbol; the sign ‘
non-amalgamative addition, & ‘

’ denotes generalized addition, including heterogeneous, and

’ the like for subtraction]:

Boolean “ffundamental law of [fformal-llogical] thought”, with x spanning the 2 Boolean values, “N
Nothing”[0
0], & “U
Universe” [1
1]:

x2 = x [e.g., 12 = 1 & 02 = 0]; ⇒ x − x2 = 0: “class” x, acting upon x, yields nothing but x.
‘C
Contra-B
Boolean basic “llaw” of [d
dialectical] thought’ -- category x, self-a
acting, net-yyields a new category, ‘ x’:
x2
[Note:

x; x2 = x
The ideogram ‘

x [e.g., qn2 = qn

q2n, qn

q2n]; x2

x =

x [WQ version only].

’ denotes the qualitative, ontological incrementation operator in the generic context of dialectical modeling.].

Note how the ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’ “llaw” ‘eexo-«a
aufheben» exo-cconserves’, in part, the form of the Boolean “llaw” --

x2 = x

...

-- while also «a
aufheben» surpassing/elevating/negating it -x2 = ...

x. [Note:

Herein we use an underscore, under a variable or constant symbol, to indicate its ‘ccontra-Boolean’ self-m
multiplicative behavior.]

The Boolean “ffundamental law of thought” asserts, in Boole’s terms, that the “mental operation”, denoted by xx, of the ‘“[self-]E
Election”’ of all of
the Xs, of all of the Individuals, X, sharing the characteristic(s) defining the class whose name is abbreviated by x, also from out of the class
denoted, again, by x; the selection of all of the Xs, by class x, from out of the class of all Xs, class x itself again, or the self-intersection of class x,
yields nothing but an exact copy of class x itself again. No cognitive gain arises from this “mental operation”: x − x2 = 0. For the Boolean
«m
mentalité», there is and can ever only be a ‘‘‘simple reproduction [cf. Marx] of ideas’’’. For that «m
m entalité», ‘llogical NONlinearity’ reduces
absolutely to ‘llogical linearity’; self-operation of x yields no difference from mere x.

The ‘ccontra-B
Boolean fundamental rule of dialectics’ asserts that the ‘‘‘sself-rreflection’’’/
/‘‘‘sself-ccritique’’’/
/immanent
critique of category x, namely xx -- or the ‘sself-refle
exion’ that we, as selves or subjects, conduct, when we hold
category x in mind, ‘m
mentally embodying’ x, temporarily identifying our “sself” with x, as the present focus of our
attention, & reflect upon x, thus by/
/as x itself, i.e., confront/compare/ interact our mental, subjective copy of x with
an objectified copy of x, e.g., our internal memory of our past subjective cop(y)(ies) of x, or a written account of x -always produce a possible cognitive gain, an increment of new cognition, of new ‘iidea-o
ontology’, an other, an antithesis
category, or “ccounter-eexample” [cf. Lakatos], to x, generically denoted by x: the difference between xx, i.e., x
‘‘‘beside itself’’’, self-ccritiqued, & /versus linear, uncritiqued x, is precisely that increment: x2
x1 =
x.

The Boolean “ffundamental law” also algebraically “contains” the core “llaw” of all formal logic, the “llaw of
non-ccontradiction”. This can be seen by factoring another equation, algebraically equivalent to that “llaw’ss”
equation, x2 = x, namely x − x2 = 0, as follows -- [x − x2 = 0] ⇒ [x(1 − x) = 0] -- which
asserts that x, & not-x
x, or the other of x, in the form of (1 − x), the Universe, 1, take away x, have no
Individuals, no Xs, in common. If x is either 0 or 1, then x(1 − x) is either 0(1 − 0) = 0 , or 1(1 − 1) = 0.

The Gödelian progression of axioms-ssystems of arithmetics-p
plus can be encoded into the NQ algebra as follows.
Assign Z1
q to denote the first axioms-ssystem of arithmetic+ in this progression. Then Z1(Z1) = Z12, meaning
1

the ‘‘‘G
Gödelian [iimmanent] critique’’’ of Z1, by Z1. This critique discovers the “u
unsolvable diophantine/algebraic
equation” to which the “Gödel formula”, that asserts the formal incompleteness [‘exor’ inconsistency] of axioms-ssystem
Z1, “d
deformalizes” [cf. Moshé Machover]. So, as opposed to the stuck Boolean fixity of Z12 = Z1, our Z12 yields, instead --
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Z12 = Z1

Z1 = Z1

Z2

q12 = q1

q1 = q1

q2, | q2

-- and so on, with further “squaring”, re-starting next with the “squaring” of

Z1

q1.

Z2 , to ‘eexplicitize’ even

higher successor systems of arithmetic than Z2, e.g., to ‘eexplicitize’ Z3, which arises as a ‘‘‘G
Godelian immanent
critique’’’ of Z2 -Z22 = Z2

Z2 = Z2

Z3

q22 = q2

q2 = q2

q4, | q4

q2. And so on.

We have found, in applying the NQ ‘meta-m
modeling’ method to the pedagogical, presentational, systematicorder, dialectical progression [‘ ’] of the standard arithmetics, i.e., N
W
Z
Q
R
C, or,
“N
Natural” Numbers Arithmetic
Whole Numbers Arithmetic
Integers Arithmetic
“R
Rational”
Numbers Arithmetic
“R
Real” Numbers Arithmetic
“C
Complex” Numbers Arithmetic ..., that there is a
more ‘‘‘fitting’’’ way to ‘meta-m
model’ such Godelian-d
dialectical axioms-ssystems-p
progressions.
We start with the category of the first & second order axiomatization of the “N
Natural” Numbers Arithmetic,
connoted by N
q1, as «a
arché»-category, & interpret/solve N
q2, as signing, not a full, standalone
successor axioms-ssystem of arithmetic to N, but, instead, a [‘‘‘Lakatosian’’’] “ccounter-eexample” to N, named a.
This a is sufficient only to establish an inadequacy of N; an axioms-ssub-ssystem/-ccomponent only, that is itself
also inadequate, but in a way that is ‘c
counter-iinadequate’, to the inadequacy of N. We then proceed on to the
dialectical synthesis of N & N, namely, the category/axioms-ssub-ssystem connoted by qaN
q3, as the
3

key completing ingredient for the second full axioms-ssystem of arithmetic category, W: W
connoting the axioms-ssystem of/
/for the arithmetic of the “W
Whole Numbers”, W

≡ N

a

qaN,

≡ {0...0, 0...1, 0...2, ....}.

Thereby, with N ≡ {I, II, III, IV, V, ...}, we can solve for a as connoting the axioms-ssub-ssystem for the
‘‘‘a
aught numbers’’’, the solution set of the N-u
unsolvable “diophantine” equation, n + x = n, or x = n − n,
namely, a ≡ the set of all ‘sself-ssubtractions’ of the N: a ≡ {I − I, II − II, III − III, IV − IV, V − V, ...}
} ≡
{n − n} ≡ {0}. Then, therefore, qaN
q3 connotes the axiomatization of the, e.g., “Hindu-Arabic”
‘re-numeral-ization’ of N’s numerals by ‘‘‘the a’’’ --

aN ≡ a({I − I, II − II, III − III, ...}
}) ≡ {0...01, 0...02, 0...03, ...}.
N connotes the set of all ‘ccounts’; a connotes the set of all ‘n
no counts’.
By iteratively applying this solution/interpretation principle, the entire axioms-ssystems progression of the present
standard arithmetics, from N to C [p
plus a little more], can be systematically ordered, in a ‘ssystematic-d
dialectical
26

meta-m
model’ which can be compressed into an expression of as few as four symbolic elements: N2 . Given user
knowledge of just four NQ axioms, plus a few rules of interpretation, & if given a user who already knows the
26

Domain of the standard arithmetics, at least “c
chaotically” [cf. Marx] -- ‘u
unsystematically’ -- then N 2 can be
easily ‘‘‘decompressed’’’ back into its full 64-terms /category-ssymbols, detailed expression/expansion.

The -- initially surprising -- observation, and mystery, here, is that the same generic, NQ algebra/arithmetic
that captures the synchronic, systematically-o
ordered, taxonomically-o
ordered, presentational ‘m
meta-ssystem-a
atic’ dialectic

of such formal-llogical idea-ssystems, also captures the diachronic, chronologically-o
ordered, historical
dialectic of physical ‘N
Nature-a
al systems’ -- ‘T
The Dialectic of [pre-h
human, as well as of human,] Nature’!
!
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What we have just described, immediately above, are synchronic applications of the NQ dialectic ideography’ss
meta-m
modeling’ power, its capability to generate category-ssymbols, in a systematic, simplest-to-m
most complex
‘m
order; algebraic symbols that can be solved-ffor so as to capture the ‘meta-monadological’ relations, or
‘qualo-fractal’, scaled self-similarity ‘ccontent-sstructure’ -- the ‘m
meta-a
anatomy’ -- within a present crosssection, or “sslice”, of the [p
psycho]h
historical process of a given Domain. This means a “sslice” [out] of time
within/
/during which the ontological content therein is not detectably developing, given the shortness of the timeinterval ‘‘‘width’’’ contained in that “sslice” of time, but, rather, in which virtually all of the ontological content to be addressed by
the synchronic ‘m
meta-m
model’ is present all at once, & is to be presented in a systematic, taxonomic, pedagogically-advantaged order.

In contrast, we interpret historical, diachronic, chronological NQ dialectical applications, e.g., the ‘m
meta-m
models’ that
describe the ‘m
meta-eevolutions’ of new external-p
physical ontology, [as distinct from internal, mental-o
only, idea
ontologies, e.g., of humans-cconstructed mathematical axioms-ssystems], standardly, in the following way --

An historical, diachronic, chronological NQ ‘m
meta-m
model’ as a whole, models a self-p
progressing succession of
‘h
heterogenealogies’ [i.e., of ‘[o
ontologically-]h
heterogeneous genealogies’], which we often also describe as a
‘m
meta-g
genealogy’, in that, between epochs, from one epoch of that ‘m
meta-m
model’ to the next -- from any τ in N
to any τ+1 -- implicit ontological growth, ontological [sself-]eexpansion, existing ontological categories birthing new
ontological categories, is posited as possible; growth in ontology potentially occurs, i.e., new ontological categorysymbols, representing possibly-tto-b
be-a
actualized new ontology, are added to the epoch τ non-a
amalgamative categorysymbols-ssum, or ‘ccategory-ssymbols cumulum’ -- but, explicitly so, only as of the beginning of the τ+1 epoch.

This beginning also represents a stroboscopic moment in which the old, epoch τ possibility-ccategory-ssymbols are still
‘eexo-«a
aufheben»’-p
preserved in the ‘ccumulum’, as persisting possibilities, & in which their new, ‘‘‘d
descendant’’’
possibility-ccategory-ssymbols -- new to epoch τ+1, not extant, even as possibilities, in epoch τ -- are captured just at the
moment when they have first irrupted into ‘p
possibility-eexistence’, but just before they have even begun to interact with
[i.e., to multiply upon/against] one another, or to interact with [i.e., to multiply upon/against] the earlier-eextant
possibility-ccategory-ssymbols, or for each new symbol to self-iinteract [i.e., to multiply upon/against/with[iin]] itself.

Because the NQ language is limited to a discrete representation of time, e.g., to τ ∈ N, it can present this
movement of quantitative evolution alternating with qualitative, ontological, ‘m
meta-eevolution’ -- or of
quantitative evolution, confined to a transiently apparently fixed ontology, alternating with ‘o
ontological
reevolution’ -- only in this staccato, stroboscopic, step-w
wise, ‘‘‘q
quantized’’’, leaping way.
During that τ+1 unit of duration -- ‘‘‘iinside’’’ that τ+1 epoch -- we assume that ‘h
homogenealogies’ [i.e., that
‘[o
ontologically-]h
homogeneous genealogies’], which we also sometimes call ‘m
multi-g
genealogies’, typically, if
only implicitly, within the limits of NQ symbology, occur. Each extant category-ssymbol is typically assumed to
represent an «a
arithmos»/
/population of individuals/«m
monads», of the single kind that it connotes, that is
evolving, that is growing, “p
purely”-q
quantitatively. An NQ model cannot represent this “p
purely”-q
quantitative
growth, or mere evolution, explicitly, given the “p
purely”-q
qualitative nature of the NQ language at its ‘scriptal’ level.
By the very end of that τ + 1 epoch, “p
purely”-q
quantitative growth, within the populations represented by each of the
actualized possibility-ccategory-ssymbols in the epoch τ + 1 ‘ccumulum’, is typically assumed to have just barely reached
‘‘‘ccritical mass”’, ‘‘‘ccritical density’’’, ‘ccritical physical-sspatial concentration’, at least in, e.g., core ‘o
onto-d
dynamasis
nucleation zones’ of, perhaps, numerous localities in the physical space of the physical Domain, the latter being that
which the ‘m
meta-m
model’ directly represents. These categories’ «m
monads» are thus on the verge of reaching fruition
‘h
heterogenealogically’, as a result of their ‘h
homogenealogies’ -- as a result of their quantitative growth/change turning
into qualitative, ontological growth/change, modeled as categorial ‘sself-ccombination auto-h
hybridization’, per the form
auto-«a
aufheben» self-m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’ within the same category,
Y
Y =
Y
YY. This form models ‘a
by homogeneous «m
monads». Also involved is the form for categorial ‘a
allo-h
hybridization’, Y
X =
X
via ‘«a
aufheben» «m
monad»-iic mutual conversion combination hybridization’, by heterogeneous «m
monads».
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The apparently coordinated, synchronized fruition of all of the category-ssymbols’ ‘a
auto-h
hybridizations’, & of all of the
category-ssymbols’ ‘a
allo-h
hybridizations’, for a given epochal category-ssymbols ‘ccumulum’, when it is “ssquared” -- when
it interacts with/
/upon itself, when it refluxes upon itself, in the production of the next epoch’s category-ssymbols’
/from the typically actually
‘ccumulum’ -- is, as so coordinated & synchronized, a details-ssacrificing idealization of/
staggered, asynchronous timings of the fruitions of each ‘a
auto-h
hybridization’ [modeled via the formation of dialectical
antithesis-ccategory-ssymbols, partial & full], & of each ‘a
allo-h
hybridization’ modeled via the formation of dialectical
synthesis-ccategory-ssymbols, partial & full], vis-à-vis every other ‘a
auto-h
hybridization’ & ‘a
allo-h
hybridization’, for each
of the different ontological category-ssymbols ‘cco-eextant’ in the epochal category-ssymbols’ ‘ccumulum’ which is to be
“ssquared”, ‘sself-a
applied’, to generate the next-epochal category-ssymbols ‘ccumulum’.

Such fruition generally takes the form of a possible ‘m
metafinite singularity’, or ‘o
ontological revolution’, for
each extant possibility-ccategory-ssymbol in the ‘ccumulum’ of the closing epoch, epoch τ + 1. I.e., it takes the
meta-eevolution’ -- the irruption, out of the densest core of each such locality, of unprecedented
form of a ‘m
new, ‘[self-]hybrid’, ‘[self-]combinatoric’, including of new ‘m
meta-m
monad-iic’ possible [m
meta-]«m
monads’»
populations /«a
arithmoi»; new ontology/new possible ontological categories, hence new possibility-ccategorysymbols, in the symbolic ‘ccumulum’ of epoch τ + 1. It also sees the full interaction [modeled by multiplication] of the
actual content of each represented category [hence of each possibility-ccategory-ssymbol] with every other in
the epoch τ + 1 ‘ccumulum’, as that epoch thus drives its own leap/overflow, from ‘m
meta-m
model’ epoch τ + 1,
into the creation of ‘m
meta-m
model’ epoch τ + 2, by the, self-induced, ontological self-o
overspilling of epoch τ + 1 itself.

The -- initially unbelievable -- observation here is that these two, seemingly dirempt modes of modeling -- the
synchronic, the systematic, versus the diachronic, the chronological, the historical -- are both captured, in
their root patterns, by one and the same generic, NQ algebra/arithmetic! At the appropriate locus in this
dialogue, I will present to you our solution to the mystery of this ‘‘‘u
universal applicability’’’, synchronic, diachronic,
& ‘d
diachronico-ssynchronic’; systematic, historical, & ‘h
historico-ssystematic’, of the NQ dialectical ideography.

You wrote: “I get the impression now that you are describing a language that may be used to map and extend
the knowledge of systems past what would be possible in any single formal language by extending the limits of
formal systems through dialectical progression, transcending normal Gödelian limits by a mapping of (nested?)
logical types.”
” Exactly! It is precisely in terms of a kind of ‘g
generic «a
aufheben», ‘q
qualo-fractal’ nesting’ that
our solution to this mystery will be posited, at the appropriate locus in this dialogue.
The Boolean-a
algebraic variables/
/algebraic-unknowns, e.g., x & y, of classic Boolean [arithmetic & Boolean] algebra
[that of Boole’s 1854 book An Investigation of the Laws Of Thought on Which are Founded the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities] [LOT]

for Boole’s algebraic-eequational “Primary Propositions” -- propositions about classes, about kinds of things -constitute a kind of ‘‘‘amphibians’’’ [cf. Leibniz] between ‘arithmetical quantifiers’ & ‘arithmetical qualifiers’.

These symbols sometimes seem to symbolize quantities, fractional quantities, strictly within the quasi-B
Boolean
“open” interior, (0, 1), of the quasi-B
Boolean “closed” unit-interval, [0, 1] -- but whose two extremes/
/end/boundaries are the only possible definite Boolean values, 0 & 1, or 0/1 & 1/1, given the fact that
points/
Boolean arithmetic cannot express specific fractional quantities, between 0 & 1, i.e., strictly between 0%
& 100%, explicitly, but can only express the boundary-values of that unit interval, 0 [0
0/1], or 1 [1
1/1].
That is, these symbols sometimes seem, for example, as in the Boolean equation x + y + z = 1 [cf. LOT, p. 274], to connote
percentages of 1, values strictly between 0 & 1, that specify, in some sense, the percentage of the Boolean “U
Universe” value, 1,
that each particular class “ccontains”; the ‘“llogical volume”’ of that class -- by a crude metric, this is the total number of “llogical
individuals” populating that “U
Universe”, divided into the number of individuals in the class in question -- such as the class denoted
algebraic primary-p
propositional-eequation above. However, these same Boolean
by the x or y or z class symbol in the Boolean-a

algebraic-variables/
/algebraic-unknowns, for an “interpreted” Boolean “primary proposition” propositional equation,
also each connote a specific class, & the qualit(yy)(iies) that define that class of things, as a non-n
numerical, qualitative,
taxonomical, ‘‘‘o
ontological’’’ collective entity/«a
arithmos».
Our next topic involves an interweaving of three distinct [m
meta-]ssystematic, method-o
of-p
presentation dialectics of arithmetics -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Definition,Dialectics_of_Arithmetics,Interweaving_Dialectical_Systems-Progressions,11JAN2015.jpg.
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In our [m
meta-]ssystematic, m ethod-o
of-p
presentation dialectic of the ‘m
m eta-ssystem’ that is the systems-p
progression of the axioms-ssystems for algebras
of logics, as ‘m
m eta-m
modeled’ using WQ dialectical algebra, & assigning

1

& algebra, that of ‘E
Elector-o
operators’, as «a
arché», we express [with ‘

E

W

≡

E

W

E

W

2

=

E

≡

E

W

W

W

E

≡ WE to the axioms-ssystem of classic Boolean arithm etic

’ labeling a qualitative, ‘iideo-o
ontological’ increment beyond WE], by --

E

Q

W

W

1

2

the thought-p
process, & the thought-p
process-p
presentation, of the immanent
critique, or ‘‘‘sself-ccritique’’’, of the Boolean system, WE, by the Boolean system, WE itself again, whereby the above-noted
arithmetical quantifier/arithmetical qualifier ambiguity of the Boolean system of arithmetic/algebra is resolved, even if at first
only one-sidedly, by a Lakatosian “ccounter-eexample” axioms-ssystem, that of the WQ arithmetic/algebra itself, which we denote as

-- [using the symbol ‘

2

W

Q

≡

’ to denote ‘o
oppositional addition’]

Q. Its algebraic variables/
/algebraic unknowns are able to unambiguously represent ‘a
arithmetical qualifiers’,

W

denoting ‘‘‘Q
Qualities’’’, that is, ontological categories & the [d
different] qualit(yy)(iies) that define(ss) each of them. But it is only with
the third axioms-ssystem in this dialectical ‘m
meta-ssystem’/
/axioms-ssystems-p
progression -- with the system

W

3

QE

≡

U,

W

dialectical synthesis’’’, or ‘ffirst [ffull] uni-tthesis category’/
/system, of this dialectical systems-p
progression presentation -the first ‘‘‘d
that ‘B
Boolean quantification’ & ‘[q
quasi-]B
Boolean qualification’, that ‘B
Boolean logical-a
arithmetical quantifiers’ & ‘[ttrans-B
Boolean]
logical-a
arithmetical, ontological qualifiers’, are, both, explicitly, & “all-sidedly” [cf. Marx], posited, for the first time in this
systems-p
progression. And it is only with a later-still system within this systems-p
progression, arising as an immanent critique, i.e., as
dialectical synthesis’’’ system, or ‘ffirst [ffull] uni-tthesis category’ system, WU, by this self-same
a ‘‘‘sself-ccritique’’’ -- of this first ‘‘‘d
‘‘‘d
dialectical synthesis’’’ system, WU itself, again -- yielding a new version of the probability calculus as an algebra of logic -- that
‘ttrans-B
Boolean logical-a
arithmetical, ontological quantifiers’, fractional, within-u
unit-iinterval quantifiers, serving as probability
values, present themselves [cf. E. T. Jaynes’s book, Probability Theory: The Logic of Science.]. The WQ space of the WQ axioms-ssystem is an
«a
aufheben» ‘m
meta-u
unit-iization’ of the WE ‘fformal-llogical analytical-g
geometrical’ space of the WE axioms-ssystem. The WE space
consists of, at most, a single [0, 1] unit-iinterval dimension line-segment, modeling the Boolean “U
Universe”. The WQ ‘d
dialecticallogical analytical-g
geometrical’ space consists of a potentially infinite [cf. Aristotle] number of mutually-p
perpendicular unit-iinterval
line-segments /dimensions /axes, each one just one unit in length, one for each

, for all w > 0 in space W, & with

w

0

as the

origin & intersection of all of those unit-iinterval line-segments /dimensions /axes.
In summary: Just above, in WE

E

W

...

≡

E

W

Q, we have an example of a ‘m
meta-m
model’, written in the language

W

of the WQ arithmetic/algebra system, which also involves a dialectical derivation of that same WQ system, which is one part of a
[m
meta-]ssystematic, synchronic, method-o
of-p
presentation dialectic, in particular, a dialectic of/
/with the Boolean system as «a
arché».
In conclusion: Finally, for this sub-section, we exemplify a ‘m
meta-m
model’, also written in the language of the WQ system, which is of
psycho]h
historical, diachronic, chronological, ‘p
past-rreconstuctive’ dialectic, in particular, one of the history inside of Boole’s
a [p
system. This ‘m
meta-m
model’ illustrates how the Seldonian WQ ‘ffundamental “llaw” of dialectical thought’, x2 = x
x ≠ x,
better describes the actual history of Boole’s algebra -- & of Boole’s own thought-p
processes, or “m
mental operations”, in developing
it -- than does the “ffundamental law of thought” according to Boole’s algebra itself, x2 = x. Boole ‘‘‘sself-ccritiqued’’’ the core
content of his algebra, as he had presented it in his 1847 book The Mathematical Analysis of Logic [MAL] [E
E1], so that its
content, in his 1854 book The Laws Of Thought [LOT] [E
E2] was deeply altered. In particular, he amended his “ffundamental
law of thought” -- what change, for Boole’s algebra of thought, could be more fundamental? The former “llaw”, xn = x for all n
51; upshot: even x3=x introduces a root, −1,
in N [MAL, p. 17], became just x2 = x [LOT, p. 49; see too note, p. 50, & body, pp. 50-5
which violates the law, x2 = x, since −12 = +1 ≠ −1. NB: Musès hypernumber(s) ±ε solves x3 = x; ι = √-1 solves x5 = x, & still other
Musean hypernumbers solve x7= x, & x9= x]. If the Boolean “mental operation” of ‘‘‘self-E
Election’’’, x(x) = xx = x2, includes
the update/correction/revision of that x, because past x, as recalled from memory, via x as presently held in mind, is either a better
version of, or an obsolete prototype of, x as presently held in mind, then Boole’s model of thought falls short, even of well-d
describing

his own thought in the history of his development of his algebra. If we use E1 to denote a Boolean unit class [LOT p. 28] for the
original, i.e., the ‘1
1847 version’, of Boole’s “E
Elector algebra”, then E1(E1) = E1E1 = E12 = E1 does not describe Boole’s
algebra’ss actual history, which is better described, instead, by E1 E1

= E1E1 = E12 = E1

E1

≡

E1

E2.

Thus, the very ‘‘‘sself evidence’’’ of Boole’s algebra itself -- the evidence of the actual cognitive psychohistory of Boole’s thought itself -- would
falsify its claimed “ffundamental law of thought”, as such. The unit of E2 is even, in a special way, ‘m
meta-eelement-iic’ in relation to the unit of E1,
in that the E1 “law” ’s multiplicity of elem ents, {[xn = x]} ≡ {[x1 = x], [x2 = x], [x3= x], ...}, consolidates to the E2 “law” ’s single elem ent
[x2 = x]. Perhaps the later critique of, & ‘symmetrizing’/
/ ‘dualizing’ amendm ents to, Boole’s algebra, e.g., by Jevons, moving it toward utility
?
for m odeling digital circuitry, but also toward much less interest philosophically, m ight also be encompassed, by a yet later En> 2 in this chain?
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I2
2 R #3.A
A.2
2. Set-T
Theoretical Roots of the NQ Algebraic Dialectical Logic. A special case of the ‘g
generic
«a
aufheben», ‘q
qualo-ffractal’ nesting’ that you have discerned in the NQ system in general is central to another of the
roots of that NQ dialectical ideography: the finitary “sset of all sets”, a core locus of the dialectical immanent critique
of modern mathematics, as ostensibly founde[rre]d
d upon modern class theory, i.e., upon modern set theory. By many
accounts, modern set-ttheory is the very heart, the very foundation, of all of modern mathematics. And this set theory
has its own special, ‘essence-ial’ way of defining qualities. That way is called the ‘“eextensional”’ way.
We are used to talking about any given quality in a way which set theory calls the ‘“iintensional”’ way. Our name for our perceived color-quality of
‘R
Red-n
ness’, is the word ‘red’, or, maybe, if we use “symbolic logic” -- ‘ideographical logic’; “mathematical logic”, e.g., “first order predicate
calculus” -- then R1 might be our predicate-symbol for the “intension” called ‘R
Red-n
ness’, & if the “constant” r1 denotes an individual object, or
“element” -- represented as a “logical individual” that inheres in our world of experience, our “universe of discourse” -- then the assertion R1r1
means that r1 ∈ R, wherein R denotes, in the ‘“iintensional”’ way, an ‘“eextension”’, i.e., a “set” of logical individuals’ symbols, &, more
specifically, the set, or unordered list, of all of our universe’s objects/
/individuals/
/elements that we perceive as exhibiting the color-quality of ‘R
Redness’. That is, R1r1 symbolizes the propositional assertion that r1 is a red object.

Suppose that there are exactly n ∈ N such red objects in our “world”. Then the set theoretical way, the “extensional” way, of
symbolizing the quality of ‘R
Red-n
ness’, is to actually exhibit an [unordered] list of all of these red objects, i.e., to set the “intensional”
symbol for ‘R
Red-n
ness’, R, as ‘definitionally equal to’ [‘≡
≡’] an “extensional” symbol: to the set of all red things in our world -R ≡ {r1, r2, r3, ..., rn}. Univocally, the set {r1, r2, r3, ..., rn} stands for that which all of its elements, r1 through rn, inclusive,
have in common with one another, namely, the quality of ‘R
Red-n
ness’. ‘R
Red-n
ness’ names the “intension” of that quality, & the set
{r1, r2, r3, ..., rn} is called the “extension” of that quality, the “extension” of that “intension”. The number, the “cardinality”’ of
that set, the number of elements that it contains, is n, a statement which we will, herein, abbreviate by |{r1, ..., rn}| = n, or by
|R| = n. A further key concept of set theory is the concept of the “P
Power set” of a given set, which means the “set of all

subsets” of that given set. If a set has “cardinality” n, then the set of all of its subsets, its “P
Power set”, will have the
n

cardinality of 2 raised to the Power of the cardinality of the given set, here n, so 2 , e.g., in our example, |P(R)| =
n

the cardinality of the Power set of the set R = |2R| = 2|R| = 2 . That is, since the Power set’s cardinality has
the symbolic form, e.g., 2|R|, the symbol 2R has come to symbolize the Power set of set R itself. For example, suppose
that our given set contains 2 “logical individuals”, a & b, & that the set S = {a, b} thus stands, extensionally, for the
quality, the intension, that both elements share, & is a set of cardinality of 2. Then the cardinality of its power set will be
2
|P(S)| = the cardinality of the Power set of the set S = |2S| = 2|S| = 2 = 4. That power set itself is
S
{a, b}
conventionally denoted by P(S) = 2 = 2
= { {a}, {b}, {a, b}, ∅ }. Yes, it is true, standardly, that the
“empty set”, { } ≡ ∅, is always one of the elements of the power set of any given set. We will see what this can mean,
further on. If we take S to be of ‘“logical type”’ 1, then P(S) will be of ‘‘‘logical type”’ 2. Apply this operation again,
4
to the first power set itself, to get a ‘“logical type”’ 3 set, of 2 = 16 set elements -- P(2S) = 2{ {a}, {b}, {a, b}, ∅ } =
{ {{a}}, {{b}}, {{a, b}}, {∅}, {{a}, {b}}, {{a}, {a, b}}, {{b}, {a, b}}, {{a}, {b}, {a, b}}, {∅, {a}},
{∅, {b}}, {{∅, {a, b}}, {∅, {a}, {b}}, {∅, {a}, {a, b}}, {∅, {b}, {a, b}}, {∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b}}, ∅ }.

[Note: to gauge our ‘‘‘logical type’’’ metric, just count on either side, LHS or RHS, the set-braces, to their full depth.] At this point,
a fundamental question may arise: What is the set-theoretical or “extensional” definition of the most central concept of all for set
theory, i.e., of the concept “set” itself. Well, that “extension” is “the set of all sets”. Only the elements of the set of all sets
/have in common that quality that is the “essence” of what it is to be a “set”. Tellingly enough, this core definition for set
exhibit/
theory, “the set of all sets”, is excluded from standard set theory. Part of this has to do with the fact that standard set theory asserts,
axiomatically [i.e., without proof], the “actual existence” of sets with “infinite” cardinalities, which we consider to be, not only not
“self-evident”, but a ‘contra-experience’, ‘contra-actual’, ‘contra-factual’ -- false -- assertion, & another of the grounds for our
“immanent critique” of modern set theory, & of modern mathematics as founded thereupon. Another part of this has to due with the
“contamination” of an “unprotected” version of the “set of all sets” with “paradoxical”, or “[self-]contradictory” sets -- with sets
involving ‘‘‘maximally-high-frequency truth-value oscillation’’’, like the Russell Set. But if we stick to finitary “universal sets”,
finitary “universe of discourse” sets -- to sets of all of the objects in the “[sub-]world” required for the purpose of our “discourse” on a
given topic -- then we still capture the primary reason why modern set theories reject the “set of all sets”: that set refuses to stay still
in the mind! It continually expands itself, in cardinality, in Russellian logical type, & in qualitative content, by continually
swallowing its own power set, that power set becoming a qualitatively different set with every such “self-swallowing”. A set is
an “improper” subset of itself. The “set of all sets” defines the set concept as a continual human-ccognitive self-movement of
self-definition self-driven self-inclusion [“improper”-subset-inclusion]-&
&-other-subsets-inclusion, of ‘self nesting back into self’,
& of continual growth in ‘qualo-quantitative’, ‘iideo-o
ontological’ content. That means, as we shall see, further on, that the
“set of all sets” is a set-ttheoretical model of dialectical process; of the generic dialectic itself. Note: we use a set ‘self-product’
S
rule such that, for any set, S, we define its ‘self-multiplication’ to be S(S) ≡ S × S ≡ S2 ≡ S ∪ 2 .
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The ‘Lakatosian’ logic of the dialectic of this set of all sets -- the logic that makes this set a generic model of dialectical
process in general, a model of the generic dialectic itself, can be rendered as follows [wherein we use ‘ ’ as delimiter for
hypotheses, or mathematical conjectures, & S to denote the set of all sets, as unattainable horizon, for Universe-of-discourse U]:
0. Given: U = the Universal Set, the set of all basal, non-sset objects of the given Universe-of-discourse, & also
that S0

≡

U

2 , the power set of the Universal set, & the first set in this sequence of sets all of whose elements
are themselves also sets, directly containing no elements that are basal, non-sset objects [using ‘≡’ for ‘is defined as’].
1. Conjecture:

S0 = S

[wherein the sign ‘

’ stands for the operation/
/action of unproven, conjectural assertion];

translation: S0 is the set of all sets, S, for Universe-of-discourse U;
Counter-example:
S
0

translation: 2

S
0

2

S
0

⊂ S, but 2

⊄ S0,

∴

S0 ≠ S;
S
0

is a set, & is thus in that set of all sets, S, but 2

Corrective resolution:

S
0

S0 ∪ 2

S0

≡

S1

=

is not in S0, so S0 is not that set of all sets, S;
2

S0(S0) = S0 ;
S

translation: Correct S0 by ‘“adding”’ to it [‘unioning’ it with] the set that it is missing per the counter-example; 2 0;
2. Conjecture:

S1 = S

;

translation: S1 is the set of all sets for Universe-of-discourse U;
Counter-example:
S
1

translation: 2

S
1

2

S
1

⊂ S, but 2

⊄ S1,

∴

S1 ≠ S;
S
1

is a set, & is thus in that set of all sets, S, but 2

Corrective resolution:

S1 ∪ 2

S1

S
1

≡

S2

=

is not in S1, so S1 is not that set of all sets, S;
2

S1(S1) = S1 ;

translation: Correct S1 by ‘“adding”’ [‘∪
∪nioning’ it with] the set that it is missing per the counter-example; 2
3. Conjecture:

S2 = S

S
1

;

;

translation: S2 is the set of all sets for Universe-of-discourse U;
Counter-example:
S
2

translation: 2

S
2

2

S
2

⊂ S, but 2

⊄ S2,

∴

S2 ≠ S;

is a set, & is thus in that set of all sets, S, but it is not in S2, so S2 is not that set of all sets, S;

Corrective resolution:

S2

S
2

S2 ∪ 2

≡

S3

=

2

S2(S2) = S2 ;
S

translation: Correct S2 by ‘“adding”’ to it the set that it is missing per the counter-example; 2 2;

.
.
.
This process, of this ‘Lakatos-like’ argument, can continue indefinitely, ‘‘‘p
potentially infinitely’’’ [in Aristotle’s sense].
To help you get a better idea of what this set-theoretical mental object means conceptually -- both philosophically &
scientifically -- we will construct, below, two specific ‘‘‘m
models’’’, or ‘‘‘iinterpretations’’’, for the more abstract, more
generic set of all sets that we have been addressing so far.
But first, let us bring to notice some salient characteristics of this generic set of all sets.
What is the generic quality, or what are the generic qualities, that the set of all sets exhibits, as that/
/those which,
set-theoretically, for sets-in-g
general; define(s) the generic essence that is shared by each & every specific set?
?
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Well, right-off, it seems to be a quality of ‘ideative self-iinstability’; a quality of mental motion, &, not just of motion, as if
that motion were only induced, in a passive mental object, by some external force, but a definitionally forced motion, a
motion self-induced, that is, induced by the definition of the self of this set itself, & thus a ‘self-force’ of ‘self-definition’,
generated, not externally, but immanently, internally, by the nature of the definition of the ‘idea-object’ in question -- the
set of all sets -- itself. The set of all sets is an ‘idea-object’ that is characterized by ‘‘‘self-change’’’ [cf. Marx]; it is an
‘idea-«kinesis»’, indeed, an «auto-kinesis» [cf. the later Plato], an ‘ideo-«auto-kinesis»’. It is a [step-wise, ‘discreteized’, ‘“quantized”’] self-moving, self-propelling, self-developing idea, an ‘ideo-onto-dynamasis’, continually generating
new elemental ‘idea-ontology’. It can thus, as we shall soon see below, provide ‘‘‘toy models’’’ of evolutions, including
of the ‘‘‘evolutions’’’ of concrete nature, as well as of the ‘‘‘evolutions’’’ of human ‘idea-systems’, as exemplified in the
first of the two ‘‘‘models’’’ or ‘‘‘interpretations’’’ of the set of all sets/
/set of all objects that we construct below. The set
of all sets grows, grows itself. It progresses, progresses itself, presents itself to our minds, when we form it in our minds,
as a progression of ever-self-expanding sets; of ever self-expanding content; of ever self-expanding ‘ideo-ontological’
content, because set ontology is element ontology, & because new elements, of new kinds, are continually ‘self-added’ -‘∪nioned into’ -- each predecessor version of the set of all sets, to form its successor version. The set of all sets thus
grows itself qualitatively. Its content grows itself qualitatively. Each new element ‘‘‘added’’’ is qualitatively different
from, qualitatively unequal to, all of the previous[ly-added] elements, & from/
/to other newly-added elements of its own
‘‘‘cohort’’’/
/step. The set of all sets also grows itself quantitatively. The set of each successor step is numerically larger,
i.e., in cardinality, & is also numerically larger in Russellian “logical type”, than the cardinality count & the “logical
type” rating of [each of] its predecessor set(s) in the ‘consecuum’ of this set’s own self-propelled self-movement. The set
of all sets thus grows itself ‘qualo-quantitatively’.
To be clear here, we should say that this ‘auto-dynamism’ of the set of all sets, & the very “existence” of such a set, is
“borrowed” from, or is generated only by/in, human minds. The set of all sets is ‘‘‘self-changing’’’, & ‘self-chain-ing’,
only in the sense that a human mind, mentally forming this ‘‘‘iidea-o
object’’’, & holding it in mind/attention, finds itself
holding onto an object that such a mind recognizes as continually needing correction, continually needing revision, & that
such a mind changes itself, & changes its ‘‘‘iidea-o
object’’’-ccontent, that it is holding, owing to the definition of that set, of
that ‘‘‘iidea-o
object’’’, & owing to the continually-recurring short-fall, the continuing definitional short-coming, of each
successive, progressive attempt at forming a definitionally satisfactory “still-life” form of the set of all sets. The set of all
sets is, thus, not a statical ‘iidea-tthing’, an ‘iideo-sstasis’, for such a human mind. It is, instead, an ‘iidea-d
dynamãsis’, an
‘iidea-eevent’, or, more aptly still, an ‘iidea-eeventity’, for such a human mind.
The set of all sets ‘d
dynamasis’ is a demonstration that “even” set-logic must include, at its very heart, a model of time, of
concrete, change-caused, change-constituted temporality; a model of immanently-g
generated, ‘ccontental’ evolution.
But what is it that’s so darn dialectical about this temporality, this [self-]cchange, this immanently-g
generated evolution?
The set of all sets self-progresses by ‘sself-m
meta-eelement-iization’. That is, the power-set-forming operation, when applied to a given
set, creates a set whose elements are ‘m
meta-eelements’ of the elements of that given set. Each new subset element is typically made up
out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of the elements of that given set, although there are also “ssingleton” sets, which are each made up
out of only a single element from that given set. The dialectical crux is that such ‘m
meta-eelement-iization’ is a specific case of the
generic «a
aufheben» operation, which concurrently cancels, elevates, & conserves the ‘‘‘eelement(ss)’’’ upon which it operates. That
is, ‘m
meta-eelement-iization’ is a [self-]o
operation that determinately, not abstractly, [self-]n
negates -- i.e., that changes into something
qualitatively, ontologically different -- the element(ss) upon which it works, but which also elevates those elements into new elements
-- of one unit higher in ‘“logical type”’ than those worked-upon elements had clocked before -- & which also conserves those
elements at the base of these new, higher elements which it forms [With reference to our earlier example, the [n
non-∅
∅ ] elements of
set 2S, especially {a, b}, are ‘m
meta-eelements’ of the elements of set S, a & b.].

In our definition of dialectic, where there is «a
aufheben», there is therefore also dialectic.
Perhaps ultimately, this set of all sets self-movement should be grasped as a ‘consecuum’ of change that is generated precisely by the
‘iintra-d
duality’ of the set concept, i.e., by ‘the set # element duality’. Sets can become elements, sets’ elements can themselves also
be sets, & elements can be reformulated as “ssets” of their own constituent ‘‘‘eelements’’’/
/components.
But to make all of this ‘set-logic’ more concrete, more meaningful, our next task is to construct some examples which use the generic,
finitary set of all sets to ‘‘‘m
model’’’ more accessible reaches of our perceptions -- that is, which ‘‘‘iinterpret’’’ this abstract, generic,
schematic ‘‘‘toy model’’’ for more specific, more concrete, more sensuous, perhaps more familiar realities of our experience.
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Model α. The Finitary Set of All Sets Interpreted to Model the Order of Development of Human Cognition
-- the Development of the ‘H
Human Phenome’ -- for a [N
New] [S
Sub-]U
Universe[-o
of-D
Discourse]. Let us begin our
exposition of this first of our two examples of specific modeling applications of the generic set of all sets, by
considering a fable, a fable that will enable us to keep this example to a more manageable scale. Imagine an
early, primitive society of human[oid]s who live in a solar system with but one Sun, & with but one planet,
their planet, a planet with just one, ever-bluish Moon. An ancient society that looks only to its own sky, whose
human phenome is focused -- & obsessively so -- on celestial bodies alone. That is, the only natural entities
known to their society, outside of themselves, are their Sun, their Moon, & their multi-c
chromatic sky-ffilling staRs.
Mythological stories about these entities comprise this society’s entire universe of discourse about external
Nature. We may thus represent the “U
Universal Set” of this universe of discourse as Uα = {S, M, R}, a set of
‘‘‘logical type’’’ 1, i.e., with only a ‘‘‘depth’’’ of but one pair of braces enclosing its three elements. The first
Uα

foray into forming the set of all sets for this Universe, Uα, is, thus, αS0 = 2
{S, M, R}

type’’’ 2, which will hold|
|2
αS0

{S, M, R}

= 2

|{S, M, R}|

|=2

{S, M, R}

= 2

, a set of ‘‘‘logical

3

= 2 = 8 elements. In full detail, that set is --

= {{S}, {M}, {R}, {S, M}, {S, R}, {M, R}, {S, M, R}, ∅ }, and is such that -{S}

{ M}

{R}

{S, M}

{S, R}

{M, R}

{S, M, R}

∅.

3

These 2 = 8 new , ‘‘‘logical type’’’ 1, elements, are all ‘m
meta-eelements’ of the elements of Uα -- each one
made up out of one or more of those three basal elements, S, M, & R, that are each of ‘‘‘logical type’’’ 0.
But what do these ‘m
meta-eelements’ mean in the context of our fable?
? How can we best interpret these
‘m
meta-eelements’ in this context?
Let’s go back to the set-theoretical, extensional way of defining intensions, connotations, meanings, qualities,
that we encountered at the outset of this section. Per that paradigm, these eight new elements, namely, the sets
{S}, {M}, {R}, {S, M}, {S, R}, {M, R}, {S, M, R}, & ∅, no longer represent the sensuous elements
of Uα, by name, S, M, & R. They already represent something far more subjective, mental & abstract. Per
that extensional predicational paradigm, {S} denotes their qualit(yy)(iies) of their Sun, {M} the qualit(yy)(iies)
of their Moon, & {R} the qualit(yy)(iies) of their staRs, as perceived by our fabled human [o
oid]ss Likewise,
{S, M} denotes the qualit(yy)(iies) shared in common by their Sun & their Moon, {S, R} the qualit(yy)(iies)
shared in common by their Sun & their staRs, & {M, R} the qualit(yy)(iies) shared in common by their Moon
& their staRs. Finally, {S, M, R}, the entire Universal set, turned into an element, represents the qualit(yy)(iies) shared
in common by all of this society’s naked-eye-visible celestial objects, & is also known as the “improper subset” of set
U

Uα. The elements of Uα stand for sensuous objects. Instead, the elements of the ‘set-states’ from αS0 = 2 α onward
stand for abstract ‘‘‘iidea-o
objects’’’; ‘‘‘m
mental objects’’’, i.e., predicates of various “orders”, or of various ‘‘‘degrees’’’.
What of the symbol ‘∅
∅’, symbolizing the(ir) “empty set”?
? It is there in the power set of Uα, because a generic “empty set” is held to
be a subset of every set. Indeed, we might even write [∀ s ∈ S][ ∅ ⊂ s]. But this set is “empty”. Meaning what?
? -- that the
“empty set” is the extension of emptiness itself? Of something that is not there?
? Of something not present, not named?
? We propose
to interpret ∅, in the context of this fable, not as representing absolute nothing[ness], but as representing the “u
unknown”, the not
known, the not yet known: all of that which is “there” in reality, in the actual world of this fable[d] society, but that is presently
unregistered in their minds, in their consciousnesses, their language, their collective ‘p
phenome’, & in their universe of discourse -- &
thus also in their Universal set, Uα. And given this fable’s rather severe restrictions on the contents of that set, of that universe of
discourse, we may well feel that the unknown, for this fabled society, is quite a large part of their reality. So ∅ is already a subset of
that Universe set, implicitly & invisibly ‘⊂
⊂ontained’ within it: ∅ ⊂ Uα. It thus becomes an element of the power set of, of the set of
U

all subsets of, Uα: ∅ ∈ 2 α. What could be more plausible than this interpretation? We have but just discerned the “d
dark energy”
& “d
dark matter” of which, scientists now believe, most of our cosmos is composed!!
OK, so -- in more specific detail -- what do the other seven members of that power set connote? Per our extensional paradigm, they
might connote the following [using ‘
’ as a sign of ‘m
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1. {S}

the qualit(yy)(iies) of the Sun, e.g., single-object; golden, self-sourced light, fullest bright-ness;

2. {M}

the qualit(yy)(iies) of the Moon, e.g., single-object; bluish, reflected light, dimmer bright-ness;

3. {R}

the qualit(yy)(iies) of the staRs, e.g., multi-object, constellational, multi-ccolored, self-sourced, dimmer bright-ness;

4. {S, M}

the qualit(yy)(iies) shared by the Sun & the Moon, e.g., single-object bright-ness;

5. {S, R}

the qualit(yy)(iies) shared by the Sun & the staRs, e.g., self-sourced bright-ness;

6. {M, R}

the qualit(yy)(iies) shared by the Moon & the staRs, e.g., dimmer bright-ness;

7. {S, M, R}

the qualit(yy)(iies) shared by the Sun, the Moon, & the staRs, e.g., bright-ness;

Thus, our first foray into the set of all sets, for this context, yields a list of qualities, of characteristics, of
predicates. Were we to probe deeper, & in full detail, into this set of all sets, starting with the next foray -αS1

S

= αS0 ∪ 2α

0

=
{{S}, {M}, {R}, {S, M}, {S, R}, {M, R}, {S, M, R}, ∅ }

{ {S}, {M}, {R}, {S, M}, {S, R}, {M, R}, {S, M, R}, ∅ } ∪ 2

|{{S}, {M}, {R}, {S, M}, {S, R}, {M, R}, {S, M, R}, ∅}|

-- we would find a set of ‘‘‘logical type’’’ 3, with 2

8

= 2 = 256 elements, 248 of

them yet new, qualitatively different elements, elements that are sets of ‘‘‘logical type’’’ 2, such as {{S}, {S, M}},
which we would interpret as representing, extensionally, the still more abstract, the even further distilled, the ever

more subtle ‘‘‘ssecond order’’’ qualit(yy)(iies), shared by the ‘‘‘ffirst order’’’ qualit(yy)(iies) denoted by {S} with
the “ffirst order’’’ qualit(yy)(iies) denoted by {S, M}, based on the ‘‘‘zzeroth order’’’ objects denoted by S & by
M. With each further foray, this process of ‘p
predico-d
dynamasis’ further deepens, ultimately -- perhaps rapidly
-- arriving at levels of abstraction, distillation, & ‘ensubtlement’ of qualities that represent ineffability, defying
human discernment, let alone description.
The key point here is that this progression into ever-more-rarefied qualities-rrepresentation that is the specific
interpreted content of this progression of set of all sets attempts, for this context, models, schematically, the
order of advancement of human cognition in the ‘h
human-p
phenomic’ exploration of a [n
newly-o
opening]
universe of discourse. That is, this progression mimes, schematically, the ordinality of a movement of
deepening discernment, from mere ‘‘‘ssense-ccertainty’’’ about the sensuous objects of the [n
new] Universe of
discourse, to the ever subtler awarenesses of ever-higher orders of qualities that accrue to the deepening
experience of this new Domain, as represented by higher iterates in the set of all sets ‘consecuum’.
This ‘“toy model”’, Model α., captures, schematically, that ‘ccognitive-p
psychohistorical’ progress[iion] of
‘h
human-p
phenomic’ knowledge -- of qualitative, ‘q
qualit(yy)(iies)-k
knowledge’, of ‘p
predicate-k
knowledge’ -- that is
the product of humanity’s exploration & description of its [sub-]U
Universe(s) of experience & discourse.
S

Note that the set 2α 0, by itself, is not the next better version of the [u
unattainable] set of all sets, S. The
previous version, αS0, although deficient -- although not containing “a
all” sets -- does still contain “ssome” sets,
which, as sets, must not be excluded from the next attempt, or from any future attempt(s), at attaining the set of
all sets. Therefore the predecessor attempt must be “added”-back [‘∪
∪nioned’-back] into the new, successor
S
power set. This ‘power-set product rule for the self-multiplication of sets’, algebraically, Sτ+1 = Sτ2 ≡ Sτ ∪ 2 τ, is
thus an ‘‘‘eevolute’’’ product rule, rather than a ‘‘‘cconvolute’’’ one -- http://point-of-departure.org/Point-OfDeparture/ClarificationsArchive/Evolute_W/Evolute_W.htm; http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/Evolute_WG/Evolute_WG.htm.
Anticipating later developments, we now re-label the elements of the set as follows, with ‘q
q’ denoting qualit(y
y)(iies) -αS0

≡ { qS, qM, qR, qSM, qSR, qMR, qSMR, q∅ }.
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Model β. The Finitary Set of All Objects, Interpreted as a [M
Meta-]M
Model for the [M
Meta-]M
Monad-iic [M
Meta-]E
Evolution
of the Known Universe as a Whole. The just-previously-ppresented diachronic modeling application of the finitary set of all sets
began, it is true, with a Universal set whose elements all represented sensuous objects. However, once we formed the zeroth try at
U

the set of all sets, αS0 = 2 α, the contents of that & of all subsequent attempts in that set’s progression represented non-ssensuous
objects, ‘iidea-o
objects’, ‘‘‘m
mental objects’’’, one & all. The present modeling application, of the set of all sets+
+, describes, instead,
the diachronic, chronological, dialectical self-d
development of the physical objects that constitute our total known cosmos.
To fully leverage this second [m
meta-]m
model, we need to move from the mentally ‘self-dynamizing’ finitary set of all sets framework,
to the richer, equally ‘self-dynamizing’, & equally finitary, ‘‘‘set of all objects’’’ framework. The latter framework’s Universal set,
& its subsequent progression, are all constituted by set-eelements that are intended to represent ‘exo-empirical’, physical objects, one
& all. Therefore, Universal set physical objects symbols are not left behind, as in the all-ssets /only-ssets content of set of all sets
[m
meta-]m
models, like the one described above. We do not say that all of these set-eelements will represent sensuously-ttangible
physical objects, because especially the earlier subsets will represent classes of physical objects that are far too minute to be
detected by the instrumentally-u
unaided human sensorium -- e.g., atoms. The finitary ‘‘‘set of all objects’’’ exhibits an ‘eeideic
self-p
propulsion’ of elemental self-expansion, like the finitary ‘‘‘set of all sets’’’, if the idea of ‘‘‘o
objects’’’ is defined as including
‘h
human-p
phenomic’, collective, memetic ‘eeide objects’, ‘‘‘iidea-o
objects’’’, & not just ‘eexo-ssensuous’, physical ‘‘‘o
objects’’’.
U

Thus, our «a
arché» for this [m
meta-]m
model will not be αS0 = 2 α. Instead, the Universal set itself will be our «a
arché», βO0 ≡ Uβ.
Moreover, instead of our Universal set containing a multiplicity of element-ssymbols, each representing a different class of physical,
sensuous objects, this time, our Universal set will be a “ssingleton” set, containing just one element, n. That element represents the
ultimate ancestor, the veritable «a
arché» of our cosmos, per present scientific knowledge -- by name: the ontological category of
pre-/
/sub-n
nuclear “p
particles”. Our cosmos [m
meta-]m
model will be a ‘m
meta-g
genealogy’ for all that has ‘“d
descended”’ from, or, better,
ascended’’’ from, that ‘‘‘eever-p
present /deep-p
past origin’’’ -for all that has so far ‘‘‘a
βO0

≡

Uβ

≡ {n}.

We will also apply three further rules of interpretation, to both abbreviate, & to render more meaningful, this [m
meta-]m
model --

(i). We will replace the “empty set”, & all subsets involving the “empty set”, ∅, by a new symbol, ‘ ’, representing
anything that is physically real, but unknown to present science. Note, for example, that our universe [m
meta-]m
model does
not explicitly include the actualities that are presently called “D
Dark Energy” & “D
Dark Matter”, even though they are
now believed to comprise a far greater portion of the ‘‘‘substance’’’ of our universe than does the ‘‘‘B
Bright Matter’’’ with
which we are familiar. This is because both “D
Dark Energy” & “D
Dark Matter” are still far more unknown than known, to
present science, so that, for this [m
meta-]m
model, both will be registered only implicitly, via that new symbol, ‘ ’;
(ii). The combination of two or more relative elements in a given subset will be interpreted as signifying the physical
combination, or the physical interaction, or the mutual containment/conversion, of those relative elements/classes.
We will replace multiple occurrences of the same element-ssymbol(ss), in ‘ccombination subsets’, with the appropriate
single element-ssymbol, &, anticipating later developments, we will re-label the elements of the set as follows, with ‘q
q’
denoting the qualit(yy)(iies) shared by the individuals of the given ontological category connoted by a given subset
element-ssymbol, e.g., relabeling {y, x} to q .
yx

(iii). Singleton subsets, of form {x}, will be interpreted as ‘sself-ccombination subsets’, i.e., will be interpreted as
denoting the ‘sself-ccombination’, or ‘sself-ccontainment’, of the ‘‘‘llogical individuals’’’ constituting the class implicitly,
or intensionally represented by element x -- the population of individuals of kind x. Thus, the element-ssymbol {n},
aufheben» ‘m
meta(11)-iindividual-iization’ of the
appearing inside an iterant of our set of all objects, will represent the «a
individuals connoted by n, such as quarks & gluons, so that we will replace it by another element-ssymbol, namely by s,
representing the immediate successor cosmological population, of pre-/
/sub-a
atomic “p
particles”, e.g., of protons, as
[m
meta1-]iindividuals with respect to, & as made up out of, quarks & gluons, taken as [m
meta0-]iindividuals.
τ
2

In our earlier [m
meta-]m
model, narrated above -- αSτ = {S, M, R} -- the generic set of all sets, & its inner, immanent,
‘sself-d
definitional self-d
drive’, were left behind, relegated to only a substrate, a background, a mathematical metaphor.
They no longer constituted the direct driver of the mounting re-iteration, of the recurring, helical, ‘[finitary] qualo-ffractal’
τ
2

τ+ 1
2

pattern of progression, generically, from αS0 to αS0
, as τ↑. For that progression became, now, specifically, as that specific
[m
meta-]m
model, a representation of the step-wise progress of human-ccognitive, perceptual discernment, detecting, & bringing into
phenomic awareness, & discourse, its ever subtler sensitivity to ontological qualit(yy)(iies), as human experience of Uα deepens.
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Likewise, that ‘sself-d
definitional self-fforce’ that the ‘‘‘set-theoretical, extensional’’’ human mind feels when it forms &
Uβ

holds & identifies itself with /simulates, & reflects upon, Uβ ∪ 2 , as the try τ = 1 set of all objects, is no longer the
τ
2

τ+ 1
2

‘sself-fforce’ that drives the continual escalation, from generic βO0 to generic βO0
τ
2

example/sample, that of the set of all objects [m
meta-]m
model, βO τ = {n}

, as τ↑, in this second, specific

τ
2

= Uβ .

Rather, that definitional driver is being used to represent a physical driver, that of the ‘self-densification’, intensified/
/‘frequentized’ [self-]interaction, mutual ‘proximitization’, & consequent partial «a
aufheben» auto-/
/allo-ccombination, of
physical «m
monads» of the various extant kinds, such as pre-/
/sub-n
nuclear “p
particles”, pre-/
/sub-a
atomic “p
particles”,
atomic nuclei, molecules, “p
prokaryotic” cells, multi-p
prokaryotic eukaryotic cells, multi-eeukaryotic multicellular
organisms [‘m
meta-b
biota’ -- “m
meta-zzoa” & “m
meta-p
phyta”], ‘p
proto-l
language-b
based’, e.g., multi-m
multicellular organism
animal, ‘‘‘ssocieties’’’, etc.
Before we go on, please note these two rules of set-rrepresentation: (1) multiple occurrences of an element-ssymbol
simplify to a single occurrence, e.g., {a, a, a} = {a}; (2) the order of element-ssymbols in a set does not change that
set’s identity, e.g., {a, b} = {b, a}.
With the above provisos in place, we can now narrate the iteration, & the iterates, of this second specific [m
meta-]m
model

≡ ’ to signify ‘solution-assertion’] --

itself, viz. [wherein we use ‘
0
2

0
2

• iteration τ = 0, β O0 = Uβ

1

= { n}

1
2

• iteration τ = 1, β O1 = {n}

2

= { n } = { n}

{n, {n},
2
2

• iteration τ = 2, β O2 = {n}

= {n} = {n}, ‘cosmos-epoch’ of pre-/
/sub-n
nuclear “p
particles” ontology only;

≡

}

{n}

∪2

{ n, s,

4

= {n}

2 2

2

})

{n, s, {n}, {s}, {s, n},

}

= { n , s,

≡ {n, s,

∪ {{n}, {s}, {s, n},..., ∅}

}

≡ {n} ∪

{{n},

}=

}, ‘cosmos-epoch’ of pre-n
nuclears & of newly-irrupted sub-a
atomics ontology only;

= {n} = ({n} ) = ({ n, s,

{ n , s,

∪ {{n}, ∅}

}

{ n , s,

∪2

}

=

} ∪ {{n}, {s}, {s, n},

≡ {n, s, s, a, qsn,

} = {n, s, q , a,
sn

≡

}

}, ‘cosmos-epoch’ of pre-n
nuclears,

& of sub-a
atomics, & of their interaction-p
products, & of the epoch 2 newly-irrupted atomics ontology, only;
3
2

• iteration τ = 3, β O3 = {n}

8

4 2

= { n } = ( { n} ) = ( { n, s , q , a ,

{ n, s , q , a ,

}

sn

sn

∪

2

})

= { n, s , q , a ,
sn

{n, s, q , a,
sn

∪2

}

}

=

{{n}, {s}, {q }, {a}, {s, n}, {q , n}, {a, n}, {q , s}, {a, s}, {a, q }, {q , s, n}, {a, s, n}, {a, q , s}, {a, q , s},..., ∅}
sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

{{n}, {s}, {q }, {a}, {s, n}, {q , n}, {a, n}, {q , s}, {a, s}, {a, q }, {q , s, n}, {a, s, n}, {a, q , s }, {a, q , s},
sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

sn

{n, s, q , a, { n}, {s}, { q }, { a}, {s, n}, {q , n}, { a, n}, { q , s}, { a, s}, { a, q }, { q , s, n}, { a, s, n}, { a, q , s}, { a, q , s},
sn

sn

{ n, s , q , a , q
sn

sn

, m, q , q , q

ms

an

{ n, s , q , a , q , q , q
sn

an

as

as

,q

a sn

, m, q

a sn

,q

sn

sn

sn

sn

}

,

}=

,

}, ‘cosmos-epoch’ of pre-n
nuclears, & of sub-a
atomics, & of their interaction-p
products, & of

mn

mn

sn

}

≡
≡
≡

ms

atomics, & of their interaction-p
products, & of the epoch 3 newly-irrupted molecules ontology, & of two of its interaction-p
products, only; ...

-- which become(s) more and more ‘elementally’ voluminous should we proceed beyond epoch τ = 3.
However, from the pattern of the above iterates/
/epochs, we can see that, in the next ‘cosmos-epoch’, epoch τ = 4, we

≡ {m}, the “p
prokaryotic cells” element-ssymbol, appear, modeling the cosmological irruption [‘↑
↑’] of
that new ontology [‘↑
↑p’], & in the next ‘cosmos-epoch’, epoch τ = 5, we would see e ≡ {p}, the “e
eukaryotic cells”
element-ssymbol, appear, modeling ‘↑
↑e’, & in the next ‘cosmos-epoch’, epoch τ = 6, we would see b ≡ {e}, the

would see p

“m
meta-b
biota” element-ssymbol, appear, modeling ‘↑
↑b’, & in the next ‘cosmos-epoch’, epoch τ = 7, we would see

≡ {b}, the ‘pproto-llanguage-bbased’, e.g., animal, ‘‘‘ssocieties’’’ element-ssymbol, appear, modeling ‘↑
↑l’, & in the
next ‘cosmos-epoch’, epoch τ = 8, we would see h ≡ {l}, the humans-lled meta-ssocieties’’’ element-ssymbol,
l

appear, modeling ‘↑
↑h’. Iterating for ‘cosmos-epoch’ τ = 9, & one gets predictions of ‘ffuture-irruptant cosmo-ontology’.
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The “nesting”
” that you have noted as so central to the NQ ‘meta-models’ sometimes even becomes visible -- almost palpable -- in the
syntax itself, in these mathematical ‘languagings’, as in the case of the standard set theory syntax for power-sets, when applied to our
‘meta-model’ of the finitary set of all sets, viz., how the fourth ‘transient, itinerant iterant’ of the set of all sets can be unpacked as
follows, by iterated substitution of the predecessor-based symbolization, all the way back to the Universal set, U, substituting, for S4,
its expression in terms of S3, then substituting, for S3, its expression in terms of S2, then, for S2, in terms of S1, then, for S1, in
terms of S0, and, finally, for S0, in terms of U --

S3

S4 = (S3 ∪ 2 )

=

S2

S
(S2 ∪ 2 2)

S1

S
(S1 ∪ 2 1)

((S2 ∪ 2 ) ∪ 2

)

(((S1 ∪ 2 ) ∪ (2
S

U

(((((2 ∪ 2 ) ∪ 2

)) ∪ 2

) ∪ (2

) =

S )
S
S
0
0
(S ∪ 2 0
S0
(S0 ∪ 2 )
((S0 ∪ 2 ) ∪ 2 0
)
(((S0 ∪ 2 ) ∪ 2
) ∪ (2
))

)∪2

) ∪ (2

)

=

U
U
2
U
U
U
(2 ∪ 2
)
U
2
U
U
2
U
2
((2 ∪ 2
)∪2
)
U
2
(2 ∪ 2
)
((2 ∪ 2
)
((((2 ∪ 2
) ∪2
) ∪ 2
) ∪ (2
)

U
U
2
U
U
2
(2 ∪ 2
)
((2 ∪ 2
)∪2
)

U
U
2
(2 ∪ 2
)

U
2

S
S
(S ∪ 2 1)
((S1 ∪ 2 1) ∪ (2 1
))

S
0
S0
(S0 ∪ 2 )
((S0 ∪ 2 ) ∪ 2
)

S0
( S0 ∪ 2 )

((((S0 ∪ 2 0) ∪ 2

=

)) ∪ 2

).

-- in which this ‘[self-]«a
aufheben»’ self-iinvolutionary’ “nesting”
” becomes visible, well, “exponentially”!!

Based upon the ‘Power Set Evolute Product Rule’ for set self-multiplication, which we introduced above, namely
S × S = S2

S

≡

S ∪ 2 , the solution to the set of all Sets equation, namely, to the equation Sτ+1 = Sτ2, given that S0

τ

≡

is Sτ = S02 . Also, per that Rule, the solution to the ‘set of all Objects’ equation, i.e., to the equation Oτ+1 = Oτ2, given O0
is Oτ =

τ
O02 .

τ

=

τ
2
0

≡

U,

The solution to the generic dialectic equation, applying, indifferently, to either ‘ssynchronic, systematic

dialectic’, or to ‘d
diachronic, historical dialectic’, namely, to the equation
is

U

2 ,

=

τ
2

τ +1

=

2
τ

, given the axioms for the NQ,

.

1

The Function, 2Fτ, in 2Fτ[

]
0

≡

F[
2 τ

Function’. Its functional form, νFτ[

≡

]

1

]

1

ν

≡
τ

=

τ

2

ν

τ
2

=

2

0

, is the Function that we call ‘The Dyadic Seldon

τ
ν

, for ν ∈ {2, 3, 4}, is the primary generic form of all of the

0

specific ‘d
dialectical meta-eequation meta-m
models’ that we have presented publicly so-far, including of the ‘d
dialectic of
Nature meta-eequation meta-m
model’, which ‘rre-cconstructs’, in the chronological order of their past first irruption into
existence, the ‘Taxonomy Level 1’ ontological categories of the ontology of our universe, & which ‘ppre-cconstructs’ its next,
future epoch -- the ‘d
dialectical “ttheory of everything” meta-m
model’.
The space of the NQ dialectical arithmetic/algebra contains the ‘m
meta-n
number’

1

as its generic «a
arché» element.

We interpret it as the ‘ultimate ancestor’ ontological category for generic, ‘m
meta-g
genealogical’ dialectical categorial
progressions. The NQ axioms-ssystem’s arithmetic algorithmically mimics the dialectical behavior of the set of all sets,
& of the ‘set of all objects’, capturing the ‘ssubset-ccombinatorics’ of the power set to the degree we shall see in the sequel.
In ‘formulaic’ summary, then, we have seen how we can formulate the generic set of all sets self-movement, or mindresident ‘iideo-«a
autokinesis»’, by means of the following ‘self-reflexive function’ -S
τ

Sτ+1 = Sτ2 = Sτ ∪ 2
given that U

≡

τ+1

= S02

, given that S0

≡

U

2 , that S1

≡

S

S0 × S0 = S02 = S0 ∪ 2 0, & also

the Universal Set, the set of all basal, non-sset objects of the given Universe of discourse.
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In closing this section, we note that even so world-historically brilliant a mathematician & mathematical logician as Kurt
Gödel could not always stand above, not just the modern human phenome in general, but the ‘sub-phenomes’ that had
prevailed among some/
/many logicians & mathematicians, ancient & modern alike, regarding a kind of ‘[neo-]PlatonicParmenidean’ preference, or perhaps even an implicit, formally unstated ‘Parmenidean Postulate’, constraining their
conceptions of -- “p
properly” statical -- “mathematical” & “logical” objects. Thus, with regard to the set of all sets -- the
very set-theoretical definition of the term “set” itself, as we have seen, above, &, thus, the should-be central mathematicological [idea-]object of modern set theory, Gödel wrote as follows:
“... a set of all sets or other sets of a similar extension cannot exist, since every set obtained in this way immediately gives
rise to further applications of the operation “set of” and, therefore, to the existence of larger sets.”
”

[Kurt Gödel, “What Is Cantor’s Continuum Problem?”, in Paul Benacerraf, Hilary Putnam, Philosophy of Mathematics, Prentice-Hall, Inc. [NJ.:

1964], p. 263n.]

Gödel thus cannot admit mathematical or logical “eexistence” to a mathematical [iidea-]object that is inherently in mental motion, &,
indeed, in “sself-m
motion”, in self-iinduced motion, in «a
auto-k
kinesis» [cf. the later Plato], an ‘‘‘idea-object’’’ that inherently features
“self-change” [cf. Marx, Theses On Feuerbach] -- in this case, one that is in a perpetual “state” [or ‘dynate’] of qualitative selfexpansion, of [iideo-]ontological self-expansion, an expansion generated from within itself, in the form/
/content of its own subsets,
i.e., as the elements of its own “power-set(s)”. The new element(s) that are continually being ‘self-added’ to, & fashioned from
inside, this finitary set of all sets, by the set of all sets itself, in its self-definitional self-propulsion in a human mind that constructs it,
are not quantitatively different from, but qualitatively different from, & qualitatively unequal to, all of the previous elements of this
set, i.e., are sets of different -- indeed, of ever-higher -- “logical type”, as we have seen above.

Gödel can see the set of all sets only as a discrete sequence of different, separate, essentially unconnected, ‘‘‘still-life’’’
sets. He fails to see in it the dynamical self-movement of a single ‘‘‘idea-object’’’, fails to see the set-element content
self-expansion, & the Russellian “logical type” self-expansion & self-escalation, that connect(s) together what Gödel
divides. Gödel denies “eexistence” to this logico-mathematical ‘idea-eventity’ because it fails to “be” a single, statical,
timeless, eternal, immutable set. Instead, this set is ‘sself-m
mutable’ -- & ‘ccontinuingly self-m
mutating’ -- in the mind.
But the set-of-all-sets is an [iideo-]o
ontological ‘[iideo-]«a
auto-k
kinesis»’ [cf. Plato, final dialogues].
It is true that such a self-expanding set may also be changing quantitatively in the sense that its cardinality is continually increasing,
as new elements, new members of this set, are ‘self-added’ to itself, by itself, from inside itself, but that is merely a by-product of the
qualitative, ‘ideo-ontological self-changingness’ of this set. Anyway, after all, “cardinality”
is, at any rate, at root, itself also a quality, a predicate, a “property” of sets, even though it is the root & source of the concept of
quantity. But this set-of-all-set’s primary, driving form of change is one of qualitative, [iideo-]o
ontological change.
τ

The ‘F
Fτ’ in the ‘functional meta-equation’ that we derived above, Fτ( S0) = Sτ−1( Sτ−1) = ( Sτ−1)2 = Sτ = S02 , is our first
example of a ‘self-reflexive function’, & it involves, also, a ‘self-reflexive function-vvalue’ & a ‘self-reflexive functional argument’,
i.e., a ‘self-reflexive operand’. Again, it functioned as the forerunner & prototype for the NQ ‘dyadic Seldon function’.

The penchant for the Parmenidean, & for the [early-]Platonic, e.g., the denial of “eexistence” to the ‘iideo-«a
auto-k
kinesis»’
that is the set of all sets, also plays out in the realm of what we call the “standard paradoxes”, such as the “pseudomenon”,
& the Russell Set. These paradoxes are regarded as being deeply disruptive for mathematical logic, & for mathematics in
general, by the many mathematicians of ‘neo-Parmenidean-Platonic’ persuasion. This is because these paradoxes, too,
/as ‘idea-motion’, &, much worse, for those «m
mentalités», into ‘idea-sself-motion’, as inescapably
immanently irrupt into/
inherent in the logical & set-theoretical foundations sought for modern mathematics -- as paradoxes that are exceedingly difficult to
exclude from modern ‘logico-mathematics’ without imposing overly-restrictive axioms that are also anything but “self-evident”.
These ‘‘‘sstandard’’’ set-theoretical & logical paradoxes, as formal [self-]“contradictions”, constitute a «rreductio ad absurdum»
refutation of the formally unstated, but all the more operative, ‘P
Parmenidean Postulate’, upheld by the ideologues of the ideology of
“M
Mathematical Platonism”. This tacit postulate evidently holds that logical & mathematical ‘‘‘idea-objects’’’ must be statical,
immutable, & eternal -- in the attempt, formulated thereby, to exclude ‘[a
auto-]d
dynamicity’, [sself-]cchange, from the Domains of logic
& mathematics as a whole.
The “pseudomenon” [e.g., of Epimenides] has been known from ancient times, in forms that essentially converge to the following
proposition, the proposition that “This proposition is false.”. Once one takes this proposition/
/sentence to be true, then one sees that it
must be false, &, then again, when one [therefore] accepts it as being false, one again sees that it must be true, and so on, in ‘logical
self-oscillation’ -- in ‘‘‘gain-less’’’ self-oscillation -- in apparently potentially infinite self-driven self-alternation.
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Again, we term the [finitary] set of all sets paradox a ‘‘‘n
non-sstandard’’’ paradox, because it involves, not a ‘‘‘gain-lless’’’
self-oscillation, but, rather, a progressive-cumulative gain in element content & logical type, a ‘gain-ffull’ self-oscillation,
or, more aptly still, a ‘gain-ffull helication or spiralation’.
The construction of the Russell Set, by Bertrand Russell, circa 1901, brought down Frege’s attempted “logicist”
formal deduction-derivation of all of arithmetic from formal logic alone, i.e., his 1903 «Grundgesetze der Arithmetik».
The Russell Set revealed the “sself-iinconsistency”, the propositionally self-contradictory character, of Frege’s system.
The Russell Set paradox can be briefly stated as follows: “Consider the set of all sets that are not members of themselves.
Is this set a member of itself, or is it not?
?” Well, once one allows that it is a member of itself, then one sees that it must
not be a member of itself, &, just as one then sees that it must not be a member of itself, one sees next that it therefore
must be a member of itself, & so on: ‘gain-less logical self-oscillation’. This Russell Set, in terms of the cognitive
phenomena of the human reception of it, of its actual formation in/
/by human minds, is a “llogical self-oscillator” -- & is
thus akin to the mathematical “self-oscillators” that are the “limit-cycle”-solution-geometry-bearing, nonlinear [or
‘‘‘self-reflexive’’’, i.e., of degree ≠ 1, in their ‘function-unknown(s)’] total differential equations.
Bertrand Russell wrote, of these “paradoxes” & “contradictions” -- in his and Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica,
their monumental attempt to derive all of mathematics, not just all of arithmetic, from formal logic alone, a project
that was brought down by Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems, whose direct target was their Principia Mathematica
[the title of Gödel’s 1931 paper is: “On Formally Undecidable Propositions of Principia Mathematica and Related Systems...”] -- that: “In all of
these contradictions (which are merely selections from an indefinite number) there is a common characteristic,
”.
which we may describe as self-reference or reflexiveness”
[Alfred North Whitehead, Bertrand Russell, Principia Mathematica, Volume I, Merchant Books [LaVergne, TN: 2010], p. 64].
These logical & set theoretical paradoxes, or “contradictions”, typically involve this kind of ‘self-reflexion-driven’
gain-less self-oscillation -- a self-oscillation of truth-value -- in the actual “mental operations”, the “cognitive processes”,
that they “program”, that they induce, in a human mind that “follows” them. In terms of Boole’s algebra, as interpreted,
“secondarily”, for propositional truth/
/falsity [see LOT, pp. 159-1
176], they essentially converge in the seemingly flagrantly
“contradictory” Boolean formula that, mediated by the Boolean “indefinite” coefficient, v ≈ (0/0), ∂equates t and its
Boolean negation, or complementary opposite, (1 - t), asserting the, ‘pseudomenonic’, proposition that ‘“If proposition
T is true, then proposition T is false”’ --

t = v(1 - t) = (0/0)×(1 - t)
-- wherein t denotes, per Boole, the amount of time during which proposition T is true, wherein (1 - t) denotes the
amount of time during which proposition T is false, & one of whose [quasi-]Boolean solutions is, since (0/0) is a
de facto variable, spanning the full range of the “logical quantity” values, “some, none (0
0), or all (1
1)”, of Boole’s Universe --

[t = (1)×(1 - t)] ⇒ [t = (1 - t)] ⇒ [t + t = 1 - t + t] ⇒ [2t = 1)] ⇒ [t = (1/2)]
-- wherein [t = (1/2)] is a Boolean value only “by the skin of its teeth”, only in that it ‘quasi-conforms’ to the
2
Boolean “fundamental law” -- despite that (1/2)2 ≠ 1/2, &, indeed, that (1/2)2 < 1/2 -- only in that (1/2) = 1/4 is
still a fraction, is still inside the Boolean “unit interval”, [0, 1], which is bounded by the key, sole Boolean truth-values,
0 [or (0/1)] & 1 [or (1/1)]. Once again, as with the classic “Gödelian” unsolvable standard-algebraic, “diophantine”
equations, to which the incompleteness-asserting Gödel Formulae “deformalize” [cf. Machover], solving the “u
unsolvable” Booleanalgebraic equation t = v(1-t) requires a new kind of ‘‘‘logical [hyper]number’’’, namely (1/2), which is not a member of the
‘‘‘logical hypernumbers’’’ universe of discourse set of classic Boolean arithmetic/
/algebra: 1/2 ∉ {0B, 1B}.

However, this ‘quasi-Boolean solution’, [t ≡ (1/2)], is still, nevertheless, meaningful for the Boolean-algebraic
propositional paradigm. It means that such logical paradoxes are true “half of the time”, & also false “half of the time”.
A continual, ultra-high-frequency oscillation back and forth between the truth-value “True” & the truth-value “False”,
might well be described as “True half of the time”, & also as “False half of the time”.
If, as is traditional, we wont for a circuit analog to this quasi-B
Boolean equation/
/solution, we have the, e.g., doorbell, “buzzer” circuit,
as Gregory Bateson once noted, which, once started -- once turned to “O
On”, by pressing the doorbell button -- then turns itself to
“O
Off” (e.g., the state Boolean-named ‘0
0’), & then turns itself back to “O
On” (e.g., the state Boolean-named ‘1
1’) again, its “O
Off” state
On” state, & then its “O
On” state causing its state to change to its “O
Off” state, ....
then causing it to change its state to its “O
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If you wont a more “everyday” analog of such truth-value oscillation, consider the sentence “It is dark outside.”,
which is -- ‘‘‘lately’’’, and ‘‘‘locally’’’, in cosmological terms -- true roughly “half of the time”.
But the neo-Parmenidean/
/archeo-Platonic «m
mentalité» does not want to admit everyday, vulgar time as a also
reality within the exclusive, exalted heights of its [actually] humans-m
made, ‘m
memetic’ & mimetic, humanphenomic, mathematical & logical ‘‘‘iidea-o
objects’’’, or to admit that those objects may “eexist”, only as
‘‘‘eeventities’’’, as time-taking & dynamical “m
mental operations”, & as cognitive processes, going on within -physical -- human brains.
Reiterating some main points, we hold the ‘finitary set of all sets’ & ‘set of all objects’ to be ‘‘‘[n
non-sstandard]
paradoxes’’’, in that they represent, not the “gain-less oscillation” of the ‘‘‘sstandard paradoxes’’’, but, on the
contrary, ‘gainful oscillation’, &, indeed, ontologically progressive, spiral-llike, or helical, rising patterns of
oscillation, patterns which are the very dialectical syntheses of self-llengthening lines &/with self-ccirculating
circulations, or circular trajectories,&
& which, as we have seen, provide pregnant metaphors for -- can be
interpreted as ‘‘‘m
models’’’ of -- both systematic dialectic & historical dialectic; indeed, of the historical
dialectic of Nature -- such as we know it so far -- as a whole, & including human Nature.
Moreover, Seldon’s mathematical models of the human-m
mental self-m
movements called “the set of all sets” &
‘the set of all objects’, provide a paradigm for the ‘d
dyadic Seldon Function meta-m
model’ of dialectical processes
in «g
gene»-rral, synchronic-ssystematic and diachronic-h
historical alike, and for the axiomatic features of the NQ
arithmetic that make these Seldon Functions function.
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I2
2 R #3.A
A.3
3. The NQ Dialectical Arithmetic as a “N
Non-S
Standard Model” of “N
Natural” Arithmetic.
Finally, another of the roots of the NQ dialectical ideography traces back into something quite “troubling” -- for
mathematical orthodoxy -- namely, into some revelations implicit in three of the deepest theorems of modern,
post-1900 mathematics: the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, and the Gödel Completeness and Incompleteness
Natural”
Theorems, applied in conjunction at the level of the “first-order”-only axiomatic specification of the “N
numbers, that is, of the first four of the five Peano-Dedekind axioms for the “N
Natural” numbers arithmetic.
As to the import, in this regard, of the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, the mathematician, and historian of
mathematics, Morris Kline, wrote as follows:
“The substance of what is now known as the Löwenheim-Skolem theory is this. Suppose one sets up axioms, logical and
mathematical, for a branch of mathematics or for set theory as the foundation of all of mathematics. The most pertinent
example is the set of axioms for the whole numbers. One intends that these axioms should completely characterize the
positive whole numbers and only the whole numbers. But, surprisingly, one discovers that one can find interpretations -models -- that are drastically different and yet satisfy the axioms. ... In other words axiom systems that are designed to
characterize a unique class of mathematical objects do not do so. Whereas Gödel’s incompleteness theorem tells us that a
set of axioms is not adequate to prove all of the theorems belonging to the branch of mathematics that the axioms are
intended to cover, the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem tells us that a set of axioms permits many more essentially different
interpretations than the one intended. The axioms do not limit the interpretations or models.”.
[Morris Kline, Mathematics:

The Loss of Certainty, Oxford University Press [New York: 1980], p. 271].

The last sentence of the quote above may go too far, if one reads it as asserting that axioms-ssystems do not limit
their “iinterpretations” or “m
models” at all. Key Axioms-ssystems do limit their interpretations to some degree,
but not to the -- unique -- degree that had been expected, and desired.
More specifically still, as to the import, in this regard, of the Gödel Completeness and Incompleteness
Theorems, applied, in conjunction, at the level of the “first-order”-only axiomatic specification of the so-called
“N
Natural” numbers, the mathematician and mathematical logician John Dawson wrote as follows:
“Most discussions of Gödel’s proof...focus on its quasi-paradoxical nature. It is illuminating, however, to ignore the
proof and ponder the implications of the theorems themselves. It is particularly enlightening to consider together both the
completeness and the incompleteness theorems and to clarify the terminology, since the names of the two theorems might
wrongly be taken to imply their incompatibility. The confusion arises from the two different senses in which the term
“complete” is used within logic. In the semantic sense, “complete” means “capable of proving whatever is valid,”
whereas in the syntactic sense it means “capable of proving or refuting [F.E.D. -- i.e., capable of “deciding”] each [F.E.D. -- every
possible “well-formed”] sentence of the theory.” Gödel’s completeness theorem states that every (countable) first-order theory,
whatever its nonlogical axioms may be, is complete in the former sense: Its theorems coincide with the statements true in
all models of its axioms. The incompleteness theorems, on the other hand, show that if formal number theory is
consistent, it fails to be complete in the second sense. The incompleteness theorems hold also for higher-order
formalizations of number theory. If only first-order formalizations are considered, then the completeness theorem applies
as well, and together they yield not a contradiction, but an interesting conclusion. Any sentence of arithmetic that is
undecidable must be true in some models of Peano’s axioms (lest it be formally refutable [F.E.D. -- i.e., deducible as false from the
first-order axioms, as it would be if it were false in all models of those axioms]), and false in others (lest it be formally provable [F.E.D. -- i.e.,
deducible as true from the first-order axioms, as it would be if it were true in all models of those axioms]). In particular, there must be models of firstorder Peano arithmetic whose elements do not “behave” the same as the natural numbers. Such nonstandard models were
unforeseen and unintended, but they cannot be ignored, for their existence implies that no first-order axiomatization of
number theory can be adequate to the task of deriving as theorems exactly those statements that are true of the natural numbers.”
[John W. Dawson, Jr., Logical Dilemmas:

The Life and Work of Kurt Gödel, A. K. Peters, Ltd. [Wellesley, MA.: 1997], pp. 67-6
68, emphasis as in source].
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The five Dedekind-Peano Postulates -- echoing, in number, Euclid’s five postulates for classical Geometry -- are as follows [given
|’ stands for the phrase “such that”, & that ‘ ’ denotes the operation of asserting the truth of an axiom without proof]:
that s(n) = n + 1, & that ‘|

[1 ∈ N ] ].

N1. 1 is a Natural number. [ or:

[∀n ∈ N][ s(n) ∈ N ] ].

N2. The successor of any Natural number is also a Natural number. [ or:
N3. No two, distinct Natural numbers have the same successor.
[ or:
[∀n ∈ N][∀m ∈ N] | [n ≠ m][ s(n) ≠ s(m) ] ].

¬ [∃n ∈ N] | [ s(n) = 1 ] ].

N4. 1 is not the successor of any Natural number. [ or:

N5. If P is a Property such that: (a
a) 1 has the Property P; (b
b) if a Natural number n has the Property
P, then the successor of n also has the Property P, then every Natural number has the Property P.
[ [∀P][ [1 ∈ P] & [[n ∈ P] ⇒ [s(n) ∈ P]] ] ⇒ [∀n ∈ N][ n ∈ P] ] ].
[ or:
[cf. W. L. Reese, Dictionary of Philosophy and Religion: Eastern and Western Thought, Humanities Press [Atlantic Heights, NJ.: 1987], p. 418].
The fifth Peano-Dedekind postulate is a “ssecond-order logic” postulate, because it “quantifies over” -- it makes
assertions about, whether involving a ‘‘‘∀
∀niversal quantifier’’’, or an ‘‘‘∃
∃xistential quantifier’’’ -- [ in this case, [∀P] ],
Properties, Predicates, or Qualities common to groups -- i.e., to sets -- of individual “N
Natural” numbers.

The first four Peano-Dedekind postulates are all “ffirst-order logic” postulates, because they each “quantify
over”, i.e., make assertions about [whether involving a ‘‘‘∀
∀niversal quantifier’’’, or an ‘‘‘∃
∃xistential
quantifier’’’] only individual “N
Natural” numbers, e.g., about the constant element, 1, or about numbers as the
set elements over which the variables, e.g., n &/or m, range. Note:

NQ

denotes the “space”/
/“set” of ‘m
meta-n
numbers’

of the axioms-ssystem of ‘d
dialectical-n
natural’ arithmetic, & such that NQ ≡ {

1,

2,

3,

... }.

The first four, “ffirst-order logic” axioms of the NQ ‘d
dialectical-n
natural’ arithmetic echo, in form, the first
four Peano-Dedekind axioms [with a modified ‘Peanic’ successor-function -- s[
Q1.

1

[

is a ‘d
dialectical-n
natural meta-n
number’. [ or:

1

n]

≡

s(n)

=

n+1

]:

∈ NQ ] ]. [axiom of «aarché» inclusion].

Q2. The successor of any ‘d
dialectical-n
natural meta-n
number’ is also a ‘d
dialectical-n
natural meta-n
number’.
[ or:

[∀

n

∈ NQ ][ s[

n]

=

s(n)

=

n+1

∈ NQ ] ]. [axiom of successor-ccategories inclusion].

Q3. No two, distinct ‘d
dialectical-n
natural meta-n
numbers’ have the same successor.
[ or:
Q4.

1

[ or:

[∀

n

∈ N Q ][ ∀

m

∈ NQ ] | [

n

≠

m ][

s[

n]

≠ s[

m]

] ]. [axiom of unique succession].

is not the successor of any ‘d
dialectical-n
natural meta-n
number’.
¬ [∃

n

∈ NQ ] [ s [

n]

=

1]

]. [axiom of the ‘aarchéonicity’ of the «aarché» category].

It is the conjunction of these three conditions -- (1) that the core NQ axioms-ssystem is an entirely first-o
order-llogic
system, (2) that this system includes formal “echoes” of the first four, first-o
order Peano-Dedekind axioms for “N
Natural”
numbers arithmetic [indeed, as its own first four axioms], & (3) that the rest of the NQ core axioms describe arithmetical
“behaviors” very different from those of the standard “N
Natural” numbers -- that grounds our description of the NQ
system as ‘‘‘a Non-Standard Model of First-Order Peano-Dedekind Natural Numbers Arithmetic’’’.
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The rest of the core axioms of the NQ axioms-ssystem are as follows -Q5.

For every n in N,
[or:

Q6.

[∀n ∈ N][

n

∈ NQ ] ]. [axiom of connection of N & NQ /«aaufheben» subsumption of the N by the NQ].

Subscript-u
unequal NQ ‘m
meta-n
numbers’ are mutually qualitatively distinct/mutually-p
perpendicular.
[or:

Q7.

is in NQ.

n

[∀j, k ∈ N][ [ j

k] ⇒ [

j

k

] ] ]. [axiom of the qualitative inequality of distinct NQ elements].

Sums of NON-d
distinct NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ summands sum to a single copy of that NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’.
[or:

[∀n ∈ N][

n

=

n

n

] ].

[axiom of idempotent addition/ontological category qualitative uniqueness].
Q8.

Sums of distinct NQ ‘m
meta-n
numbers’ do not reduce to any single NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’.
[or:

[∀i, j, k ∈ N][ [ j

k] ⇒ [

j

k

i

] ] ].

[axiom of IRreducibility of ontological-ccategorial qualitative differences].
Q9.

The product of any pair of NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ factors, distinct or not, is equal to their multiplicand,
plus that unique NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ whose subscript is the sum of the subscripts of the factors pair.
[or:

[∀j, k ∈ N][

j

=

k

j+k

k

] ]. [note how subscript ‘k’ is conserved doubly, in both terms of the product].

[axiom of ‘the double-cconservation «aaufheben» evolute product rule’ for categories multiplication].
Q10. The addition operation, for pairs of NQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ summands, is commutative.
[or:

[∀j, k ∈ N][

j

=

k

k

j

] ]. [axiom of the additive commutativity of NQ elements].

Key theorems deducible from these axioms include [proven theorems are enclosed between ‘ ’ & ‘ ’ delimiters] -TQ1. Any NQ category-ssymbol, squared, produces a qualitatively unequal summed pair of category-ssymbols -[∀n ∈ N][[

2

2
n] & [

n

=

n

n

2n

]

. [categorial self-m
multiplication/self-b
bifurcation is ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’ ].

TQ2. The «a
arché» category-ssymbol, to power n in N, produces the sum of the first n category-ssymbols of NQ -[∀n ∈ N][[

n

=

1

1

...

n

]

[«a
arché» power equals consecutive sum upper bound].

[the underscored “eellipsis dots” indicate a consecutive series of terms, i.e., what we call a ‘cconsecuum’].
TQ3. A given category, if unequal to another category, means that their sum is also qualitatively unequal to the given category -[∀j, k ∈ N][ [

j

k

]⇒[

j

k
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The havoc wreaked, upon the assessments of the standard foundations of, and upon the assessments of
“certainty” regarding, modern mathematics, by Gödel’s revelations, in his Completeness Theorem, and,
especially, in his Incompleteness Theorems, was not exhausted by the discoveries, that these theorems
catalyzed, of a -- “[p
potentially] inexhaustible” -- [G
Gödelian] progression of axioms-ssystems of the standard
arithmetics+, and of “n
non-sstandard models” of those standard arithmetics. The resulting crisis remains, to
this day, little-known, outside of professional mathematical circles -- little-known to the public at large.
The final fruition of Gödel’s work, complemented by the work of Paul Cohen, revealed a veritable mathematical
“T
Tower of Babble”. That work revealed a plurality of equally logically valid axiomatizations of, and formal
languages for, modern mathematics as a whole -- as a result of the ‘Gödel-u
undecidability’, i.e., of the
“iindependence”, of key axioms of, e.g., Zermelo-Fraenkel axiomatic set theory, as an ostensible foundation
for all of mathematics. This “iindependence” is the phenomenon whereby certain of the foundational axioms of such
axioms-ssystems are neither provable nor refutable from the rest of the axioms of that axiomatic theory, viz. --

“Among other significant results, two are especially worth noting. In The Consistency of the Axiom of Choice and of the
Generalized Continuum Hypothesis with the Axioms of Set Theory (1940, rev. ed., 1951), Gödel proved that if the
Zermelo-Fraenkel system of axioms without the axiom of choice is consistent, then the system obtained by adjoining this
axiom is consistent; that is, the axiom cannot be disproved [F.E.D. -- i.e., by deduction(ss) from the rest of the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms].
ℵ0

Likewise [F.E.D. -- Gödel proved that] the continuum hypothesis that there is no cardinal number between ℵ0 and 2
ℵ
ℵ
[F.E.D. -- i.e., that ℵ1 = 2 0, thence generalized to ℵk+1 = 2 k], is consistent with the Zermelo-Fraenkel system (without the axiom of
choice). In 1963, Paul J. Cohen (1934−), a professor of mathematics at Stanford University, proved that the latter two
axioms are independent of the Zermelo-Fraenkel system; that is, they cannot be proved [F.E.D. -- or refuted] on the basis of
that system. Moreover, even if one retained the axiom of choice in the Zermelo-Fraenkel system, the continuum
hypothesis could not be proved [F.E.D. -- or refuted, i.e., by deduction(ss) from the rest of the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, plus the axiom of choice].
These results imply that we are free to construct new systems of mathematics in which either or both of the two
controversial* axioms are denied. ... the present state of mathematics has been aptly described by Weyl: “The question of
the ultimate foundations and the ultimate meaning of mathematics remains open; we do not know in what direction it will
find its final solution or even whether a final objective answer can be expected at all”. ‘Mathematizing’ may well be a creative
activity of man, like language or music, of primary originality, whose historical decisions defy complete objective rationalization.”

[Morris Kline, Mathematical Thought from Ancient to Modern Times, Volume 3, Oxford University Press [NY: 1990], pp. 1209-1
1210].
-- and again -“Just as the work on the parallel axiom led to the parting of the ways for geometry, so Cohen’s work on these two axioms
[F.E.D. -- re: of Zermelo-Fraenkel axiomatic set theory] about sets leads to a manifold parting of the ways for all of mathematics based
especially on set theory, though it also affects other foundational approaches. It opens up several directions that
mathematics can take but provides no obvious reason for preferring one over another. Actually, since Cohen’s work of
1963, many more propositions undecidable in the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory have been discovered so that the variety of
choices one can make using the basic Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms and one or more of the undecidable propositions is
bewildering. ... The developments in the foundations of mathematics since 1900 are bewildering, and the present state of
mathematics is anomalous and deplorable. The light of truth no longer illuminates the road to follow. In place of the
unique, universally admired and universally accepted body of mathematics whose proofs, though sometimes requiring
emendation, were regarded as the acme of sound reasoning, we now have conflicting approaches to mathematics. Beyond
logicist, intuitionist, and formalist bases, the approach through set theory alone gives many options.”
[Morris Kline, Mathematics:

The Loss of Certainty, Oxford University Press [New York: 1980], pp. 270; 275].

*Note: The axiom of choice and the generalized continuum hypothesis -- taken as an added axiom for
Zermelo-Fraenkel ‘iinfinitistic’ axiomatic set theory -- are “controversial”, not only because of some of the
bizarre logical consequences of the former, but because their “self-evidence” is not [self-]evident, and
mathematical axioms are expected -- or used to be expected -- to be “self-evident”, since we are asked to
accept them as truth without proof.
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In concluding our response to this first question-cluster, we note that the responses of some of the Cantorianminded/
/early-Platonian-minded/
/Parmenidean-minded, mathematicians, to this crisis, border on the hysterical,
viz. -“GÖDEL showed in 1938 that the continuum hypothesis and the axiom of choice are relatively free from contradiction
with respect to the other axioms of set theory. Twenty-five years later P. COHEN showed that the negation of the
continuum hypothesis is also free from contradiction with respect to the other axioms. Although these results have a
formal analogy with geometry, the situation is quite different, since it is possible to set up the different kinds of geometry
from a unified standpoint, namely that of general set theory. However, there is no unified principle for founding the
different, mutually exclusive systems of set theory. According to the present state of affairs, such principles of a
mathematical nature do not even seem to exist, because a higher mathematical abstraction than that of set theory is
absolutely inconceivable.”
” [Note: all of these, “a
absolute”, pronouncements are made without offering any proof!]

[W. Gellert, H. Küstner, M. Hellwich, H. Kästner, editors, The VNR Concise Encyclopedia of Mathematics, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co. [NY:

1977], p. 722].

Even limiting one’s options for the [re-]construction of the whole of modern mathematics to those based upon
the core Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, plus affirmations or denials of the axiom of choice & of the generalized
continuum hypothesis as an added axiom, there still seem to be four major such [re-]constructions available -(1) the core Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, plus the axiom of choice, & the generalized continuum hypothesis,
both affirmed, (2) the core Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, plus the axiom of choice, & the generalized
continuum hypothesis, both denied, (3) the core Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, plus the axiom of choice
denied, but the generalized continuum hypothesis affirmed, &; (4) the core Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms,
plus the axiom of choice affirmed, but the generalized continuum hypothesis denied.
One might well wonder whether some of the most critical of the long-u
unsolved problems of modern advanced
mathematics -- such as the problem of the general solution of general nonlinear total & partial differential
equations, including those that formulate humanity’s present best ‘predictive-descriptions’ of most of the
“llaws” of Nature -- would be more easily solved within option (2), (3), or (4), or within yet another of the
options that recent research has divulged -- than in option (1), the presently still prevailing option in academic
mathematics [although, of late, the intuitionistic alternative of “Topos-theory” has gained some ground].
Perhaps one of these three, axiomatic set theory-b
based alternatives -- not to mention one or more of the many
options that arise, e.g., by turning one or more of the many undecidable propositions of set theory that have
been discovered since 1963, into axioms of a new “non-sstandard” axiomatic set theory, let alone axiomssystems for mathematics as a whole that are not based upon any axiomatic set theory -- options hidden like
(a) needle(s) in a haystack of the possible systems of mathematics as a whole, might, just as many problems are
far easier solved in the language of one equivalent, “d
dual” system of a given field of mathematics rather than
in the/
/its other “d
dual”, might at last make plain to us the general, ‘‘‘closed form’’’, ‘‘‘analytical’’’ solutions
of key, “llaws” of Nature-expressing nonlinear differential equations-ssystems.
Such might include: the [n
nonlinear] Newton many-body ‘‘‘gravitic’’’ equations; the [n
nonlinear] Einstein
General Relativity ‘‘‘gravitic’’’ equations; the [n
nonlinear] Navier-Stokes “hydrodynamic” equations
[for modeling liquid, gaseous, & other ‘‘‘rheid’’’ phases, suggesting ways to engineer dangerous storm,
weather, & [e.g., anti-Ice-Age] climate mitigation]; the Klimontovich & Maxwell-Boltzmann-Vlasov which
might be called ‘‘‘magnetohydrodynamic’’’ equations [for the “plasma” phase, suggesting ways to engineer
inexpensive, compact, ‘radioactivity-less’ fusion power reactors, hence fusion ocean water desalination, e.g., for
affordable coastal-desserts irrigation, & “fusion torch” complete recycling]. Such might also make plain the
equations, & solutions, for the observed, [p
potentially] superluminal-velocity, spatial “iinflation” phenomena of
“D
Dark Energy”, as well as for the ‘ccounter-iinflationary’ phenomena of “D
Dark Matter”, together possibly
suggesting the engineering needed for a superluminal-velocity-attaining interstellar drive [cf. Alcubierre], so
that human “«sspecies» risk management”, for securing the future survival, & ‘thrival’, of the human «sspecies»,
/planets-system, “basket”.
need no longer leave all of our “eggs” in just one planetary, or in just one star/
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In summary, what we have seen, over the course of this response to your questions that I have partitioned into
‘questions-cluster’ #3.A
A., is that the NQ, &/or the WQ axioms-ssystems for dialectical arithmetic/algebra
exhibit roots that trace back into several key loci within modern mathematics, all of which involve various
«sspecies» of the ‘g
generic «a
aufheben», ‘q
qualo-ffractal’ nesting’ of elements in[to] ‘m
meta-eelements’ of various kinds.
We have seen, above, how those two Q systems are -1. Rooted in Boolean algebra, or, more generally, in the Domain of the arithmetics and algebras of logic, as
‘‘‘Lakatosian’’’ counter-examples to the Boolean arithmetics/algebras for formal logic, WE ≡ WqE
q1,
in the form of the WQ ≡

q2 arithmetic/algebra for dialectical logic;

qEE

W

2. Rooted in modern class theory, as an arithmetical/algebraic model of the inherent dialectical dynamism
object of modern set theory, namely, [a finitary version of] the “sset of all sets”,
of the ‘‘‘eexiled’’’ fundamental [iidea-]o
S
τ

Sτ+1 = Sτ2 = Sτ ∪ 2
given that U

≡

τ+1

= S02

, given that S0

≡

U

2 , & that S1

≡

S

S0 × S0 = S02 = S0 ∪ 2 0, & also

the finitary Universal Set, the set of all basal, non-sset objects of the given Universe of discourse.

3. Rooted in three of the deepest theorems of modern mathematics that, in effect, ‘llogically predict’ the
discovery of [o
one or more] ‘‘‘non-standard models of the natural numbers’’’ arithmetic -- by name, the LöwenheimSkolem theorem, the Gödel Completeness Theorem, & the Gödel first Incompleteness Theorem, the latter two of which,
in conjoint application to the first-o
order-llogic-o
only specification of “N
Natural” numbers arithmetic, imply an inescapable
formal co-eexistence of the standard model with non-sstandard models thereof [e.g., NQ];

4. Rooted in a unified description, via language NQ, of the kind of ‘m
meta-u
unit’ that we call a ‘m
meta-system’,
each one defined, ordinally, as a systems-progression, each one made up out of a[n] [iideo-/
/physio-]o
ontologically
heterogeneous multiplicity of “mere” systems, arranged in a sequence involving predecessor system/successor
system pairs, whether in synchronic, systematic-d
dialectical presentational mode, & order [i.e., ordered
presentationally from the taxonomically simplest to the taxonomically most complex system], or in diachronic,
chronological-n
narrative, historical-d
dialectical mode, & order [i.e., ordered from earliest extant to the most
recently irrupted system,+
+]. For example, the systems so involved might belong to an all-p
present, presentlyexisting such ‘m
meta-system’, such as the ‘iideo-o
ontologies’ of successively-p
presented but all presently-k
known
arithmetical axiomatic systems, or the systems so involved might belong to the reconstructed past-to-p
present,
&/or to the predicted future, of the protracted historical ‘m
meta-system’ of the successive human social systems
of human history, or to the reconstructed past ‘p
physio-o
ontological’ systems of cosmological natural history as a whole.
You wrote: “It still just seems like a checklist of some future possible science, a checklist of generic stages of
progression, something we have seen before in various theoretical guises, albeit in less formal detail”
”.
Indeed, we hold that, in all of the above-elaborated senses, the generic NQ arithmetic/algebra, & its dialectical
method, provide nothing but a generic checklist for the specific application of that method -- for its application to
specific Domainss -- just as the Lagrange equations provide a checklist of possible “generalized coordinates” and
“generalized velocities”, some of which may, & some of which may not, be “operative” for any given Domain
of the phenomena known to modern physics, & to which these generic equations may be specifically applicable.
We agree, too, that the NQ-based generic Seldon Equations encode “generic stages of progression”
”. We would
like to know, from you, of the other “theoretical guises”
” that you have encountered, that codify such “generic
stages of progression”
”. By “formal detail”
”, we assume that you mean “axiomatic”, or ‘rule-governed’, detail.
We would, however, not restrict this “checklist”
” to “some future possible science”
”, because much of that to
” has already been applied is already ‘p
present-a
actual’ science, right now, today.
which this “checklist”
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I1
1 Q #3.B
B. “Granted my lack of clarity may be due to the limits of my knowledge of formal logic and
mathematics or the further details of your system. But how is this more than a specialized notation that aims to
guide a more coherent development of science and knowledge? If it is only that, there is still much value, for it
seems that our knowledge grows in an incoherent fashion--our mathematics seems like a series of fudges
created to get around the limits it has no formal logic to deal with. A logical framework for dealing with the
formal constraints of different symbolic systems and how they might be connected could certainly be a helpful
”
guide in bringing coherence to the scientific world and by extension the social world it has all but conquered.”
I2
2 R #3.B
B. The First-E
Ever ‘A
Algebraic Algorithmic Heuristic’ for Qualitative, Ontological Modeling?
You wrote: “...is this more than a specialized notation that aims to guide a more coherent development of science and
knowledge?”
” At root, the NQ algebraic method is no more than an ‘a
algebraic algorithmic heuristic’, a new «o
organon»,
or ‘iinstrument of thought’, to guide human thought -- especially philosophical, scientific, and technological thought -- to
more systematic, more coherent, less omissive, and less ideological, developments. But it is, as we have evinced herein, a
universal such method, applicable to synchronic & diachronic & diachronico-ssynchronic Domainss alike. And this
universal method brings with it, and applies together, to the specificities of the specific Domain to be comprehended,
1 R #3.H
H., below.
the generic, universal, inductive principles that are described herein, in section I1
I think that it is very astute of you to observe that “our mathematics seems like a series of fudges created to get around the
limits it has no formal logic to deal with”
”. This is, in fact, a rather precisely accurate description of the typical results of
the ad hoc, actual-historical, unconscious confrontation with Gödel-incompleteness manifesting “insoluble equations”,
& the -- necessarily non-d
deductive -- derivation of the new axioms necessary to encompass the new kinds of number,
etc., new ‘ideo-ontology’, needed to render those “unsolvable” equations solved, viz., the “discovery”/
/“invention” of
the “imaginary” numbers in Renaissance Europe [see J. N. Crossley, The Emergence of Number, World Scientific [NJ: 1987]].
This new «o
organon» is not a thought-ssubstitute, but an intuitive, algorithmic, & algebraic heuristic -- a thought-assistant,
an algorithmic thought-adviser/
/thought-consultant; a ‘‘‘thought-guide’’’, precisely.

One might summarize the NQ algebraic method, and its algebra, or ‘‘‘character language’’’, as follows: It is the
Leibnizian «ccharacteristica universalis», but without the Leibnizian dogmas and mysticisms, hence rendering it
trans-Leibnizian.
posed’ to a “fformal logic”, this NQ method
Because it constitutes what we term a ‘contental logic’, as ‘ccounter-p
is prone to trigger, in its users, and in their audiences, insights that typically lead to new hypotheses that are
specific to a particular Domain to which this method of modeling is being applied.
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I1
1 Q #3.C
C. “But how are these symbols you have created more than just placeholders for qualities that are
”
always going to depend on information and evaluation from outside the system?”
I2
2 R #3.C
C. The NQ System Is An Algebra of ‘C
Categorograms’ that are also ‘C
Connotograms’, and, thus,
YES, one for which independent Domain-knowledge -- even ‘‘‘D
Domain-expertise’’’ -- is always required;
Domain knowledge independent of knowledge of the NQ method; indeed, “information ... from outside the [NQ]
system”
”: the generic universal pattern cannot substitute for knowledge of a specific Domain to be modeled.
Written -- and spoken -- words, too, are “just” conventional, consensus, ‘human-phenomic’ “placeholders”. Likewise the
“purely”-quantitative variables/
/unknowns of standard modern analytical mathematics. So, yes, the NQ ontological
qualifier category-symbols are always only “placeholders”, highly-abbreviated connotational or “intensional” symbols,
standing for humanly-experienced ontological qualities which the users of any such NQ ‘meta-model meta-equation’ -both the modeler(s), and that/
/those modeler(’)s(’) audience(s) -- must already have experienced/
/know about, at least
“cchaotically” [cf. Marx, Grundrisse ], if such a ‘meta-model’, so ‘place-holdered’, is to be understood by them.

I1
1 Q #3.D
D. “And what determines the structure of this system? Where do all these numbers come from -numbers of stages in a progression, numbers of categories...? Where might I find justification for these
categories, rather than others, for these stages and progressions that you have listed in formal detail but
not shown me to be inherent in the nature of development itself.”
”
I2
2 R #3.D
D.

Structure Justification Via ‘C
Categorial Combinatorics’ plus the Principle of ‘C
Comprehensive Categorial Interaction’ & the
Key ‘ccontra-B
Boolean, «a
aufheben» Principle’ of ‘C
Consequential Self-C
Combinations’, typically as ‘M
Meta-H
Holon-iizations’. The principles that

determine the structure of the generic NQ dialectical-categorial progression, the generic contents of its stages, and the number of
category-symbols in each numbered stage, are primarily three: (1) a principle of categorial combinatorics, and; (2) a principle of
[almost-]comprehensive categorial interaction, that includes; (3) a principle of consequential -- & therefore of ‘contra-Boolean’ -arithmos» of new kinds of units, each one of which is
‘self-combination’ of categories, typically in the form of the adjunction of an «a
made up out of a typically heterogeneous multiplicity of [part of] the units of the predecessor category from out of which -- from
whose ‘self-combination’ -- it is generated/
/evoked. These three principles, we hold, lead also to a spectrum of quantitative
characteristics which reflect what is inherent -- inductively general; universal, but not ‘exceptionlessly’ so -- in the nature of historical
& presentational development itself. A first, «a
arché», category, due to its ‘intra-duality’, self-combines, yielding a second -- often a
‘ccontra-’ to the first -- category, that divulges the formerly occulted face of that ‘‘‘Janus-faced’’’ ‘intra-duality’/
/‘intra-multiality’, or
initially unactualized potentiality. Next, the thus posited two categories interact, & combine, yielding a third ontological category, a
hybrid of the first two. Further categorial combinatorics, & further ‘self-combinatorics’, among these first three, thus outered,
categories, may then ensue, until the most advanced category-[self-]combinations so generated are judged, by the modeler(s), & their
audience(s), as being no longer meaningful for the Domain to be comprehended. This ‘categorial [self-]combinatorics’ justifies the
generic categories, stages, & progressions of this method. More regarding the way in which these ‘categorial-combinatorics’
principles translate into quantitative determinations, e.g., of the numbers of categories in a given numbered stage, etc., is presented
herein in section I2
2 R #3.H
H., below, in the sub-section on The Principle of ‘[A
Almost-]C
Comprehensive Categorial Interactivity’.

I1
1 Q #3.E
E. “Many people have advanced grand theories of development. What makes your theory different?
Amongst so much emphasis on formal precision, one should have justification for these forms rather than others.”
”

I2
2 R #3.E
E. ‘A
Algebraic heuristic algorithmicity’, plus ‘d
dialecticality’, by way of the universal, although not exception-lless,
[sself-]«a
aufheben»-‘p
processal’/
/-rrelational principle of the generation of/
/shifting of presentees’ attentions to, new «a
arithmoi», new
kinds of «m
monads», hence of/
/to new ontological categories; of/
/to new ontology, via ‘[sself-]m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’. In the context
of the NQ method, “formal precision”
” can only, simply mean, for us, that one has a definite inductive “recipe” for heuristically &
algorithmically solving a wide expanse of problems, with high expectation of solution, with high probability of success -- i.e., that
one has in hand a typically reliable solution-procedure.
We would also like to know who specifically you would designate as having “...advanced grand theories of development”
” -- just in
case we have missed any in our research to-date!!
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I1
1 Q #3.F
F. “If it is merely abstract and general, then qualitative accounts would suffice and perhaps be
”
superior. Explicit formal precision is a quantitative consideration. Why then these precise formal constraints?”
I2
2 R #3.F
F. Qualitative Precision. Qualitative precision -- and “purely”-qualitative arithmetic -- is possible,
as I believe we have demonstrated, e.g., via the convergence of the four pathways as presented above. Part of
the deep and formidable contemporary ‘psychohistorical’, ‘human-phenomic’ barrier to seeing this is analyzed
in a new text whose links-path is as follows -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes.html
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/F.E.D.,%20Vignette%2025,%20by%20Karl%20Seldon,'The%20Uttermost%20Root%20of%20The%20Modern%20Ideology',%2003MAR2016.pdf

Catalyzing the overcoming of the psychohistorical barrier of ‘the elision of the arithmetical qualifiers’ forms,
mathematically speaking, a core part of the F.E.D. mission.
Recall that, for sets, {1}

{2}, the fact that 1 < 2 notwithstanding. Moreover, it is already relatively easy

to notice that even the first order & higher order predicate calculi for formal logic are both “purely”-qualitative
& formally precise, at their primary, ‘scriptal’ syntactic levels, viz., in ‘[∀n] | [n ∈ N][O1n exor E1n]’ -∀

n

|

∈

N

O1

exor

E1

-- i.e., the ideograms used in predicate calculus are, especially at the ‘scriptal’ level, as distinct from at the
‘sub-scriptal’ syntactic level, or at the ‘super-scriptal’ syntactic level, not numerals. Likewise, even in
standard C[o
omplex] arithmetic, i

+1, and, what is more, this i is ‘contra-Boolean’: i2

in dimensional analysis, while it is true that 1cm. < 2cm. < 3cm., also, cm.1

cm.2

i. Moreover,

cm.3, because the

metrical qualifiers, in this latter case, are qualitatively different.
For more about this, see the entry entitled ‘elision and re-emergence of the arithmetical qualifiers’ at -http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/ClarificationsArchive.htm

I1
1 Q #3.G
G. “Why does it take so many arithmetics to integrate the qualitative, quantitative, and metrical
demands of symbolic inscription?”
”
I2
2 R #3.G
G. ‘D
Dialectical’ Pedagogy and the Presentational Mode of ‘M
Meta-S
Systematic Dialectics’. The slow, stepby-step, “inch-by-inch” progress of our standard presentation of the ‘meta-systematic-dialectical progression of the
Seldonian systems of dialectical arithmetic’, is not a historical matter, nor a matter of any unavoidable ‘exo-objective’
characteristics of the Seldonian systems of dialectical arithmetic. That slow pace, voluminous with separate systems of
dialectical arithmetic -- many of them “half-way house”, “training wheels” systems, that have little intrinsic utility other
than to make a single point about how the next useful feature of the dialectical arithmetics can be intuitively evoked -- is
entirely a pedagogical matter. Obviously, these new systems of dialectical arithmetic are substantially unfamiliar. That
makes them initially difficult to learn. That difficulty is compounded by several civilizational, ‘human-phenomic’, and
ideological barriers such as we have at least adumbrated above. Many of the most useful systems of dialectical arithmetic
in this dialectical progression of systems of dialectical arithmetic -- not just their first explicitly dialectical exemplar, the
NQ system -- are, or appear to be, “purely”-qualitative, to the prevailing consciousness. The bulk of the most useful of
these systems of arithmetic are ‘qualo-quantitative’ hybrids. The very idea of a “purely”-qualitative arithmetic seems to
be a contradiction in terms to that prevailing consciousness. In our experience, a baby-step-by-baby-step presentational
approach is needed to convey this radically new material. However, there is an accelerated, highly abbreviated, shorter,
‘‘‘refresher-course’’’ style presentation of the core ‘meta-system’ of the Seldonian systems of dialectical arithmetic that
may address your concerns about this prolixity of arithmetics, and that we use internally, but that we have not -- yet -made public. It proceeds via the ‘meta-monadic evolute product rule’ as a substitute axiom for axiom Q9, above, & it
thereby rockets through the far fewer, more useful subset of systems of dialectical arithmetic in that series, while also
generating far fewer of the “training wheels” systems of dialectical arithmetic that are rife in our standard presentation.
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I1
1 Q #3.H
H. “I am intrigued that you seem convinced that these categorical divisions are not arbitrary but
hold great content and look forward to understanding the nature of this content. But if your system is to have
a more broad and abiding interest, it must have something to say about the genesis of form itself, not just its
”
categorization. What principles have you discovered that your formal system has been designed to express?”
I2
2 R #3.H
H. ‘O
Ontological Anti-R
Reductionism’; ‘O
Onto-D
Dynamasis’; ‘‘‘E
Eventity’’’ ‘IIntra-D
Duality’ leading to
[O
Onto-]«A
Autokinesis» and to ‘M
Meta-G
Genealogy’; ‘A
Aufhebenicity’ as ‘D
Dialecticality’, typically in the form of
[sself-]«a
aufheben» ‘[sself-]m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’; ‘C
Contra-B
Boolean Self-C
Combinatorics’/‘S
Self-H
Hybridization’;
‘E
Evolute, Non-A
Amalgamative Cumulum’; Immanent Critique as Self-C
Critique; Recurring Progressions from
‘‘‘F
Formal Subsumption’’’ [cf. Marx] to ‘‘‘R
Real Subsumption’’’ [cf. Marx]; Recurring Transitions from
Original or Primitive Accumulation’’’ [cf. Marx] to ‘R
Reproductive Accumulation’ [cf. Marx];
‘‘‘O
‘O
Onto-M
Mass Progression Quasi-Hyperbolicity Hypothesis’; ‘[A
Almost-]C
Comprehensive Categorial Interactivity’.
Referring back to responses to earlier clusters of queries, as we have divided them up, the non-arbitrariness of
the NQ method arises via its principle of ‘categorial combinatorics’, including its, partial, version of the
aufheben»’
principle of ‘comprehensive categorial interactivity’, & its ‘contra-Boolean’, dialectical, ‘sself-«a
principle of substantive, consequential ‘self-combinatorics’, or of the ‘self-combination’ or ‘self-hybridization’
of ontological categories, e.g., via the ‘self-meta-unit-ization’ of their units, & of the combination of such
‘auto-combination’ [formation of dialectical-categorial antitheses] with the ‘allo-combination’ [formation of
dialectical-categorial syntheses, ‘‘‘partial’’’ & ‘‘‘full’’’] of ontological categories. The co-operation of such
‘auto-hybridization’ and ‘allo-hybridization’ of ontological categories, operates in the context of a single
algebraic algorithm, which concurrently co-manages both kinds of categorial combination/
/hybridization.
The Principle of ‘O
Ontological Anti-R
Reductionism’. We do not reduce the ‘“o
ontology”’ of our cosmos to -“just” -- “atoms and the void”, or to “just” abstract “Matter”, abstract “Space”, & abstract “Time”, or to “just”
abstract “Matter”, abstract “Energy”, abstract “Space”, & abstract “Time”, or to “just” abstract “Mass-Energy”
& abstract “Space-Time”, or to just ‘‘‘bosons, fermions, and the void’’’, or to “just” the “four [abstract, sourcedetached] forces” -- ‘‘‘gravitic’’’, “strong nuclear”, “weak nuclear”, & “electromagnetic” -- or to “just” “D
Dark
Energy”, “D
Dark Matter”, & their later derivatives. Our taxonomy focuses upon the durable concrete active
actual agents of Nature. [see http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/Reductionism_W/Reductionism_W.htm; see also:
http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/OntologicalReductionism_W/OntologicalReductionism_W.htm].
Whenever the «m
monads», the units, the individuals, constituting a new category, for a new kind of being, irrupt
into existence, within a universe of discourse -- a new kind according to the ‘principle of partitioning’ agreed to
as the basis for ‘taxonomizing’ that universe of discourse -- then, relative to that universe of discourse and its
consensually-adopted ‘partition-principle’, that category, & the individual units that it represents, collectively,
are considered by us to constitute new ontology, given that they also evince a certain ‘evolute’ durability, or
‘durativity’, regardless of to what degree they may represent a combination, a compound, a hybridization, a
synthesis, or, e.g., an ultimately “unstable” composite of earlier ontology.
In the category-symbols listed below, ‘ ’ is a ‘dialectical diacritical mark’ locating these categories, systematically,
taxonomically, as inhering, per Encyclopedia Dialectica Universal Taxonomy, in its Level 1, & in the ‘‘‘universe of
discourse’’’ ‘∀
∀’, or ‘“All”’, & for the ‘D
D = ∀’, or “eeverything”, Domain. The type N or W, epoch-counter value, ∀τ2,
is the discrete τime independent variable, or driver-variable, of our dyadic Seldon Function ‘d
dialectical “ttheory of
everything meta-m
model meta-eequation’. Its ‘p
pre-subscript’, ‘∀’, tags this τime variable with the “eeverything” Domain

symbol, ∀, to whose specific time period intervals it pertains. Its ‘p
post-subscript’, ‘2’, tags this τime variable with the
value of the exponent definitive of the dyadic Seldon Function, as distinct from, e.g., the triadic Seldon Function, etc.
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In terms of our cosmos as an historical whole, our ‘p
principle of ontological partitioning’ is rooted in the
dialectical, self-«a
aufheben» principle of ‘m
meta-m
monad-iization’, so that the primary «g
gene» of our cosmos as a
whole, to-date [&
& omitting “D
Dark Energy” & “D
Dark Matter” until we know more about them], are as follows -0.

n -- the cosmological population of agents organized to no higher level than that of the “n
non-composite” fermions & bosons,
∀
0
2
; 0th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads», given ‘meta-exponent’ ∀τ2 = 0;
e.g., quarks & gluons;
0
2

1.

∀
s --

=1

the all-cosmos population of pre-/
/su
ub-a
atomic agents organized up to the composite bosons & fermions level, & no higher, e.g., protons &
neutrons; ‘m
meta1-n
n’ units, each unit of which is made out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of former “n
non-composite” boson & fermion units;

21

2.

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
m onads», first arising in epoch τ = 1;
∀ 2

=

2

2

2
; 2nd ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads», first arising in epoch τ = 2;
∀ 2
∀

4

=

2

3

2
; 3rd ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

8

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
m onads», first arising in epoch τ = 3;
∀ 2

∀
p -- the cosmological population of agents organized up to the pre-eeukaryotic cellular level, & no higher, e.g., bacteria, etc.;
‘m
meta-m
m’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a vast heterogeneous multiplicity of former merely molecular units;
4
2

5.

2

∀
m -- the cosmological population of agents organized up to the molecules level, & no higher, e.g., H2, H2O, CO2, O2, etc.;
‘m
meta-a
a’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of former merely atomic nuclei units;
3
2

4.

1

2
; 1st ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

∀
a -- the cosmological population of agents organized up to the atomic nuclei level, & no higher, e.g., “hheavy” Hydrogen & Helium;
‘m
meta-s
s’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of former composite boson & fermion units;
22

3.

=

=

2

4

2
; 4th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

16

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads», first arising in epoch τ = 4;
∀ 2
∀

∀
e -- the cosmological population of agents organized up to the eukaryotic cellular level, & no higher, e.g., yeast cells, etc.;
‘m
meta-p
p’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of former pre-eeukaryotic cell units, e.g., of
mitochondria & chloroplasts, by means of cellular “symbiogenesis”/
/“endosymbiosis” [cf. Lynn Margulis]
5
2

5
2

1
2

=

;
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5th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads», 1st ‘meta-degree’ [p
p ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the p «m
monads»,
first arising in epoch τ = 5;
∀ 2
∀

6.

∀
b -- the cosmological population of agents organized up to the multi-e
eukaryotic, multi-ccellular, ‘m
meta-b
biota’ level, & no higher, e.g., of
the asocial “m
meta-p
phyta” & “m
meta-zzoa”, such as ferns & some sharks, respectively ‘m
meta-e
e’ units, each unit of which is made up
6

out of an, often vast, heterogeneous multiplicity of former eukaryotic cell units;

6
2

2
2

=

2
; 6th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

64

]

‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads», 2nd ‘meta-degree’ [p
p ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the p «m
monads», first arising in epoch ∀τ2 = 6;

7.

∀
l --

the cosmological population of agents organized up to the proto-l
language-b
based, multi-e
eukaryotic-ccellular, animal [&
& plant]
societies, & no higher, e.g., meerkats & grain-g
grasses, respectively; ‘m
m eta-b
b’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of former asocial ‘m
m eta-b
biotan’ units;
3
2

7
2

=

7
2

2
; 7th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

128

]

monads», 3rd ‘meta-degree’ [p
p ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the p «m
monads», first arising in epoch ∀τ2 = 7;
‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
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8.

∀
h -- the cosmological population of ‘h
humans-l
led meta-ssocieties’ as agents, & organized to no higher level; organized, at first, as
language-b
based, animal /plant multi-ssociety ‘m
m eta-ssocieties’, e.g., of co-p
predatory, foraging proto-h
humanoid bands & pack
wolves [p
proto-d
dogs], plus ‘h
horticulturalized social plant’ foods; ‘m
m eta-l
l’u
units, each unit of which is made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of animal /plant society units, i.e., of former ‘l
l-ssocialized meta-b
biotan’ units, by social
8

“symbiogenesis”/
/“endosymbiosis”;

8
2

4
2

=

2
; 8th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

256

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads»,

4th ‘meta-degree’ [p
p ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the p «m
monads», first arising in epoch τ = 8;
∀ 2
∀

∀
9. ∂ y -- the predicted cosmological population of ‘m
m eta-h
human meta-m
m eta-ssocieties’ as agents, only extant fractionally, partially [‘∂
∂’] as
of the present time within the Terran locus & ecosphere; ‘m
m eta-h
h’ units, each unit of which is made up out of a heterogeneous,
multi-p
planetary multiplicity of former, uni-p
planetary, ‘p
planetary poli’ units, of ‘h
humans-lled meta-ssocieties’ units;
‘m
m eta-h
humanity’;

9
2

=

9
2

2
; 9th ‘meta-degree’ [n
n

512

] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the n «m
monads»,

5
2

5th ‘meta-degree’ [p
p ] ‘‘‘self-involution’’’ of the p «m
m onads», first arising in epoch τ = 9.
∀ 2
∀

One of our key principles is, therefore, one which we have named ‘o
ontological pluralism’.
The Principle of ‘O
Onto-D
Dynamasis’. Ontology, whether as “p
pure” ‘iideo-o
ontology’, or as ‘p
physio-o
ontology’ [‘«p
physis»-o
ontology’], is
not only plural, but is also ontologically dynamical, by which we mean that the ‘sself-fferment’ of old ontology continually gives rise
to new ontology -- ontology-cchange being a form of qualitative change, not of mere quantitative change. As a result, ontology is
plural & of increasing plurality, even net of ‘o
ontological extinctions’ [http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/OntoDynamasis/OntoDynamasis.htm].
The Principle of ‘‘‘E
Eventity’’’ ‘IIntra-D
Duality’ leading to [O
Onto-]«A
Autokinesis» and to ‘M
Meta-G
Genealogy’. The principal
‘‘‘‘eventities’’’ of the net-eexpanding cosmological ontology evince a principle of ineluctable ‘iintra-d
duality’, or even of ‘iintramultiality’, as the “eenergizing principle” [cf. Marx] of ‘ccosmo-o
onto-d
dynamasis’. For example, the cosmos as a whole has recently
been discovered to develop in and through the throes of an internal, immanent, inescapable duality between the cosmos-eexpansive
‘“fforce”’ of “D
Dark Energy”, & the cosmos-ccontractive “gravitic” force of “D
Dark Matter”, together, constituting the vast
Bright Matter’’’. Another example:
preponderance of known cosmological “mass-energy”, dwarfing the contribution of ordinary, ‘‘‘B
the gravitational self-implosive vs. the thermo-nuclear self-explosive ‘iintra-d
duality’ of stars, with these two forces opposing one
another inside every volume-element of the body of a star, and whose opposition enables stellar ‘durativity’, and which drives “stellar
evolution”, &, ultimately, stellar self-transition. A more immediate, more local example is that of the ‘iintra-d
duality’ of modern,
capital-ccentered society, between capital as “sself-eexpanding value” [Marx] & capital as ‘sself-ccontracting value’ [via the fixed
capital obsolescence-d
depreciation effect of the growth of the social forces of production under capitalism], an ‘iintra-d
duality’ which
drives the evolution, &, ‘predictedly’, the ultimate self-transition, of modern society. Choosing the “eu-catastrophic” [cf. Tolkein] side,
as opposed to the “dis-catastrophic” [cf. Tolkein] side, of our present crossroads, we can achieve, we forecast, the more advanced form
of human society which we name ‘‘‘eequitism’’’, or ‘p
political-eeconomic democracy’ [http://equitism.org/Equitism/Equitism-entry.htm].

The Principle of ‘A
Aufhebenicity’ as ‘D
Dialecticality’, typically in the form of [sself-]«aaufheben» ‘[sself-]m
meta-«m
monad»-iization’.
The «a
aufheben» operation, process, & relation, that of the concurrent cancellation, elevation, & conservation of a given
‘‘‘‘eventity’’’, object, or operand, either due to action upon it by another, external ‘‘‘‘eventity’’’, or due to a ‘sself-rreflexive’,
‘o
operator-o
operand-iidentical’, or ‘sself-o
operator’/
/‘sself-o
operand’/
/‘sself-ffunction’, e.g., an operator(operator), operator2,
2
operand(operand) or operand ‘sself-a
action’, is the core of what we call ‘d
dialectic’, in the formation, by an ‘‘‘‘eventity’’’, of a
meta-eeventity’ [rrepresentable by an ‘a
anti-tthesis category’]. Thus, the ‘iintra-d
duality’
‘ccontra-eeventity’, or ‘ccounter-eeventity’, or ‘m
of a single ‘‘‘‘eventity’’’ -- e.g., in the form of an unactualized but potentially actualizable inner potential -- ripens & expresses
itself, in time, in the ‘d
determinately self-n
negatory’ -- i.e., the ‘sself-ttransformative’ -- ‘eexo-d
duality’ of ‘eeventity(eventity)’, or
‘eeventity2’, which becomes ‘eeventity
eventity = eventity
meta-eeventity’. The result of such a, nonlinear, ‘sself-a
action’,
‘sself-a
activity’, or ‘sself-cchange’ [Marx] typically includes the ‘‘‘evolute’’’-cconserved, continued, though perhaps, diminished,
quantitative self-rreproduction of the population of that ‘sself-d
dual’, ‘iintra-d
dual’ kind of ‘‘‘‘eventity’’’. But it also typically includes,
as its net yield, another population, of another kind, whose individual ‘‘‘‘eventity’’’ units are, each, ‘m
meta-u
units’, or ‘m
meta-h
holons’
[cf. Arthur Koestler], of the units, or ‘‘‘h
holons’’’, of the former ‘eeventity-k
kind’. Each unit of the new population of ‘‘‘‘eventities’’’, or of the new
‘ccosmo-o
ontodynamasis agents’; is made up out of a heterogeneous multiplicity of [ssome of] the [fformer] units, or ‘‘‘h
holons’’’, of the predecessor ‘sself-h
hybrid’
‘eeventity-k
kind’, from which it emerged by the dialectical ‘[sself-]«a
aufheben»’ ‘‘‘sself-a
activity’’’ of that predecessor ‘eeventity-k
kind’. The ‘d
dyadic Seldon Function’based ‘m
meta-eequation meta-m
model’ of the dialectic of our «k
kosmos» as a whole, as we interpret/solve it, mimes a ‘sself-iiterating self-iinvolution-p
process’
[cf. Chardin], whose core concrete content is that of an iterated sequence of ‘[sself-]m
meta-«m
monad»-iizations’, via ‘tthe τ-iiterated involution of the «a
arché»’,

n

τ

2

∀

.

Indeed, our entire ‘‘‘ttheory of everything’’’, as encoded in the category-ssymbols of that ‘m
meta-eequation’, & per that solution, may
be grasped as, in many ways, simply a mathematical formulation of the theory of cosmological ‘‘‘sself-iinvolution’’’, as set forth in
Chardin’s book The Human Phenomenon, in its phenomenological content [but not in its theological-iideological content].
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The Principle of ‘C
Contra-B
Boolean Self-C
Combinatorics’/‘S
Self-H
Hybridization’. The axioms, & rules of interpretation, of
the NQ language, as interpreted to form ‘meta-models’, built using that NQ language, of the dialectics in Nature, in the
cosmos as a whole, human-ssocial ‘‘‘eeventities’’’ included, are designed to capture [sself-]«a
aufheben» ‘meta-«m
monad»ization’ processes [for diachronic interpretations] &/or ‘meta-«m
monad»-iic’ relations [for synchronic interpretations],
by means of something that is alien to the Boolean «m
mentalité»: the provision, instead, for a consequential form of,
‘‘‘eepigenetic’’’, ‘sself-ccombination’: x

xx ≠ x; xx = x

x

x, because

x

x.

The Principle of ‘E
Evolute, Non-A
Amalgamative [cf. Musès] Cumulum’. Unlike sums of arithmetical “p
pure”quantifiers, such as those of the “N
Natural” numbers, the “W
Whole” numbers, the Integers, the “R
Rational”
numbers, & the “R
Real” numbers, sums of distinct NQ ‘m
meta-n
numbers’ do not simply collapse into a single
‘m
meta-n
number’ value [see axiom Q8., above]. This concurrent representation of qualitatively, ontologically distinct
category-ssymbols simply means the co-p
presence of all of these symbols within the stroboscopic moment
modeled, just prior to the onset of their other-interaction & self-interaction -- of the other-multiplication & selfmultiplication, among all of these symbols -- all of which interactions belong to the categories-ssymbolic
representation of the next epoch or step. This “formal” feature mimes the “facts on the ground” in that, in,
e.g., the physical ‘cumula’ of our cosmos, the various «m
monads» of the various kinds in existence at any given
natural-historical period do not all collapse into a single kind, a single synthesis or hybrid kind of unit. Like the
value 1 + i ∈ C, of the space of the Complex numbers axioms-ssystem, C, so too the category-ssymbol sums,
meta-model meta-equations’, do not “a
amalgamate”
or ‘ccumula’, generated, e.g., by NQ Seldon Function based ‘m
[cf. Musès] into any single, ‘‘‘o
one-dimensional’’ value, or “sscalar”. Like the vital signs monitor above a hospital
bed, with separate displays for heart-beat-rate, blood oxygenation, etc., or like a multi-component “state-vvector”
-- an expression for the multi-d
dimensional “state” of a “dynamical system” -- the distinct category-ssymbols in
an epochal ‘ccumulum’, or in a presentation-s
step ‘ccumulum’, are more like the proverbial “a
apples
oranges”; they
are inhomogeneous -- ontologically heterogeneous. Each category-ssymbol must be tracked & solved-ffor
separately. Such ‘ccumula’ are also ‘eevolute’, as opposed to ‘cconvolute’, in the sense that earlier epoch, or
earlier presentation-s
step, ontological category symbols content is still visible, still extant, in all subsequent
epoch/
/step ‘ccumula’. This does not necessarily mean that the actual units that all of those past ontological
categories-ssymbols represent mathematically are really still existent in the actual ‘ccumula’ that we have been
‘m
meta-modeling’. We interpret the NQ ‘ccumula’ as residing in a ‘P
Possibilities-S
Space’, not in a ‘C
Certainty of
Manifestation’ Space, not in an ‘O
Observed-A
Actualizations Recording’ Space, or even in a [h
high] ‘P
Probability
of Manifestation’ Space. Their presence in the NQ ‘‘P
Possibilities-S
Space’ representation simply means that
units of those symbolized past categories are ‘ccombinatorially possible’ candidates for actual existence, for
[ccontinued] actualization, in the epoch or step in question. Thus -n
∀

∀
s

∀
a

∀
m

∀
p

∀
e

∀
b

∀
l

∀
h

∀
∂ y

-- so that, therefore, the [n
non-a
amalgamative] sum, or symbols-‘ccumulum’ -n
∀

∀
s ...

...

∀
a ...

...

∀
m ...

...

∀
p ...

...

∀
e ...

...

∀
b ...

...

∀
l ...

...

∀
h ...

... ∂

∀
y

-- does not reduce to any single unit category-ssymbol, but remains a ‘m
multi-o
ontic, multi-m
meta-m
monadic cumulum’.

The Principle of Immanent Critique as Self-C
Critique. In the ideographical symbolizations native to the NQ
dialectical ideography, expressions of a shape that can be described as ‘x
x beside itself’, or ‘x
x next to itself’, or ‘x
x juxtaposed to
itself’, or ‘x
x seeing itself’, or ‘x
x looking into itself’, or ‘x
x confronting itself’, viz. [given that ‘
’ denotes the phrase ‘moves up to’;
aufheben» [sself-]n
negation of’, & ‘ x’ the phrase ‘[iideo-]ontological increment/
/‘self-hybrid’ of x’’ ] -‘ ’ the phrase ‘[sself-]«a
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x

xx = x x

≡

≡ x2

x

= x

x,

x, because

x

x

-- are interpreted as connoting a ‘ccritique of x by x itself’, a ‘sself-ccritique of x’, which, because x is the source of the
criteria of any such x-ccritique of x, is also therefore interpreted as connoting an immanent critique of x.
Consider a dialectical-ssystematic presentation of a categorial-p
progression ‘ttheorization’ for a synchronic Domain, or ‘ssub-ttotality’,
of human experience/experiment, where the categories progressively presented have no existence independent of the human mind.
Instead, they reside in the linguistically-m
mediated collective of human minds, the ‘h
human phenome’. These ‘‘‘m
memes’’’/
/concepts
can only have conscious life, can only exist as such, within the medium of a human mind. They are animated -- given life -- by the
human subjects, the human agents, who form them in mind, & “h
hold” them in mind; via the human-m
mental subjectivity “loaned”
to these idea-o
objects -- i.e., in actuality, bestowed upon them -- by the human agents who “fform” them & “h
hold” them in mind. It
is human minds that act as those ideas, that ‘m
mentally-eembody them’, masquerade as them, so that the action of category x upon
category x itself is actually the action of one or more human mind(ss), each forming & holding x in mind, & comparing that
subjective “ccopy” of x with some objectified -- e.g., remembered, or written down -- other copy of x, & noting the differences, the
discrepancies, that thereby come into mental view. There is thereby discerned to be, typically, potential in the subjective idea of x
with respect to which its, e.g., written-o
out objectification, falls short. Subjectively-h
held x “m
means/connotes more” than does its
objectification. There is, typically, an occulted ‘iintra-d
dual’ meaning, detectable within the subjectively-h
held meaning of x, that is
missing from any explicitude in x’s objectification. Thus, for example, within the subjectively-h
held concept/intension of the
first-o
order “N
Natural” numbers, N, there may be detected an ‘iintra-d
duality’, an ‘‘‘iin[tternal-]ttension’’’, a hidden face of a Janusfaced body of meaning, so that, outwardly, only the nature of these numbers as ‘o
ordinal quantifiers’ [e.g., {first, second, third, ...}
}]
is stressed, but their nature as “o
ordinal qualifiers”, as expressive of ordinal quality [e.g., of {first-n
ness, second-n
ness, third-n
ness, ...}
}], is
submerged into implicitude. The immanent critique thus brings this ‘o
other face’ of the “N
Natural” numbers also outward, into
explicit, externalized focus. Thus, we write -- N N

=N

N=N

N=N

Q.

N

In the cases of dialectical histories, dialectical chronologies -- of ‘d
diachronic dialectic’ -- involving also physicallysensuous objects/‘‘‘eeventities’’’, we do not have “critique”, or “self-critique”, or “immanent critique” in the sentient,
conscious sense that arrives only with the advent of the h[u
uman] ontology.
But we still write x

xx = x

x

≡

x

≡ x2, to mean that there may exist some potential, as yet

unmanifest, in the local populations represented by the category-ssymbol x, potential which might be brought into
manifestation by ‘q
quantitative change becoming qualitative change’, or, more specifically, by a ‘q
quantitative growth
of one ontology suddenly giving rise to qualitative, ontological growth, in the form of the irruption, from out of the
densest cores, the ‘o
ontological innovation nucleation zones’, of the type x local populations of units, of new local
populations, of a new kind of units, represented, as a category-ssymbol, by the symbol x, or, given that x ≡ q , by q .
x
xx
The ontology-sstate x represents, generically, the period of natural history during which the population of type x units
is ‘ssustainedly’ expandedly reproducing itself, quantitatively, thus manifesting its Darwinian, or ‘m
meta-D
Darwinian’,
fitness, but during which the main environment of a typical type x unit is made up out of x’s predecessor type units.
A ‘‘‘ccritical mass’’’, ‘‘‘ccritical onto-m
mass density’’’, or ‘ccritical physical-sspatial concentration’, of type x units, is
reached, when the main environment of the typical type x unit, at least within x’s ‘o
ontological innovation nucleation
zones’, is made of other type x units -- the ‘sself-eenvironment’ of the type x units. Thus, the frequency of interactions
of type x units with other type x units begins to predominate over the frequency of the interaction of x type units with
their predecessor type(ss) of units -- the ontology-sstate that we represent by xx, x x ,
x , and x2, and which
gives rise to the irruption of an increment of new-ttype ontology, which we denote by x. The whole process, from the
quantitative self-eexpansion of a given ontology-ttype population, x, to its ontological self-cchange, irrupting as x, we
symbolize as [given that ‘
’ denotes the word “becomes”, & ‘ ’ the phrase ‘[sself-]«a
aufheben» [sself-]n
negation of’,
& ‘ x’ the phrase ‘ontological increment/
/‘self-hybrid’ of x’] -x

xx = x

x

≡

x

≡ x2 = x
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For example, as more & more atoms, of more & more different kinds /atomic species, accumulated in the interstellar
‘atomic gas clouds’ -- fed by the atomic mass-ejection products of stellar demise, evolved atomic material poured forth
into the interstellar medium by nucleosynthesizing stars, especially massively during their self-termination stages -- the
interior cores of those clouds darkened, hence cooled, & self-gravitationally contracted, &, thereby, ‘self-densified’, or
self-concentrated ‘physical-spatially’.
The resulting ‘self-environment’, ‘self-surroundment’, or ‘self-envelopment’ -- of atoms, by atoms -- ‘frequentized’ the
inter-atomic interactions, which lead to chemical bonding, & to molecules-formation: the interstellar ‘atomic clouds’
converted themselves into “molecular clouds”, also the birthplaces of new stars. Once sufficient ‘‘‘metallic’’’-atoms
enrichment of the interstellar medium had developed, this led to the birthing of new planets as well. Said another way --

a

aa = a

a

≡

a

≡ a2 = a

a

≡ a

m,

a, because m

x.

[using ‘ ≡ ’ to signify ‘solution assertion’] Such processes are not yet ‘human-level’, self-consciousness-presupposing,
immanent critique, or self-critique, e.g., of idea-systems. But they are processes of the immanent causation, i.e., of the
progressive instabilities’
self-causation, of new ontology irruption, that reflect latent potentialities, & internal tensions -- ‘p
-- in predecessor leading ontology, that, with sufficient quantitative self-development of a given ontology -- i.e., with the
self-expansion of its population ‘onto-mass’ -- gives birth, out of itself, to new ontology -- to new kinds of ‘onto-mass’.
The two kinds of processes -- synchronic & diachronic, ‘iideo’ & ‘p
physio’ -- of dialectical, determinate self-n
negation
are analogous, albeit far from identical.

The Principle of Recurring Progressions from ‘‘‘F
Formal Subsumption’’’ to ‘‘‘R
Real Subsumption’’’. Each
time a latest, leading ‘self-hybrid’ ontological category-symbol arises, in the category-symbols’ ‘cumulum’ of a
given epoch number, Dτ2, or step number, Ds2, of an NQ dyadic Seldon Function ‘meta-model’, we can aptly
characterize the relation of that newest ‘self-hybrid’ ontological category, to all of the other, predecessor such
category-symbols in that epochal or step ‘cumulum’, as a relation of ‘‘‘fformal subsumption’’’ of the latter by
the former, echoing Marx’s usage in referring to the early stage of capitalist development, characterized by the
only ‘‘‘formal subsumption of the labor process by the capital-relation’’’ [see: Albert Dragstedt, translator & editor, Value:
Studies by Karl Marx, New Park Publications, Ltd. [NY: 1976], p. 116], as, for us, a special, ‘h
human-Nature-al’ case of a more
general pattern & principle of ‘cosmo-o
onto-d
dynamasis’. In this ‘‘‘fformal subsumption’’’, the symbol for the
latest, most-advanced ontological category, stands ahead of, in the “vanguard” with respect to, & beyond all of
its predecessor category-symbols in the epoch Dτ2, or in the step Ds2, category-symbols non-amalgamative
sum, or ‘cumulum’. However, such a ‘meta-model’ is a stroboscope. Its ‘cumulum’ represents no more than
the stroboscopic instant at the start of that epoch, or step. In that instant, this as yet most-advanced categorysymbol has not quite yet begun to interact with -- to multiply itself against -- any of those predecessor categorysymbols in this ‘cumulum’. In the very next epoch, or step, of such a ‘meta-model’, that for epoch Dτ2 + 1, or
for step Ds2 + 1, the ‘self-hybrid’ category symbol that was the most advanced category-symbol of epoch Dτ2,
or of step Ds2, will have multiplied itself against every one of those, its predecessor category symbols, thereby
achieving their ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’, as exemplified by Marx’s account of the ‘‘‘real subsumption of the
labor process by the capital-relation’’’ [ibid., p. 120]. But that ‘cumulum’ represents, again, no more than the
stroboscopic instant at the very start of epoch Dτ2 + 1, or of step Ds2 + 1. In that instant, a new-latest, newly
most-advanced ‘self-hybrid’ ontological category symbol will have irrupted into its still only ‘‘‘fformal subsumption’’’ of
all of its predecessors, including that of its predecessor ‘self-hybrid’ category symbol, which has only just, in
that very same epoch Dτ2 + 1, or step Ds2 + 1, come into its ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’ of all of its predecessor
category symbols. This ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’ excludes, of course, its own successor -- that new, so far only
‘fformally-ssubsuming’, ‘self-hybrid’ category-symbol, the new, leading edge of the new-present epoch, Dτ2 + 1, or of
the new-present step, Ds2 + 1. Thus, also, ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’ is an ‘a
allo-«a
aufheben» operation.
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The Principle of Recurring Transitions from ‘‘‘O
Original Accumulation’’’ to ‘R
Reproductive Accumulation’. Marx’s
account, in the final Part, Part VIII, of Capital, volume I, of the ‘‘‘o
original accumulation’’’, or so-called “p
primitive
accumulation”, of capital-value, that is required, before the system of capitalism proper could get started, vis-à-vis the
‘rreproductive accumulation’ of capital-value that characterizes the capitalist system as a ‘‘‘g
going concern’’’-- the focus
of most of the rest of the drafts of the next three of the four volumes of Capital -- is, we hold, a special case of a general
pattern in the [p
psycho]h
historical-d
dialectical progressions of ‘tthe dialectic of [pre-h
human, human, & ‘eexo-h
human’]N
Nature’.
For example, consider the ‘ dialectical “ttheory of everything” ’, in its NQ dyadic Seldon Function ‘meta-model’ of ‘tthe dialectic of
Nature’ as a whole, to-date, i.e., to epoch ∀τ2 = 8 + ∂1. In epoch ∀τ2 = 2 of that ‘meta-model’, the term

, which

ss

4

aufheben» self-subsumption’, & ‘meta-“p
particle”-ization’ of some of the pre-/
/sub-atomic
connotes the ‘self-hybridization’, ‘self-«a
“p
particles” units [e.g., of protons & neutrons] of the ontological category
, irrupts into [p
possible] existence. That
s

category-symbol denotes, per our solution, the category

2

, of atomic nuclei, and also connotes that first, ‘“original accumulation”’,

a

or ‘“primitive accumulation”’, of atomic-level ontology that cosmologists have named “cosmological nucleosynthesis”.
“Cosmological nucleosynthesis” can only yield, in any quantity, Helium nuclei, & some Lithium nuclei, as well as multitudes of
[∂
∂heavy] Hydrogen “nuclei”. It occurred in epoch ∀τ2 = 2, before the possibility of stars &,∴
∴, of stellar nucleosynthesis, that
latter possibility beginning only in epoch ∀τ2 = 3. However, upon the foundation laid by ‘cosmological nucleosynthesis’ in epoch
∀

τ = 2, in the very next epoch per that ‘meta-model’, epoch ∀τ2 = 3, ‘cosmo-ontological’ category-symbols
∀ 2
,&

as

6

[Note: ‘

asn

7

arise, as well as

aa

8

,

an

5

[which, per our solution, connotes category “m
molecules”,

].

m

’ stands for the mutual relation “is assigned to”, or “is interpreted as”, for the diachronic meta-m
modeling context].

The category

as

6

represents, per our solution, the life-process of so-called “Main Sequence” stars, which mainly convert

sub-atomic particles”, e.g., stellar core plasma protons [H
H+], into Helium atomic nuclei [H
He++], i.e., by the processes called
“s
“stellar nucleosynthesis”, which we identify as the main “reproductive accumulation” process for atomic nuclei, & for atoms, in our
cosmos. Hydrogen “a
atoms”, H, whose nuclei typically contain only a single proton, become Hydrogen ions, H+, i.e., naked
sub-atomic “p
particles”, naked protons again -- i.e., their electron orbitals are stripped away -- in the superhot, plasma conditions of
first generation stars’ stellar cores. Thus, in effect, in initial stellar nucleosynthesis processes, protons -- with the help of neutrons
&/in Deuterium & Tritium atomic nuclei -- are, in effect, that which is being converted into Helium nuclei, He++.
, per our solution, represents the combinatoric possibility of processes of direct conversion, into atomic

The category-symbol

an

nuclei -- catalyzed by the presence & involvement of atomic nuclei, e.g., like those of the “cosmological nucleosynthesis” products,
Helium & Lithium nuclei -- of pre-n
nuclear particles -- i.e., of non-ccomposite bosons & non-ccomposite fermions. Some might argue
that this is an “inoperative term”. The category-symbol
, per our solution, represents the combinatoric possibility of processes of
asn

direct conversion, into atomic nuclei -- catalyzed by the presence & involvement of atomic nuclei, e.g., of those of the “cosmological
nucleosynthesis” products, Helium & Lithium nuclei -- of those earlier processes that induced the
-catalyzed direct conversion of
s

pre-n
nuclear “p
particles” -- of non-ccomposite bosons & non-ccomposite fermions -- into pre-/
/sub-atomic “p
particles” units -- e.g., into
mesons, protons, neutrons, & hyperons:
. Some might argue that this too is an “inoperative term”.
sn

If

an

&

asn

3

really turn out to be “inoperative terms”, representing unactualized[, never[-to-be]-actualized] combinatoric

possibilities, then category

as

, representing the Helium-nuclei nucleosynthesis processes of first generation, “Main

6

Sequence” stars, is the one & only category-symbol that represents the ‘reproductive accumulation’ of atomic nuclei in our cosmos,
as distinct from the ‘‘‘original accumulation’’’ process, of “cosmological nucleosynthesis”, represented by the category-symbol
ss

≡

a

. Likewise, starting in epoch ∀τ2 = 3, is the ‘“original accumulation”’ of molecular species,

4

aa

≡

m

, via, e.g., the interaction of atoms upon other atoms in those first generation interstellar, “stellar nursery” ‘a
atomic clouds’,

8

that thereby turn themselves into “m
molecular clouds”. They do so as these ‘a
atomic clouds’ expand/
/accumulate their populations of
atoms, then, thus, darken, cool, & self-gravitationally ‘self-densify’, bringing their constituent atoms into ever-closer average mutual
atomic bonds that constitute molecules.
proximity, &, therefore, into ever greater interaction-probability, forming the inter-a
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In epoch ∀τ2 = 4, arises the category-symbol

, which signifies the ‘reproductive accumulation’

ma

12

/lithospheres, where
of molecules, e.g., in planetary atmospheres, in planetary oceans, and in planetary interiors/
the presence of, initially, primitive-accumulation-sourced molecules, catalyzes the assembly of further & more
complex molecules/
/molecular formations.
/Also in epoch ∀τ2 = 4 of this ‘meta-model’ -- this, e.g., planetary -- quantitatively expanded reproduction/
‘reproductive accumulation’ of molecules/
/molecular species, & the ‘self-densification’ of those molecular
accumulations, with its increased “cross-section’ for molecule upon molecule interactions, gives rise to everbigger, ever more massive polymeric [‘m
meta-m
merically meta-m
monadic’ ] molecules, & then to that new, next
,
‘‘‘original accumulation’’’, or ‘‘‘primitive accumulation’’’, signed by the category-symbol mm
16
whose solution, per our solution, is

mm

≡

, where

p

p

connotes the ‘[cosmo-]ontological category’ of

“p
prokaryotic”, or ‘p
pre-eukaryotic’, living cells, & of their first accumulations, from out of the densest core of
populations of interacting molecules. [Note: ‘ ≡’ means solution-assertion].
In epoch ∀τ2 = 5, the category symbol

pm

24

appears, signifying for us a ‘reproductive accumulation’

of pre-eukaryotic living cells, catalyzed, accelerated by the presence of, & the involvement of, the originallyaccumulated pre-eukaryotic living cells, via the direct “eating”, by such living cells, of “non-living” molecules,
of molecular food, as by the “lithotrophic” [rock-eating], &/or “cchemo-ssynthetic”, archea & archeo-b
bacteria
whose still-persisting, ‘‘‘evolute’’’ existence has come to light in recent, deep-lithosphere observational research.
Observe also how, in these cosmological examples, ontological-categorial ‘‘‘fformal subsumption’’’ corresponds to
ontological-categorial ‘‘‘original/
/primitive accumulation’’’, while ontological-categorial ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’
corresponds to ontological-categorial ‘reproductive accumulation’.

In each epoch ∀τ2 > 0, the ‘fformally-subsuming’ category-symbol is also the category-symbol that signifies
the ‘‘‘original accumulation’’’, or the ‘‘‘primitive accumulation’’’, of the ‘onto-mass’ of the newest ontology;
of the newest kind of being, the ontology also represented by that ‘fformally-subsuming’ category-symbol.
The ‘rreally-subsuming’ category-symbol(s), of the very next epoch, (is)(are) also the category-symbol(s) that
represent(s) the subsumption/
/[partial-]conversion/
/assimilation of, potentially, at least locally, all of, but
typically only a small portion of, the earlier/
/predecessor category-symbols’ ontology, into the newer successor
symbolized ontology, i.e., representing the ‘meta-Darwinian-fitness-marking’, ‘reproductive accumulation’ of
/next-to-neweest kind of being.
more ‘onto-mass’ for that newer/
Thus, in cosmological epoch ∀τ2 = 2,

ss

4

represents the ‘‘‘original accumulation’’’ of atomic

nuclei ‘o
onto-m
mass’, & is also the ‘fformally-subsuming’ category-symbol of that epoch’s symbolic ‘cumulum’.
In the very next cosmological epoch, epoch ∀τ2 = 3, the cosmo-ontological category-symbol
one of three possible ‘rreal-subsumption-by-

a

represents

’ category-symbols. It represents the conversion, by the original,

a

“first generation” stars, & by their ‘‘‘life’’’-processes, named “stellar nucleosynthesis”, of
largely protonic ‘o
onto-m
mass’ -- into

as

, e.g., of H+ -- i.e., of

s

‘o
onto-m
mass’, e.g., into Helium-a
atomic-nuclei ‘o
onto-m
mass’, & the beginning of

the stellar ‘reproductive accumulation’ of atomic ‘o
onto-m
mass’.
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The Hypothesis of ‘O
Onto-M
Mass Progression Quasi-H
Hyperbolicity’. At least for the ‘p
physical’ «m
monads» treated by
dialectical-h
historical, diachronic, chronological, ‘d
dialectic of Nature’ Seldon Function ‘meta-model meta-equations’, the
inertial ‘onto-mass’, the physical weight, of the, e.g., cosmos-wide ontological populations represented by the ontological
categories symbolized in the successive algebraic epochal ‘cumula’ of such ‘meta-models’, at least for their progressions
of ‘self-hybrid’ category-symbols, are hypothesized to be, so far in natural history, monotonically hyperbolic. That is, as
natural-h
historical time has advanced, with/
/by way of new, unprecedented, ever-more-deeply-“
“nested”
”, ever-higher
aufheben» metan-«m
monad»-iic’, ‘self-combined’, ‘self-hybrid’ «m
monads»’, irrupting into existence -- e.g.,
degree, n, ‘«a
pre-/
/sub-aatomic units, atoms, molecules, pre-eeukaryotic living cells, eukaryotic ‘m
meta-ccells’, ‘m
meta-eeukaryotic
meta-b
biota’ [“m
meta-p
phyta” & “m
meta-zzoa”], proto-l
languages-b
based animal [&
& plant] ‘‘‘ssocieties’’’, &, lastly so far, to
meta-ssocieties’ -- the whole-population ‘onto-mass’ of each newest such successor ‘selfour knowledge, humans-lled ‘m
hybrid’ kind, or ontology, is hypothesized to be hyperbolically less than the aggregate ‘onto-mass’ of the «m
monads»
hybrid’ kind/ontology, for every such predecessor/successor pair so far [For
assigned to its immediate predecessor ‘sself-h
a partly-pictorial illustration of this hypothesis, using hypothetical data, see --

].

http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Graph,Quasi-Hyperbolicity_of_Onto-Mass_Evoluteness,DIALECTIC_OF_NATURE,Hypothetical,04JAN2015.jpg

The Principle of ‘[A
Almost-]C
Comprehensive Categorial Interactivity’. As we have described above, our sense of
the rational ‘non-arbitrarity’ of the categorial partitioning, & of the categorial ‘populationing’, of ‘The NQ Dialectical
Method’, arises from combinatoric principles, more specifically, from the principles of ‘categorial combinatorics’, and
including of [contra-B
Boolean, i.e., consequential] ‘categorial self-combinatorics’, that the NQ axioms have been aimed to
codify. One of those principles is ‘tthe principle of comprehensive interactivity’ of ontological category-symbols. In its
mathematical symbolization, the implementation of this principle demands an ‘algorithmics’ in which, from the moment a
‘cumulum’ of category-symbols congeals, as the ‘ontology-state’ expression for a given step, s, or epoch, τ, every one of
those category-symbols also begins to multiply itself against itself, & against every other category-symbol in that s or τ
‘cumulum’. The products thereof then become the ‘ontology-state’ expression for the immediately next step or epoch -for step s+1, or for epoch τ +1, or, generically, for stage h + 1. Full implementation of this principle means that, N,
denoting the ‘populationing’ of distinct category-symbols in a dyadic Seldon Function categorial progression-‘cumulum’
2

‘meta-model’ expansion, would grow as -- gNh+1 = gNh 2 + 1. The summand 1 covers the «a
arché» categorysymbol -- the one that constitutes the initial, s = 0 or τ = 0 [or h = 0], ‘n
non-cumulum’, consisting of the «a
arché»
category-symbol alone. It covers the ‘‘‘evolute’’’ inclusion of that «a
arché» category-symbol in all of the subsequent
‘category-symbols cumula’ of the ensuing progression, as h -- the [generic] stage, or step/
/epoch, counter -- rises, from
0, to ever higher Whole-number values. This principle of comprehensive interactivity also renders the cosmological
‘qualo-fractal tower of the self-hybrid kinds’, as described by our ‘ dialectical “ttheory of everything” ’, NON-h
hierarchical.
2

The formula gNh+1 = gNh 2 + 1 means that the population of distinct -- & potentially-‘‘‘operative’’’ -- categorysymbols, in each next ‘cumulum’ of category-symbols, equals the count for the immediately-p
preceding ‘cumulum’,
squared, plus 1. This implies, for example, that, if the h = 0 starting-p
point has only 1 category-symbol, the «a
arché»
2
category-symbol, then the h = 2 ‘cumulum’ will have 1 + 1 = 2 category-symbols, & that the h = 3 ‘cumulum’
2
2
will have 2 + 1 = 5 category-symbols, & that the h = 4 ‘cumulum’ will have 5 + 1 = 26 category-symbols.
The full implementation of this principle, in our work, comes in the form of those gQ axioms-ssystem variants, within the Q axiomssystems Domain, that constitute the “gödelian” variants of those systems/of that Domain. In those variants, the subscripts of the
generic gQ ‘meta-numerals’ utilize a kind of ‘‘‘Gödel-numbering’’’. That ‘‘‘Gödel-numbering’’’ encodes, into each such subscript,
the ‘‘‘heritage’’’, the details of the [auto- or allo-]p
product, or [auto- or allo-]m
multiplication, of that unique, order-specific pair of
predecessor generic ‘meta-numerals’ by which the given ‘meta-numeral’ is produced. This requires modifications to both the
product-rule axiom, Q9., & to the ‘meta-Peanic’ successor function, s, used in axioms Q2., Q3. & Q4., so as to convert the Q
N
axioms-ssystem into the gQ axioms-ssystem. Unfortunately, this “encoding” is also, in effect, an “encryption”. Unlike the case with the
Q axioms-ssystem, where its generic ‘meta-numerals’ have consecutive N-number subscripts, the generic ‘meta-numerals’ of the gQ
N

system exhibit big gaps/
/jumps, & even magnitude reversals, between the composite N-number that forms the subscript of one gQ
generic ‘meta-numeral’ & that which forms the subscript of its immediate successor ‘meta-numeral’.

The main ‘‘‘g
gödelian’’’ version, of Q axiom Q9., is -Dialogue on F.E.D. Dialectics, Part 3, Commenced 29JUN2
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“gQ9.

The product of any pair of gQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ factors, distinct or not, is equal to their multiplicand, plus that
unique gQ ‘m
meta-n
number’ whose subscript is the product of the “N
Natural” prime number for each factor, such that the
prime number for the first occurring factor is raised to the power of the smaller of the two factor subscripts, & is
multiplied by the prime number of the second occurring factor, raised to the power of the larger of the two factor
subscripts, or, indistinguishably, in either order of powers, for equal factor subscripts. By the prime number of a subscript, n, we
mean the nth prime number of the “N
Natural” numbers [i.e., p(1) = 2, p(2) = 3, p(3) = 5, p(4) = 7, & p(5) = 11, ...].

[or:

[∀j, k ∈ N] | [ j < k][

j

k

[∀j, k ∈ N] | [ j < k][

k

j

=
=

k

j
k
p (j ) × p (k )

], versus --

j

j
k
p ( k ) × p (j )

].

[axiom for ‘the ‘g
gödelian’ version of the double-cconservation «a
aufheben» evolute product rule’ for categories multiplication].”
And, these composite N-number subscripts become very large, very fast, in the progression of the ‘consecuum’ of these
‘meta-numerals’. For example, the first three stages of the generic dyadic gQ progression are the following -1

1 1
2 ×2

1

1

4

=

4,8
802

1

4

112

1

4

1 4
2 ×7

1 4
7 ×2

4 4
7 ×7

=

. . .. [Note magnitude reversal of subscripts for 3rd & 4th terms].

5,7
764,8
801

This means that it is very difficult to keep track of the undergirding generic ‘meta-numerals’, corresponding to the
interpreted category-symbols, in a gQ ‘meta-model’ for/
/of a specific Domain, without using a special software
application, designed specifically for that purpose [e.g., to support rapid prime-factorization of generic ‘meta-numeral’
subscripts so as to decode the ‘‘‘heritage’’’ of large-subscript ‘meta-numerals’, as well as to calculate generic products.]
Moreover, the categorial ‘populationing’ -- the escalation of the count of potentially-‘‘‘operative’’’, qualitatively-d
distinct,
ontologically-d
distinct category-symbols -- is, for gQ ‘dyadic meta-models’, even more dramatically and nonlinearly
‘escalative’ than is that for NQ ‘dyadic meta-models’. The distinct category-symbols count, as a function of step/
/epoch,
for NQ dyadic ‘meta-models’, rises as 2h -- NNh+1 = 2h+1 -- whereas, as we have already noted above, that for gQ
‘dyadic meta-models’ rises as ∼ gNh2 -- gNh+1 = gNh2 + 1. I.e., we have the more moderate categorial
‘‘‘combinatoric explosion’’’ [cf. Stuart Kauffman] of the NQ generic ‘dyadic meta-models’ -1

2

4

8

16

32

... [Note:

Category-count rise here echoes cell-count rise in developing zygotes’ early self-cleavages.]

-- versus that of the, far more ‘‘‘combinatorically explosive’’’, gQ ‘dyadic meta-models’ -1

2

5

26

677

458,3
330

....

This would be no problem, if the extra ‘‘‘algebraic’’’ category-symbol-unknowns, generated by the gQ dyadic algorithm, were all
quite meaningful for most Domains. However, our research-testing of the gQ axioms-systems, to-date, has not borne this out. On the
contrary, many more ‘‘‘non-operative’’’, or “extraneous”, category-symbol terms seem to accrue with gQ vis-à-vis with NQ, thus
N

exacerbating ‘h
homeomorphic defect’ of ‘‘‘Type β.’’’ for the resulting ‘meta-models’ [Regarding ‘h
homeomorphic defect’ of
‘ccategorial-d
dialectical meta-m
models’, see -- http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/HomeomorphicDefect/HomeomorphicDefect.htm].

For all of these reasons, although we have sometimes mentioned the gQ axioms-ssystems variants in our ‘primering’
publications [e.g., see p. A−4
47, in -- http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Primer_files/3_F.E.D.%20Intro.%20Letter,%20Supplement%20A-1_OCR.pdf],
we have not yet publicly narrated any ‘meta-models’ built using any of the ‘gödelian’ variants of the Q.
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The great virtue of the gQ axioms-system is that it is deeply non-ccommutative. That is, a category-symbol such as
is qualitatively, ontologically unequal to the category-symbol with the subscripts reversed, g
, even generically -g
hp

g

ph

,

g

hp

ph

&

g

g

h

=

p

g

p

-- & the undergirding generic ‘meta-numerals’ for g

hp

g

hp

&

g

g

ph

g

p

h

=

g

g

h

ph

have very different composite “N
Natural” number

subscripts. Contrary-wise, under the NQ axioms, e.g., in our “theory of everything” ‘meta-model’ -(N

hp)

=

= (N

256 +16

=

ph)

=
16 +256

272

-- i.e., using ‘(
( )’ as an operator, or function, to map any given Domain-interpreted/
/Domain-solved NQ ‘meta-number’
category-symbol back to its undergirding generic NQ ‘meta-numeral’.
However, connotationally-speaking, our interpreted, or ‘‘‘solved-for’’’, meaning of N
ontologically different from that for N

:

N

ph

hp

N

hp

is still qualitatively, i.e.,

. In this example, we solve ‘N

ph

’ as a symbol for

ph

the subsumption, appropriation, or conversion of [p
part of] a human society’ss ‘o
onto-m
mass’ -- including [p
part of]
onto-m
mass’ of individual human bodies -- into ‘p
pre-eeukaryotic’ cellular ‘o
onto-m
mass’, e.g., as when a pandemic
the ‘o
bacterial disease sweeps through a human community, with the pandemic bacteria literally “eating” portions of
human-b
bodily tissue(ss), even to the point of inducing the deaths of those bodies, so that the pandemic-d
disease bacteria
population, at least temporarily, expands its ‘o
onto-m
mass’ at the expense of human-ssocial ‘o
onto-m
mass’.
We solve ‘N

’, on the contrary, as a symbol for the subsumption, by human society, of ‘p
pre-eeukaryotic’ cellular

hp

‘o
onto-m
mass’ into human society ‘o
onto-m
mass’ -- e.g., the endo-ssymbiosis of gut bacteria in the human body’ss “micro-biome”.
Thus, in cases like

N

hp

N

, we have an ‘iinterpretational intra-d
duality’ for/
/within a category-symbol that maps back to a

ph

single subscript, of a single ‘meta-numeral’, in the undergirding generic arithmetic. The same single undergirding generic ‘metanumeral’, in this case,
, is pressed into the service of two ontologically, qualitatively distinct -- indeed, contrary -- meanings.
272

In our ‘meta-model’ narrations published to-date, we have tended to emphasize, e.g., the
e.g., the

N

XY

meanings, & thus to de-emphasize,

YX

N

meanings, of our meta-models’ category-symbols, i.e., to stress the meanings of category-symbol variants in which the

larger generic N-value subscript epithet precedes the smaller, e.g., in this example, stressing

hp

N

over

N

. Thus, the emphasis

ph

on ‘ontologically-retrograde conversions’, or ‘back-conversions’, in our narrations of Q ‘meta-models’ has tended to be somewhat
N
muted vis-à-vis what it would tend to be in the narration of a gQ ‘meta-model’. We very well may, in future research, find Domains
whose Q ‘meta-models’ are less ‘h
homeomorphically-d
defectious’, when using a gQ language variant, than when using others, in
which case we may publish narrations of gQ ‘meta-models’ for the first time. For Q-language-based ‘dyadic Seldon Function
N

meta-models’, we have limited the ‘categorial combinatorics’, not only by means of the Q axioms, vs. the gQ axioms, but also via
N
certain ‘ccanons of interpretation’. The latter apply, not, as the axioms do, to the undergirding, generic Q, vs. gQ, ‘meta-numerals’
N
arithmetics, but only to specifically-solved category-symbols, that are undergirded by those generic ‘meta-numerals’, i.e., that have
also been applied/interpreted/solved for a given, specific Domain, D. These thus ‘n
non-a
axiomic’ ‘‘‘rrules of interpretation’’’, e.g.,
call for replacement of any multiple occurrences of subscript-epithets, by the single subscript-epithet that is the user’s solution for that,
e.g., double-occurrence, of the doubly-occurring subscript-epithet. For example, in the ‘d
dialectical “ttheory of everything”, dialectic
of Nature meta-m
model’, when the algebraic-unknown category-symbol
arises in the computation of the epoch ∀τ2 = 3
snn

‘cumulum’, we replace that category-symbol with
‘

nn

≡

’, &, for

s

, is ‘

ss

ss

≡

, which we then further replace with

, since our solution for

ss

. The generic ‘meta-numeral(s)’ for

a
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We have constructed the NQ axioms-ssystem, & its ‘ccanons of interpretation’, for its Domain-sspecific applications to
‘meta-modeling’ such Domains, so that the following ‘meta-equations’ pertain [with
τ

s

&

s

τ

D 2

as the

D 2

‘ccumulum’ ideograms for a sum of 2D 2 & 2D 2 category-symbol terms, for the synchronic & diachronic contexts of dialectics,
respectively, both for Domain D, within universe of discourse u, & within E.D. Universal Taxonomy Level n] -for synchronic ‘dyadic Domain meta-models’:

s +1

=

s

D 2

=

for diachronic ‘dyadic Domain meta-models’:

s

D 2

τ +1

τ

D 2

=

s

D 2

τ

D 2

s

D 2

=

;

D 2

τ

D 2

τ

D 2

D 2

-- wherein the symbol ‘
’ denotes the operation/
/operator defined as that which extracts, from the Q ‘cumulum’ of categoryN
symbols upon which it operates, only the most-advanced, or ‘meta-meristemal’, category-symbol, i.e., the category-symbol for the
highest degree of ‘self-hybrid self-involution’ -- the category-symbol whose corresponding undergirding generic ‘meta-numeral’ has
the subscript of the largest N-value so far extant -- i.e., extant in step number Ds2, or in epoch number Dτ2, respectively. Thus, the
limited ‘categorial combinatorics’ that the NQ axioms, & the NQ ‘ccanons of interpretation’, applied together, are designed allow, is
N

N

that in which the newest categorial content of the step number Ds2 + 1 ‘cumulum’, or of the epoch number Dτ2 + 1 ‘cumulum’, is

that which results from the multiplication of each category-symbol in the Ds2 or Dτ2 ‘cumulum’, i.e., from the ‘‘‘rreal subsumption’’’
of every other ontological-category-symbol in that Ds2 or Dτ2 ‘cumulum’, by the most advanced ontological category-symbol also in
dialectic of Nature meta-m
model’, the
that Ds2 or Dτ2 ‘cumulum’. For example, starting from the epoch ∀τ2 = 2 ‘cumulum’ of our ‘d
calculation of its, next, resulting, ∀τ2 = 3 ‘cumulum’, runs as follows -1
n

s

sn

a

n

s

sn

a

n

s

sn

a

2
n

s

n

sn

s

an

as

=

a

sn

a

asn

m

=

a

n

s

sn

a

=

.

This computational short-cut is known, among us, as ‘Miguel’s short-cut rule’ for dyadic Seldon Function expansions.
Finally, for this ‘cluster H.’ response, let’s contrast Q & gQ for D = ∀, & for the epoch ∀τ2 = 1 to epoch ∀τ2 = 2 transition:
N
1

N

N

n

N

N

s

N

n

2

N

sn

N

s

N

n

ss

-- which we obtain via our solution N

=

N

≡

N

n

≡N

a

s

ss

1
g

g

g

g

n

n

g

g

g

nn

n

g

s

g

N

s

N

sn

=

s

N

.

a

, and by applying axiom Q10. once, versus --

nn

g

sn

g

,&g

s

g

g

n

≡g

ss

a
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n

g

ns

g

ns

≡g

=

s

g

s

g

s

ns

g

n

g

nn

-- which, given solutions g
g

N

n

2

s

g

n

N

s

n

sn

g

s

g

sn

g

s

g

g

ss

g

n

s

=

s

g

ss

=

.

, & using axioms Q6., Q7., Q8., & Q10., simplifies to:

a

.
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I1
1 Q #3.I
I. “You have explained the importance of having a qualitative meaning for division by zero, the
importance of solving for the functions of nonlinear equations, and I can see how this can improve the detail of
determination in complex systems. But is this just a notation through which the indeterminate in any system
can be deferred through to different measurements/standards of accounting? Perhaps an attempt to formalize
the post-modern demand for a sensitivity to context, which pushed theory away from formal theories of
”
everything in the first place. An attempt to formalize without reducing qualities to their form?”
I2
2 R #3.I
I. Is the Q ideography “...just a notation...”
”? Notation matters. Notation is not just a syntactic
convenience. Notation has cognitive value, & cognitive consequences. Try doing long division using Roman numerals,
and then compare that experience to the experience of doing “the same” long division problem using today’s standard
Indo-Arabic numerals. There is an interplay between ideas as held in mind, & ‘idea-grams’ as an external-to-mind
‘‘‘object-ification’’’, or ‘object-ization’ thereof. Boole intended his algebra to serve as an algebraic representation of
human “mental operations”. We intend the Q dialectical ideographies to serve as an objectification of dialectical mental
operations. This does not mean that we claim to have achieved, in our current notation for the Q ideographies, the optimal
syntax. But our Q notation is the best notation for dialectical mental operations that we have so far been able to devise.

You noted our explanation of “...the importance of having a qualitative meaning for division by zero.”
” The
problem, with respect to division by zero, is to get beyond, e.g., in key nonlinear equations of modern mathematical
physics, including in Newton’s gravity equations, apparently infinitely wrong answers -- “residuals” of, apparently, the
“value” “infinity”, apparently of “infinite magnitude” -- to a correct & true answer. The value ‘Full Zero’, denoted ‘ ’,
is a ‘qualo-quantitative’, or ‘quanto-qualitative’ meaning, a hybrid value, that provides a correct answer for the solution
of such equations when division-by-zero singularities arise. It is not just -- not one-sidedly -- a qualitative value. By an
axiom of the Rµ dialectical arithmetic, ‘Full Zero’ is the value that arises as the product of a metrical qualifier, or of an
ontological qualifier, or of a combined, ‘onto[logical]-metrical’, or ‘metrico-ont[olog]ic[al]’, qualifier, multiplied by a 0
[‘empty zero’] value of a quantifier. Thus, to obtain a value of ‘Full Zero’ as the result of a division-by-zero singularity,
you have to have an arithmetic in which at least ‘metrical qualifiers’, or at least ‘ontological qualifiers’, or both -- as in the
Rµ dialectical arithmetic -- can be expressed arithmetically, as ‘meta-numbers’, via ‘meta-numeral’ symbols. To rectify
an equation of modern physics to yield a true result when a division-by-zero singularity arises in it, one has to map that
equation into an arithmetic like the Rµ dialectical arithmetic. One has to ‘‘‘translate’’’ that equation into that different,
higher “space” of arithmetic & algebra & analysis. One has to ‘re-qualify’ that equation, as we say. In effect, and with
modern”, «m
mentalité», in a psychohistorical sense, one has to overcome the whole ‘elision of
respect to the prevailing, “m
the arithmetical qualifiers’ that has beset mathematical thinking ever since the European Renaissance -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes.html
http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Vignettes_files/F.E.D.,%20Vignette%2025,%20by%20Karl%20Seldon,'The%20Uttermost%20Root%20of%20The%20Modern%2
0Ideology',%2003MAR2016.pdf

One must pick up again where Diophantus of Alexandria so anciently left off, on the shore of Europe’s “D
Dark Ages”, circa 250 C.E.
In Diophantus’s scroll on arithmetic & on proto-algebra, The Arithmetica, there was an arithmetical qualifier,
, denoting the
“Μ
Μοnad”, the generic qualitative unit, in effect, representing the unit of Plato’s theory of practical arithmetic, that of his «arithmoi
was a ‘word-abbreviative’, “syncopated” symbol which could serve as a kind of qualitative algebraic variable,
monadikoi». This
representing either an ‘ontological qualifier’, a ‘metrical qualifier’, or a combination, a compound [e.g., a product], of the two,
indifferently & invariantly. Even earlier, at the very dawn of written language, distinct, wet-clay-impressed & wet-clay-incised signs,
for ontological & metrical qualifiers, as well as for quantifiers, emerged, & were used in conjunction, in ancient Mesopotamia firedclay “envelopes” & tablets.
You asked: [is the Q Method] “An attempt to formalize without reducing qualities to their form?”
” Yes. A ‘contental logic’, which
we take the Q ideography &, even more so, the Q ideography to, both, instance, is, in our understanding, one in which, precisely,
N
W
content is not ignored, or “reduced” to “form”, in contrast to what is the case with a ‘‘‘formal logic’’’, which, in effect, “elides”
content; which strives to formulate only those syntactic forms which are true of/
/for all/
/any content, which are true no matter what
may be the content, which are invariant to content. The category-symbols of the Q arithmetics/
/algebras, in their generic, minimallyinterpreted version, but also in their maximally-interpreted versions, ‘‘‘ssolved’’’ for a specific «a
arché» & Domain, are “intensional”
symbols, rather than “extensional” symbols; are ‘connotograms’. Each stands for a specific ontological category of a given Domain,
by way of representing the defining qualit(y)(ies) of the units that constitute that category. Each is thus an ‘ontological qualifier
symbol’, assigned to a limited portion of the ontological content of that Domain.
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I1
1 Q #3.J
J. “This certainly is a step beyond the reductive lens through which much of science gets rendered. There
are even supposedly "complexity sensitive" accounts that are still caught up in reductive logic, as you know. But a more
"general complexity" approach which is what theorist David Byrne calls the non-reductive approaches are "non-restricted"
because they acknowledge that contextual forces and emergent properties always escape law-like formality. Context is
infinite. This doesn't bar modelling, it just places it in a middle range, beyond reductive representational theories but not
quite absolute forms. This seems to be where you are reaching. A mapping of types, a crafting of metaphors that can
generalize over a range of related systems. Yet in doing so, we must justify our choices in context which determine the
nature of our models. I remain open to being convinced that your choices are valuable and effective.”
”

I2
2 R #3.J
J. ‘‘‘L
Law-llike Formality’’’, ‘‘‘C
Contextual Infinity’’’, & ‘M
Modeling/Methodological Genericity’.
I do not see that we have any certainty, as of the present time, that “contextual forces”
” & “emergent properties”
” must
always escape “law-like formality”
”. If, by “formality”
”, in this context, one is to mean ‘modelable by “ppurely”-quantitative
equations’, then I think that you have a shot at being right about this “escape”
”, although I do not see any proof of this, as
” & “properties”
”,
yet. There may be patterns, that have a quantitative aspect, that hold, even generally, for such “forces”
that have just not found their Newton, their Maxwell, their Einstein, or their Marx, just yet. If you mean this “escape”
” in
relation to Newton’s, Maxwell’s, & Einstein’s equations-systems, as the sole or main exemplars of such “law-like
formality”
”, then I think that you are right in this regard. Newton’s equations are already partially falsified, as far as being
able, for example, to encompass the emergence of planets from “molecular cloud debris”, due to their collisional
“singularity” false predictions of “iinfinite” forces. Einstein’s equations are already partially falsified, as constituting an
accurate model of self-gravitational implosions, by their false predictions of “absolute-collapse-to-an-infinitesimal-point”
singularities. Such equations may work exceptionally well, predictively, up to, but not beyond, their own ‘‘‘singularity
limitations’’’. However, to hold that there can be no possible “law-like”
” pattern to the many phenomena of cosmological
“emergence”
” that are already known to us, seems, to me, premature, and lacking sufficient evidence to back a “universal
quantifier” claim. Some might argue that a vast number of the -- still unsolved -- nonlinear total & partial differential
equations-systems attain, in a way still mostly hidden from us, due to our mathematical retardation in regard to solving nonlinear
differential equations in “closed form”, “analytically”, & “in general”, a very apt quantitative and “qualitative” description of many
such “emergences”, as evinced in the aptness of their numerical simulation approximation solutions. Moreover, we feel that, in the
ubiquitous, dialectical, or «a
aufheben», process of monad-agents’ ‘[self-]meta-«m
monad»-izations’, we have discovered, precisely, a
“law-like”
”, re-occurring, universal [but not exception-free], self-reiterating generic pattern of emergence of new ontology from old.

The use of the terms “law”, & “law of nature”, in modern science is, in any case, deeply unfortunate and misleading. It
often still ‘dissonates’ in our modern ears, perhaps in the way that, on the contrary, for Newton, it may well have
“resonated”, in his use of the phrase “axioms, or laws of motion”, in his Principia, and he may well have welcomed that
phrase, as connoting the decrees of God as the ultimate feudal “Lord” of the cosmos. But, otherwise, nature has no
legislature to promulgate “laws”, & no police forces to enforce any such. Moreover, our equations do not “govern”
nature’s processes, though [mostly unconsciously] subject-object inverted, fetishistic assertions like ‘‘‘Einstein’s
equations govern the force of gravity throughout the cosmos’’’ have become almost a mantra in modern scientific
discourse, as a clarity-of-thought-subverting “figure of speech”. Of course, in reality, for real science, a good “law”-ofnature equations-system is not held to be an agent of any kind on its own, acting upon natural objects as any kind of
“governor”. Quite to the contrary, “law” of nature equations-systems are, for real science, very precisely “governed
[partially] by” nature. Such equations-systems are governed by the processes/
/phenomena observed by actual, human,
agents, in “raw” nature, as well as in those contrived & designed experiences that are our laboratory experiments, in that
such an equations-system describes, very precisely, & at least quantitatively, the patterns of measured natural behavior
that we have learned-about, and measured, by way of such in situ observations & of such engineered experiences.
You wrote: “Context is infinite.”
” If you mean, literally, that context is “infinite”
”, then I must ask you to prove that so-called “actual
infinity”, of any kind at all, actually exists, anywhere at all, whatsoever, in human experience to-date, whether in the outer world of
our sensuous, & of our instrumented, experience, or in the “inner world” of the human mind. Of course, it is always possible, in
mathematics, to frame “axioms” that assert the actual existence of” actual infinities”, e.g., of sets featuring “infinite” cardinalities, &
to rigorously deduce, from those axioms -- if assumed to be true -- & together with other axioms, yet other assertions -- theorems, etc.
-- just as it is possible for a J. R. R. Tolkein to weave a tale of a world such that his words may make their reader experience
something that feels to have “the inner consistency of reality”. But Tolkein’s world remains a fantasy, & formal-logical deduction
from unproven -- often even from empirically false -- axioms, in mathematics, can yield only a logically-rigorous phantasy;
deductively-d
derived fiction. [For more about this issue, see our definition of “the principle of metafinity” -http://www.dialectics.org/dialectics/Glossary_files/Glossary,Definition,The_F.E.D._Principle_of_'Metafinity',28OCT2014.jpg].
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Likewise, the appearance of apparently “infinite” -- but actually “infinitely”-eerroneous -- magnitudes, due to finite-t
time
division(s)-by-zero, in many of the “llaw of nature” equations-systems that humanity has so far formulated, including in
the nonlinear Newton “gravitic” equations, & in Einstein’s system of 10 “simultaneous”, still, in general, unsolved,
nonlinear partial differential equations for “General Relativity” ‘‘‘gravitics’’’, is really the sign of a non-Gödelian kind of
‘mathematical dynamical incompleteness’; a sign that the assumed ontology [per the ‘‘‘ontological commitments’’’],
explicit or not, but presupposed by the very form & content of such equation(s)-models, has “broken down”, indeed, has
at least locally, ceased to exist; that the equations’ descriptive capability has been overthrown, at &/or after this t value,
by the very processes that the equation(s) partially, but inadequately, describe, giving rise to a situation which always
”, or irruption, of
remains comprehensively finite, no less than before that t value, but which involves the “emergence”
new ‘ontos’, new realities, that the equations’ descriptions cannot encompass any longer, near, at, &/or after, the -- also
quite finite -- t value at which their division(s)-by-zero singularit(y)(ies) occur(s) [Again, value ‘full zero’ of RqΜQN addresses these].
Modeling, for us, inescapably persists in a range & region of non-“
“absolute-forms”
”; of ineluctably imperfect, incomplete,
‘homeomorphically defectious’ -- if also potentially extremely practically useful -- representations. As but “many-to-one”
mappings, from human experiences/
/experiments to phonogramic, ideogramic, & pictogramic “graphs” or “grams” -- to
humanity-m
made symbols -- we do not see how models, mathematical & otherwise, can ever transcend such defects,
&/or attain to “absolute forms”
” [again, see: http://point-of-departure.org/Point-Of-Departure/ClarificationsArchive/HomeomorphicDefect/HomeomorphicDefect.htm].
Yes, you are quite precisely right, that what we seek is “A mapping of types, a crafting of metaphors that can generalize
over a range of related systems”
” -- ‘‘‘a
a mapping of [e.g., Russell’s “logical types” of] the types’’’, or, as the “Socrates” of Plato’s
dialogue put it, so very long ago, in Plato’s dialogues on dialectics, a mapping of “tthe kinds”.
But, for us, as not for Plato, this mapping of “tthe kinds”, of the «g
gene», & the neo-‘m
mathematical metaphors’ we use there for, even
already in the rudimentary, NQ, second [Seldonian] arithmetic for dialectic miimesis & ‘meemesis’, describe a sort of cosmological
‘meta-genealogy’, a cosmological ‘‘‘descent’’’, a universal ‘‘‘lineage’’’, in which successive progressions of ‘‘‘[quantitative]
evolutions’’’ are recurringly self-punctuated by [“qualitative”, ‘qualit(y)(ies)-changing, ‘qualit(y)(ies)-adding, ontologicallyrevolutionary] ‘‘‘meta-evolutions’’’, involving no Platonian/
/Parmenidean ‘statical’, “immutable” ‘eternality’, but, on the contrary,
involving both ‘‘‘dynamics’’’ & ‘meta-dynamics’, i.e., which dynamical “laws” change, are superseded -- whenever new ontology is
added -- by new, unprecedented, ontologically-different dynamical “laws”, again & again, & in a broadly predictable pattern.

We are impressed, through our work, by the ubiquity, by the ‘n
non-exception-less’ universality, of the ‘qualo-quantitative’
pattern, of ‘qualo-fractal’, ‘meta-«monad»-ization’, ‘meta-unit-ization’, ‘meta-element-ization’, or ‘meta-holon-ization’
[cf. Arthur Koestler]; by the «a
aufheben» process/relation that leads us to call the content of our ‘meta-models’ “d
dialectical”
in the first place. This is a very simple pattern, abstractly, yet it has all but gone unnoticed, as such, as yet, by Terran
humanity, despite that it is applicable so widely, concretely, i.e., in its specific ‘“
“context”
”-ualized’ forms.
This abstract pattern is encoded in the NQ arithmetic, when the double-occurrence of subscript epithets in interpreted/assigned specializations [a
applications to particular Domains] of that generic arithmetic, are interpreted as signifying
the «a
aufheben», ‘ccontra-B
Boolean’ -- i.e., the consequential -- ‘self-combination’, ‘self-hybridization’, or ‘self-involution’
[cf. Chardin] of the ‘‘‘llogical individuals’’’ representing the content of the category signified by said epithets singly, so as
to form ‘m
meta-u
units’ of those ‘‘‘u
units’’’, thereby constituting a different, successor kind of population, of a different kind of units, to
be grasped via a qualitatively different ontological category than the one representing the units of the predecessor kind.

You wrote: “in doing so, we must justify our choices in context which determine the nature of our models”
”.
In the NQ Method, the «a
arché» category, as well as the modeler’ss knowledge of the Domain to be modeled, constitute the context
which determines the nature of the Domain-sspecific ‘meta-model’ and its solution(s). The intuitive logic of ‘cconnotational
entailment’ depends upon, & flows from, the context set up by the meaning of the «a
arché» category, in its definition of the
relationship to the Domain that it epitomizes. The «a
arché» category should do so in the simplest, most general, most immediate
possible way for its Domain, as ultimate ancestor category, either systematically [ttaxonomically] so, or chronologically so. For us,
the generic NQ arithmetic itself resides in a context so diaphanously abstract that it achieves universality -- it extracts & captures the
core of that which a vast expanse of specifically different «a
aufheben» [d
diachronic] processes, & [ssynchronic] relations, all have in
common. The individual ‘meta-models’, of/
/for specific Domains, all of which feed, by means of abstraction, back to this abstract,
universal, generic Domain, are rich with the special, more determinate, more ‘thought-concrete’ content of their individual Domains.
I think that, in order for you to determine, with vividness, whether or not the choices of modeling-strategy, that are encoded in the NQ
axioms, are “valuable and effective” in your view, it would be helpful for you if you were to actually construct an NQ ‘meta-model’
yourself, for a Domain that is proximate for you. Here’s an example of a synchronic, systematic, dialectical NQ ‘meta-model’ that
you might enjoy constructing for such an experiment -Dialogue on F.E.D. Dialectics, Part 3, Commenced 29JUN2
2015.
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Domain D = W, contemporary W ritten English [since this experiment should focus on an NQ ‘meta-model’ of a Domain with which
you are thoroughly versed, or have ‘‘‘D
Domain expertise’’’, so that only the modeling language, not the Domain also, is unfamiliar].
We have not yet explored this variant ‘meta-model’ in detail, so we may all have something to learn from the fruition of your effort.
Again, start with

l

1

; letters; [e.g., phonetic] characters -- as «a
arché»-category, but this time, in pursuance of an immanent

critique of the published version of this Domain ‘meta-model’, in Volume 2 of A Dialectical “T
Theory of Everything”, solve

l2

=

l

l

=

l

ll

, as syllables,

1

≡

ll

2

2

≡

, rather than as words, in model/
/step s = 1.

s

Then, a words category can be the solution, in model/
/step s = 2, to s = s
ss

, in

ll

s =

s

ss

,

2

4

, meaning the category of ‘m
meta-ssyllabic’ -- ‘‘‘m
multi-ssyllabic’’’ -- word units, i.e., of typical word units.

w

Single-syllable words, which are ‘‘‘exceptional’’’ -- less frequently encountered cases -- in contemporary English Written language,
can then come in, ‘tail-ward’, in the tacit frequency distribution segmentation/
/categorization of this W Domain by this ‘meta-model’,
as

ws

, signifying the «a
aufheben» elevation, or uplift, of single syllables into the more complex words level.

6

Perhaps you will find a place, in your solution to this alternative ‘meta-model’ of Domain D = W, namelyW

s

l

=

s
2
W

,

for phonemes & morphemes as parts of words, e.g., as sub-«g
gene» of one or more of these «g
gene».
Then perhaps try solving

, not, as in the published ‘meta-model’, as sentences, but, instead, as phrases/clauses, in

ww

8
2

model/
/step s = 3, i.e., solving w
turn, solving sentences as

= w
pp

16

Next, you might try still asserting as

w =

≡

, with

t

≡

tt

32

w

ww

4

tp

24

, as

ww

8

≡

, & then, in

p

standing for the category of single-p
phrase sentences.

, i.e., as ‘¶
¶aragraphs’, but then solving

¶

¶¶

64

≡

d

as shorter documents, i.e., as sub-book documents in general, not just as book chapters, e.g., including certain legal documents -licenses, diplomas, stock certificates, birth certificates, short contracts, & civil complaints -- & in addition, also posters, [shorter]
letters [ccorrespondence], memos & scientific papers, as well as book chapters, so that, thus,

dd

128

≡

b

might be

solved as including longer, sub-ssectioned codices in general, e.g., legal codes, reports, proposals, magazines, journals, multi-a
author
anthologies, & diaries, & even contemporary, mock-a
ancient scrolls, as well as single-a
author books. As a result, ‘‘‘o
one chapter
books’’’ -- e.g., pamphlets, booklets, etc. -- might well-solve-for the category-symbol
solve

bb

256

≡

a

192

. Then, it might be best to

bd

as archives, thus not spanning libraries alone, as in our published solution, but covering all

multi-vvolume-u
units’ storages in general. One-b
book stocks -- one title inventories -- might then come in as the solution for the hybrid
384

. Finally,

ab

512

∂

aa

≡∂

III

might still clock in as the final, only-partially-actualized category in

this categorial progression, for this synchronic ‘meta-model’, whose scope is limited to a short-duration slice of nearly-ccontemporary
time. This last category might be solved, predictively, as denoting the IInternet’s extant ‘ideo-physio-ontological content’, as, today, a
merely ‘protoic’, fractional [∂
∂] precursor of a future, global, omnibus communication & information access public utility, including
/photonic ‘a
archive of archives’.
as a digital electronic/
This might result in a ‘meta-model’ better-‘‘‘fitting’’’, for Domain D = W , than is our published ‘meta-model’, in the sense that this new
‘meta-model’ might cover far more of the phenomena -- far more of the ‘ideo-physio-ontology’ content of Domain W -- than does our published
‘meta-model’, encompassing much content that our published ‘meta-model’ leaves out. However, also, this new ‘meta-model’ might result in a
unknown category-symbol terms,
worse-‘‘‘fitting’’’ ‘meta-model’ in the sense of counting many more ‘‘‘extraneous’’’, ‘‘‘inoperative’’’ algebraic-u
that remain unknowns, i.e., for which no corresponding actualities/
/actual content can be discerned in Domain D = W. A first-approximation ratio
metric for measuring the relative ‘‘‘fitness’’’ of different ‘meta-models’ for the same Domain, net of both senses of ‘meta-model’ ‘‘‘[un]fitness’’’
just described, is to divide just the number of solved category-symbols for each ‘meta-model’, as of its maximum presentation step, smax, by the
total number of its initially ‘‘‘algebraic unknown’’’ category-symbols, produced in step smax. We hope that you will accept the challenge to make
your own ‘meta-model’, whether this suggested ‘meta-model’, or another of your own choosing, & to share your results.
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‘‘‘Solving’’’ the suggested ‘meta-model’ aptly means replacing each ‘?
?’ mark below with either a specific category name/description, or the ‘

’

8
2

sign. The compact form of this ‘meta-model’ is the 4-symbolic-element expression l , whose expanded form is partially rendered below.
|

model “b
backbone”
s = 8:

≡

bb

256

model “llimbs”

.
.
.

s = 7:

≡

dd

.
.
.

≡

¶¶

32

bs

≡?

[

≡?

[

]

131

bsl

≡ ? ...

≡?

dl

[

]

66

ds

]

67

dsl

≡ ? ...

]

33

≡ ?

¶l

[

]

34

¶s

≡ ?

[

]

35

¶sl

≡ ? ...

tt

≡

¶aragraphs;

¶

]

17

tl

≡?

[

≡?

[

18

]

ts

≡?

ps

≡?

[

]

19

tsl

≡ ? ...

.
.
.
.
. .

16

≡

pp

sentences;

t

[
.
.
.

9

]

pl

1
1
0
10
0

]

[

11

]

psl

≡ ? ...

.
.
.
.
. .

8

≡

ww

.
.
.

phrases;

p

[

5

]

wl

≡ E.g., single-lletter words.

[

6

]

ws

≡ ? ...

.
.
.
.
. .

4

≡

ss

...

s = 0:

]

.
.
.
.
. .

.
.
.

s = 1:

130

[ssingle-ssection, sub-b
book, shorter] documents;

d

[

s = 2:

]

65

[
.
.
.

s = 3:

[

.
.
.
.
. .

64

s = 4:

≡?

bl

[m
multi-ssection] books; codices in general;

b

[

s = 5:

]

129

.
.
.
.
. .

128

s = 6:

multi-b
book archives -- libraries, etc.

a

[

.

2

ll

1

l

≡

words;

w

[
s

3

]

sl

≡ E.g., [atypical] single-lletter syllables, e.g., “‘a” in “atypical” & “e” in “emergent”?

syllables;

≡ letters [ccharacters, e.g., phonetic characters].
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